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EXPLORING AUGMENTED REALITY

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2016

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION,
Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 3:06 p.m. in room SR–253, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. John Thune, Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Thune [presiding], Wicker, Fischer, Gardner, Daines, Nelson, Klobuchar, Blumenthal, Booker, Manchin, and Peters.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN THUNE,
U.S. SENATOR FROM SOUTH DAKOTA

The CHAIRMAN: Good afternoon. This hearing will come to order. I want to thank everyone for coming today to discuss the exciting potential of augmented reality technology.

This past Fourth of July weekend, many Americans began to notice an unusual phenomenon: more and more people—far more than usual—were going outside. Suddenly, sidewalks, parks, and local landmarks were packed with people wandering the great outdoors while burying their heads in their smartphones.

These people, of course, were playing the smash hit mobile game, Pokémon GO. But by going out into the real world to find and capture digital creatures, they weren’t just playing a game. They were getting their first exposure to the possibilities of augmented reality.

Many of us have heard of, or experienced, virtual reality, which usually involves putting on a headset that covers users’ eyes, surrounding them in an artificial world. However, augmented reality, or AR, is different. AR takes digital information and superimposes it onto the real, physical environment. Rather than closing the user off from the real world, AR adds virtual content on top of the real world.

Pokémon GO accomplishes this by using a smartphone’s camera to record the real world while the game displays digital characters over the image on the phone’s screen. More advanced AR headsets, currently in development and in use by industry, have mixed reality capabilities that can map the user’s surroundings in real time and allow virtual content to convincingly interact with the physical world.

These more advanced AR devices and techniques show that the potential of this technology goes far beyond smartphone games and could one day have a major impact on manufacturing, transportation, medicine, and eventually the daily lives of average Ameri-
cans. For example, imagine a worker in a factory whose job is to assemble an advanced jet engine for a new airliner. With an AR headset, that worker could see step-by-step instructions floating above his work station, with the exact spot he is supposed to weld being digitally highlighted.

Or imagine a medical student who can train on a virtual 3D model created from scans of a real patient. Or an EMT in a rural area who can receive real-time instructions from a specialist in a hospital hundreds of miles away on how best to stabilize a patient while help is on the way. AR technology promises to take all of the information that has been confined to the Internet over the past few decades and integrate it into the physical world, where such content can be most useful and do the most good.

Advanced manufacturing and other industries have already begun using AR for training new workers and have seen great improvements in safety and efficiency. We often hear about technology replacing workers, but AR provides an opportunity for technology to enhance workers instead, by helping them with their training and making them more productive.

In previous hearings this committee has held on new and emerging technologies, such as the Internet of Things and Autonomous Vehicles, I stressed how important it is for the government to avoid jumping in too soon with a heavy-handed regulatory approach. AR is no different. While there are certainly important policy questions to consider, such as the privacy of user data recorded by AR devices, it is essential that policymakers not unnecessarily stifle innovation. Instead, we should foster an environment that maximizes the potential benefits of this promising new technology.

There may be obstacles, regulatory or otherwise, to achieving the full potential of AR. Like a Pokémon trainer, the job of this committee is to “catch them all.”

Earlier today, the Committee had the great opportunity to see AR in action firsthand. DAQRI, Niantic, and the U.S. Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center provided us with a great demonstration of the Smart Helmet and a heads-up display for automobiles, which gives drivers important information without having to take their eyes off the road; Pokémon GO and other Niantic apps; and military-focused applications of AR.

Even though the only reality they could augment was the reality of the Russell Building, it was easy to see the potential of this new technology for a wide range of applications. I want to thank them for making their products available to us today.

I look forward to hearing from all of our witnesses to learn more about their experiences with AR and their visions for the future of this promising new technology.

I would say that we would recognize the Ranking Member, Senator Nelson, but I know he’s on the floor, speaking, at the moment. So I think what we’ll do when he arrives is give him an opportunity to make an opening statement, but proceed with the panel.

I want to welcome all of our witnesses who are here today: Mr. Brian Blau is the Vice President of Research for Gartner, a technology research and advisory company. Mr. John Hanke is the Chief Executive Officer for Niantic, Incorporated, developer of Pokémon GO. Mr. Brian Mullins is the Co-Founder and Chief Exec-
utive Officer of DAQRI. Mr. Stanley Pierre-Louis is the General Counsel for the Entertainment Software Association, and Mr. Ryan Calo is an Assistant Professor of Law at the University of Washington.

I want to thank you all for being here and for taking the time to share the things that are going on in your world with us. As I said, we find it very exciting, and seeing firsthand some of the things that you all are doing here just a few minutes ago was—it's really cool. So we're delighted to have you all here. If you could confine your remarks to 5 minutes or thereabouts, and then we'll open it up to a few questions.

I'll start on my left and your right with Mr. Blau. So please proceed with your opening statement.

STATEMENT OF BRIAN BLAU, RESEARCH VICE PRESIDENT, GARTNER

Mr. Blau. Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and the members of the Committee, thanks for inviting me to testify about augmented reality. I'm Brian Blau, Research Vice President at Gartner, the world's leading information technology market research company. I'm here today because my background in immersive technology spans 25 years, including in my current position where I advise technology providers, CIOs, businesses, and investors across many industries and geographies on aspects of designing, marketing, and using personal devices, apps, and services.

Let me begin by saying that if immersive technologies—and by that I mean augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality—are to achieve their potential, several important issues need to be understood. First, using AR to blend the real world and virtual world in a seamless way can have novel and beneficial implications across a myriad of industries. This nascent technology is about to achieve a critical milestone: practical and affordable viewing devices entering the market. Now is our unique opportunity to foster its innovation and growth.

Second, the market for AR technologies might be small today, but interest, over the long term, remains high and the potential for growth is significant. Finally, for AR technologies to flourish, innovation needs to be supported and accelerated without undue restrictions. The result will be a plethora of new computing experiences that drive increased productivity across many industries; improved effectiveness of individuals in their work; and exciting new developments in the leisure, entertainment, and retail sectors.

The 50-year plus history of computing can't be told without including the technology that addresses how humans, using their senses, interact with computers, each other, and the world. With AR technology, users will perceive the physical world in new, richer ways, ones that are visually augmented to whatever best suits the needs of its users.

The technology brought before you today provides a prime example of American innovation, invention, and opportunity. Augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality follow from a taxonomy of visual and sensory display types. AR devices are centered around a smart display, a transparent one, which can be worn on your head, maybe held in your hand, or even seen through a window.
Business use cases are broad. In coming years, field service workers, those that maintain utilities, infrastructure, machines, and equipment, will benefit because their work is often hands-busy tasks. An AR headset can provide visual overlays of diagrams, complex instructions, event recording, or enabling “see-what-I-see” remote collaboration. Using AR can improve workforce productivity by removing time-wasting behaviors or improving the efficiency of tasks.

The market for AR is mainly business today. We estimate the number of AR head-mounted displays sold in 2016 to be around several hundred thousand. We forecast that in 5 to 10 years, there will be hundreds of millions of head-mounted display devices in the hands of users, split between see-through transparent display devices and those that provide full immersion such as VR.

There are technology vendors competing for this opportunity—Microsoft, Google, ODG, Epson, DAQRI, and many others. First generation devices are available now. Next generations will exceed these capabilities, and improvements over the coming years will solve and optimize many perceptual computing challenges.

Not only will there be intense competition in hardware—the devices and the headsets—but there is also a great need for new core technologies as well as apps, services, infrastructure, and components, all of which need healthy digital ecosystems and business opportunities to flourish.

When will consumer AR become common? It may not be far off, and it’s possible it will come in many form factors, including handsets and headsets. Use cases for consumer AR are quite compelling because the visual overlay technology can show real-time and instant information when we look out into the physical world. Imagine turning your backyard into a video game, or going to a movie theater that is an individualized entertainment experience.

For the market to grow, it’s critical that you carefully consider any actions that would restrict or limit AR’s innovation process. AR needs development and maturity in many areas and will for many years to come.

A particular focus should be around usability, safety, and security. The requirements are higher here. AR is the experience, and it could falter if the technology is restricted in ways that don’t allow for experimentation, invention, testing, and ultimately broad use in many aspects of the consumer and business markets.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share our knowledge and guidance of this exciting application area and for the leaders of the U.S. Senate to take such a high level of interest.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Blau follows:]

**PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRIAN BLAU, RESEARCH VICE PRESIDENT, GARTNER**

Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and the Members of the Committee:

Thank you for inviting me to testify today about augmented reality.

I'm Brian Blau, Research Vice President at Gartner, the world's leading information technology market research company. I'm here today because my background in immersive technology spans 25 years including in my current position where I advise technology providers, CIOs, businesses and investors across many industries and geographies on aspects of designing, marketing and using personal devices, apps and services.
Let me begin by saying, if immersive technologies, and by that I mean, augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality are to achieve their potential, several important issues need to be understood.

First, using AR to blend the real world and virtual world in a seamless way can have novel and beneficial implications across a myriad of industries. This nascent technology is about to achieve a critical milestone—practical and affordable viewing devices entering the market. Now is our unique opportunity to foster its innovation and growth.

Second, the market for AR technologies might be small today but interest, over the long term, remains high and the potential for growth is significant.

Finally, for AR technology to flourish, innovation needs to be supported and accelerated without undue restrictions.

The result will be a plethora of new computing experiences that drive increased productivity across many industries, improved effectiveness of individuals in their work, and exciting new developments in the leisure, entertainment and retail sectors.

The 50-year plus history of computing can’t be told without including the technology that addresses how humans, using their senses, interact with computers, each other and the world. With AR technology, users will perceive the physical world in new, richer ways, ones that are visually augmented to whatever best suits the needs of its users.

The technologies brought before you today provide a prime example of American invention, innovation and opportunity. Augmented reality, virtual reality and mixed reality, follow from a taxonomy of visual and sensory display types. AR devices are centered around a transparent smart display; which can be worn on your head, held in your hand, or seen through a wall.

Business use cases are broad. In coming years, field service workers, those that maintain utilities, infrastructure, machines, and equipment, will benefit because their work is often “hands-busy” tasks. An AR headset can provide visual overlays of diagrams, complex instructions, event recording, or enable “see-what-I-see” remote collaboration. Using AR can improve workforce productivity by removing time-wasting behaviors, or improving the efficiency of tasks.

The market for AR is mainly business today. We estimate the number of AR HMDs (head-mounted display headset) sold in 2016 to be around several hundred thousands. We forecast that in 5 to 10 years there will be hundreds of millions of HMD devices in the hands of users; split between see-through transparent display devices and those that provide full immersion such as VR. There are many technology vendors competing for this opportunity, Microsoft, Google, ODG, Epson, DAQRI and many others. First generation devices are available now. Next generations will exceed these capabilities, and improvements over the coming years will solve and optimize many perceptual computing challenges.

Not only will there be intense competition in hardware—the devices and headsets—but there is also a great need for new core technologies as well as apps, services, infrastructure, and components; all of which need healthy digital ecosystems and business opportunities to flourish.

When will consumer AR become common? It may not be far off, and it’s possible it will come in many form factors including handsets and headsets. Use cases for consumer AR are quite compelling because the visual overlay technology can show realtime and instant information when we look out into the physical world. Imagine turning your backyard into a video game, or going to a movie theater that is an individualized entertainment experience.

For the market to grow it’s critical that you carefully consider any actions that would restrict or limiting AR’s innovation process. AR needs development and maturity in many areas and will for many years to come. A particular focus should be around usability, safety and security. The requirements are higher here; AR —is—the experience and it could falter if the technology is restricted in ways that don’t allow for experimentation, invention, testing, and ultimately broad use in many aspects of the consumer and business markets.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share our knowledge and guidance on this exciting application of technology, and for the leadership of the U.S. Senate to take such a high level of interest.
Competitive Landscape: HMDs for Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
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Head-mounted displays and their use in AR and VR are quickly becoming a target of businesses due to their ability to enhance work and customer experiences. Ecosystem battles and years of fast device changes mean product managers should be selective and identify key verticals for immersive solutions.

Key Findings

- Ecosystem battles over the next five years mean that approximately five global players will dominate the market, but business verticals provide significant opportunities for value-added players.
- Diverse opportunity exists due to wide-ranging HMD capabilities. However, volume shipments will be small and less than 15 million units in the midterm and will ramp up to 35 million units by 2020.
- Devices are maturing quickly, but significant challenges remain. New product iterations are expected to be released constantly, so differentiation means specializing for a target audience.
- Selling to enterprise means educating IT about HMDs, the overall technical solution, support and services, and proof HMDs provide significant benefit to enhance the work process or improve customer scenarios.

Recommendations

For product managers:

- Aggressively build and market solutions, such as for field service, maintenance, training, design or medicine, which improve business functions using HMD technology.
- Become one of the top five ecosystem players, either globally, or in a specific use case, or in a vertical market segment, to gain and maintain market share.
• Work with ISV providers to enable a solutions channel to better help businesses integrate immersive technology enabling smart workplace environments.

• Create compelling user experiences for customers through great devices, but also help improve their technical expertise and design, and implement and continually refine solutions.
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Strategic Planning Assumptions
By 2020, 50% of the 50,000 largest businesses globally will have piloted or integrated immersive head-mounted displays (HMDs) for enterprise and consumer use.

By 2020, there will be five HMD ecosystem providers that sell 80% of all devices.

By 2020, the market for HMD devices will exceed 35 million devices and generate $75 billion in revenue.

Analysis
The landscape for HMD use in augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) solution spaces is quickly evolving, and the first ecosystems of devices, platforms and content are emerging in 2016. Gartner’s definition of an HMD is a head-worn device that integrates small displays or projection technology. It is worn or mounted on or near the head so that its displays can be seen by the wearer at an ideal viewing distance, and aspects of the visual content will be contextual information that translates the wearer’s state into visual cues.

The market for devices today is nascent but vibrant, and competition for the first deployment of devices into the market was well underway at mid-2016. Vendors are offering devices for augmented reality and virtual reality solutions, and these are typically defined as either having a transparent display (for AR) or one that is opaque (for VR). Form factors play heavily in how the devices are used and who would best benefit from them, and functionality greatly varies as devices are matched with software and services. Common form factors for VR include a facemask-style device that blocks the user’s entire visual field of view, and AR devices can be found in glasses, helmets and clip-on form factors. Benefits range from entertainment experiences to enhancing the work process, but challenges in creating technology to integrate with the human perception of capabilities mean years of trial and development are needed before a high level of effectiveness is reached.
By mid-2016, the HMD vendor landscape was quickly gaining diversity. It spans from the largest technology providers, such as Google, Microsoft, and Facebook, but also includes consumer electronics firms such as Samsung, Sony, and Epson, and startups such as Atheer and Meta.

This report will reveal that while the market is new, it is already hypercompetitive and many of the biggest technology providers have announced or are planning on supplying or supporting HMD devices and ecosystems as part of their product portfolios. The unique nature of HMDs means many providers will use new and optimized OSes, and the associated hardware and software platforms, as well as enabling or supplying apps, services and content. Vendors that excel will be those that cover the entire HMD technology stack, as well as those that provide an ecosystem of solutions, that offer these devices and apps globally, or that partner to gain needed functionality.

This document will help product managers within HMD and other hardware providers to understand the evolution of HMD for different immersive solutions, the competitive landscape and major player positioning, as well as provide Gartner’s view on the future of competition. This will enable them to decide on what parts of the HMD market they want to compete/enter, as well as better position and differentiate their products versus existing competition.

Competitive Situation and Trends

The Landscape for HMDs Coalesces in 2016

Outside of a few vendors, early access programs and smartphone VR (Google Cardboard or Samsung Gear VR), the sale of HMD devices to businesses and consumers started in 2016. The devices, their content and apps greatly range in capability, price and performance, as vendors move quickly to provide solutions for a wide range of use cases.

By mid-2016, Gartner estimates that more than 7 million devices have made it into the hands of users, but overall usage has been limited to watching traditional flat-screen video, playing video games and businesses that are piloting HMD projects for future use cases. Business use of HMDs is less advanced than consumer use. This is due to fewer enterprise-ready devices being available compared with the consumer-ready VR headsets that are already in users’ hands. The gap between the adoption of business use of HMD and consumer use will close, and by 2019 we will see HMD penetration rates where both segments of the market are well-established, and that business adoption could exceed consumer adoption.

Table 1 describes the main categories of devices and their market characteristics.
Table 1. HMD Market Description in mid-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully immersive face mask style</td>
<td>Smartphone VR — an accessory; requires a smartphone for operation</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Consumer with mixed business use</td>
<td>Samsung Gear VR, Google Daydream and Cardboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-in-One — self-contained; mobile/wireless</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Consumer and business</td>
<td>Intel Project Allos, Sullon Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wired/Tethered — connected to a PC with capable GPU/GPU2 or game console</td>
<td>VR</td>
<td>Consumer with mixed business use</td>
<td>Oculus Rift, HTC/Valve Vive, Sony PlayStation VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially immersive with transparent display</td>
<td>Glasses, helmet, clip-on; all are mobile/wireless</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Microsoft HoloLens, Deye Smart Helmet, Vuzix M300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GPU = graphics processing unit

Overall, Gartner predicts that the market for HMD across all form factors — such as smart glasses, helmets, face mask style and others that enable AR and VR solutions — will see strong growth in a 10-year or more time frame, reaching $7.2 billion in device revenue in addition to apps and services. Through 2020, the market will see only modest growth, and acceleration of adoption will occur later once better consumer devices are made available. During this time period, we will see HMD adoption move from enthusiast levels to ones that show market maturity and global availability, and have sustaining business models. Based on Gartner’s latest wearable forecasts, 477.8 million units of wearable devices will be shipped in 2020, which includes 39.9 million HMDs. More details around these forecasts can be found in “Forecast: Wearable Electronic Devices, Worldwide, 2016.”

During our HMD forecast period through 2020, we expect technical functions of AR and VR to merge into a mixed reality feature set, and by then many midrange and premium HMDs will support a wide variety of immersive experiences. It is likely that the future HMD market linked with AR will be much bigger versus VR, mainly due to AR’s horizontal applicability as a business tool. Additional factors, such as devices and ecosystem maturity, cost of implementation, availability of vertical-specific solutions, and advancement of see-through display technology, will push forward a future type of immersion called “mixed reality.” Superseding AR but still maintaining VR capabilities is this mixing of the real and virtual. This excites businesses and brands due to its ability to create hyperpersonal experiences. Getting to that mixed reality advanced point will require a mass market consumer see-through display solution, which we expect to see made available within five years.

Finally, by 2020, the number of market-share-leading HMD providers will diminish to approximately five, mainly due to the high technical requirements needed to make advanced transparent displays. The small group of two or three market share leaders will be the global companies that can create
compelling consumer and business solution sets, namely ecosystems, where most of the list includes businesses that are already ubiquitous with consumers and business. In addition, we will see several providers that come from China, or that only focus on the market in Asia. There are opportunities to specialize in content and local technology ecosystems, such as ISPs or other digital content providers.

**Supporting Different Ecosystems is Key to Successful HMD Business Models**

The successful HMD businesses will either be or support an ecosystem of devices, developer hardware and software platforms, operating systems, and content, similar to the Google Android and Apple iOS ecosystems we see today, or are ones that tightly integrate with them. That horizontal approach means flexibility in configuring HMD solutions, and controlling the technology and transaction flow, or being a platform for others to build on.

Other areas, such as providing content creation and management tools, professional services, infrastructure, components or being a geographically provider in any of these areas, will be needed to support HMD providers or businesses that adopt HMD solutions. Figure 1 describes the layout of the HMD market for the next five years:

**Business Models:** Most HMD providers will focus on device sales directly to end users as their main business model, but we will see exceptions as provisions are made to allow businesses to purchase in volume. The largest HMD providers, those that will likely be the ecosystem leaders, will...
directly offer devices at no or low profit margins. An example is Oculus, which has previously stated it won’t focus on profits for its device, but wants to enable its ecosystem and will provide the device at or near cost. Some HMD ecosystem leaders will provide OEM opportunities for others, such as the recently announced partnership between Intel and Microsoft (Intel Developer Forum [IDF] 2016), where each company will bring technology (Intel’s Alloy HMD OEM specification) and Windows Holographic (Microsoft’s OS for immersive devices). Ecosystem providers will also tax app developers for platform access, which is a typical type of revenue sharing we see in app stores such as those from iOS and Android.

Business Focus Is About Process Enablement and New Behavior Facilitation

We expect HMD technology to enable businesses to change how they manage individual work functions and to also empower employees in specific verticals. Businesses will use HMD technology to improve employee productivity, such as being used for training, in product design, when collaborating with others, in remote work situations, and other activities that can benefit from the use of head-worn displays.

In the short term to mid-term, AR see-through display devices will be adopted by enterprises with consumer device coming in several years at the earliest. A limited number of smart glasses and other HMDs for AR is available, but most are only for early adopters, and many HMDs have yet to ship their first commercially available units. We expect HMD product managers to select and focus on business verticals by offering their own cloud-based solutions, or that they will partner with third-party solution providers or independent software vendors (ISVs) to fill product gaps.

For now, the focus for business-immersive HMD solutions is mostly on see-through AR devices targeted at basic work tasks, taking pictures, scanning codes or providing basic work process data. In mid-2016, there are many pilot projects underway for AR in logistics/warehousing, medical and healthcare, product design, business operations, retail, manufacturing, architecture, and more. If these pilots ultimately are successful, we will see greater adoption of HMDs in business verticals starting in 2017 and 2018.

Lack of IT HMD Talent Enables New Class of Professional Services to Help Integrate Immersive Technologies

Immersive AR and VR solutions require a different level of sophistication and enhanced user experience than other digital technologies to be effective. The success of HMD systems is heavily reliant on the experience they enable, and IT’s overall lack of engineering talent in 3D or graphics technology means services, not IT, will play an influential role in the next three to five years.

Some HMD systems, especially AR solutions for business, offer ecosystems and customization solutions — such as Atheer’s AIR Suite — but few businesses are prepared from a technical or talent perspective to create and manage their own custom-made integrations and apps. Service providers in this sector, on the other hand, have that residual experience; for example, APX Labs, WorldViz and Eon Reality, each of which has been creating immersive content for businesses for more than 10 years. Service providers are adding to their knowledge arsenal with each new
implementation, and as a result there is a growing cadre of providers that is becoming an important aspect of the market.

Where else can IT find examples of good HMD experiences and talent? The earliest consumer HMD adopters will be video game players who are avid buyers of the sophisticated graphics that make games attractive. These game developers are best prepared today to support AR and VR apps as they have the most experience working with graphical simulations and complex user experiences necessary for HMDs. Look to the consumer HMD experience for examples of best practices and expectations of better HMD apps and services.

The challenge for businesses and IT is threefold:

- They don’t have the knowledge base to create effective solutions that can best leverage HMD devices
- They don’t have IT staff that has experience in creating visualization or real-time graphics apps
- They are not familiar with example solution sets they can mimic and recreate for themselves

HMD product managers should focus on solving all three of these challenges by offering IT-friendly user interfaces, extended support and design consulting services, and advanced integrations with other IT systems to facilitate out-of-the-box data exchange. Until this advanced product feature stage is reached, build partnerships and solutions channels as there is a clear opportunity for solution providers to act as technical and design resources for IT.

Market Players

The following chart (broken into two parts as Figures 2 and 3) provides a high-level look at a cross section of the HMD provider landscape. Not all HMD solutions are listed, but ones representing all of the popular form factors are included. Some of the providers in this chart are further detailed in the Vendors to Watch section later in this document.
**Figure 2: Sample Market Player Overviews**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Portfolio</th>
<th>Release Status</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Example Vertical</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Hololens</td>
<td>Holographic developers only</td>
<td>Windows ME</td>
<td>Manufacturing and inventory, design, healthcare, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>February 2014 (beta)</td>
<td>Android, Windows</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oculus</td>
<td>Rift</td>
<td>March 2016</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Gaming and entertainment, education, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>September 2015</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Manufacturing and inventory, design, healthcare, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allview</td>
<td>N9 Glasses</td>
<td>Windows, Linux</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>PlayStation VR</td>
<td>October 2016</td>
<td>PlayStation</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>June 2016</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Gartner (October 2016)

**Figure 3: Sample Market Player Overviews, Continued**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Portfolio</th>
<th>Release Status</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Example Vertical</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BGG</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Gaming and entertainment, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Directly to users: Worldwide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>Vive</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Gaming and entertainment, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Directly to users: Worldwide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>Vive</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Gaming and entertainment, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Directly to users: Worldwide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>PlayStation VR</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>PlayStation</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>Gaming, productivity, communication, productivity, education, entertainment</td>
<td>Through partners: US and Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Gartner (October 2016)
Many other vendors have announced or offer HMD products, and it is thought that there are more than 100 vendors that have announced or are already shipping devices. Other vendors not listed above are Zeiss, Anchos, LG, Razer, GameFace Labs, Fove, Recon Instruments (an Intel company), Optimus, Kopin, Avegant, castAR, Canon, Innovega, Seebright, Lumus, Sulon, Avegant Glyph, Mattel, Vrvana, BrilliantService, Scully and Starbreeze.

Magic Leap is included in this report due to its announced HMD and the large investment it received. More than $1.4 billion was invested in the company by 2016. There is a high level of interest surrounding Magic Leap in the technology community due to the large investment amount and patent filings that indicate an advanced level of HMD capability, but it has yet to demonstrate its devices so any claims of quality haven't been verified publicly.

The Future of Competition

One aspect of both AR and VR, and as mentioned several times, devices and systems will be advancing at a fast pace over the next five years. During this time, the basic functionality won't change, but the capabilities of HMDs will. One of the most profound changes will be the merging of device capabilities between AR and VR. Advances in transparent display technology as well as cameras and other sensors will be integrated into future HMD devices. The resulting data will provide more than enough data to allow developers to create both transparent and opaque apps on all types of devices. An important point for HMD product managers is to understand how AR and VR will merge functionality, and build that use case into future plans to allow for more flexible and useful systems.

HMDs Require Quality Experiences, or Risk Abandonment

Creating quality and effective immersive experiences aren't easy or intuitive, but can be achieved through an ongoing iterative design-test-release-improve process. HMD product managers need to enable a quality experience by providing robust ecosystems and platforms as well as devices that can fully enable these experiences. Without the combination of advanced device technology, the HMD market won't develop, and the likely cause will be due to user abandonment because of poor-quality experiences. Business demands for return on investment won't materialize if HMDs and their associated apps and services don't bring the benefits that are being advertised by providers today.

The Success of HMDs Relies on the Realization of its Novel User Experience and Perceived Value

The hype around HMD technology has existed for decades, and vendors must deliver on the promises of an improved computing experience if users are trying and trusting that vendors can deliver on these promises. It is unlikely that we will see a specific “killer app” for HMD linked with AR, as many implementations will be virtually targeted. In the meantime, we will see AR used around more advanced tasks in specific verticals (spaceship, medicine, universities, architecture/design and real estate), communication and collaborative work among mainstream business users and for remote work (oil/gas, repair workers in the field and car repairs/car accidents). Advanced capabilities, such
as accurate overlays, simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) or computer vision-assisted object identification, are available today for experimentation but won't be deployed in HMDs until a more advanced stage of development.

This change of the user interface, from flat to immersive, is a long-term challenge, and if the past is any indication of the future, it will take many years of advancement before these user interfaces will be refined to a point they can positively impact users at a reasonable cost. There is little real experience in the market for designing these immersive experiences, especially with IT, which seldom focuses on how its business users experience software systems.

Hurdles Remain Before Devices and Their Systems Become Robust

The HMD available today is usable. While advanced in nature, it is considered an entry-level product compared with what will be available in just a few years. There are many areas of development needed before HMD devices can better match a human perceptual system, or provide core business value. Figure 3 lists many areas of development and research that are ongoing at device vendors and content developers.
One area of particular concern is the ability of the HMD to best match the human perceptual system. One physical reaction to HMD use is dizziness or headaches, and users simply won’t continue wearing an HMD if these conditions persist. Solving this problem requires better technology, including improving the display, optics or even adding eye-tracking. Ultimately, though, it is the combination of device and app that drives each experience, and when done correctly most people won’t have a negative response, such as being dizzy.

Issues such as human factors and perception are long-term concerns for HMD providers, and as much as they can create great technology, product managers must work with content providers in union to create the best devices possible. As AR and VR are complex solutions, not individual technology pieces, each must work well together to overcome these challenges as we have yet to see any one single device or system component be dominant.

Competitive Profiles

Microsoft

Market Overview

Microsoft is a relatively new player in the HMD market with its Hololens product. It announced the prototype Hololens in January 2015, and the Development Edition was launched in March 2016. Microsoft Hololens is a fully self-contained holographic computer that is able to deliver an AR experience, which Microsoft calls “mixed reality.” It is also the only HMD device that is running on Windows 10. Windows Holographic OS was recently updated with AR-specific versions of Microsoft.
Outlook Mail and Calendar, allowing users to interact with emails and calendar appointments in a virtual world. For now, Microsoft's focus with Hololens is only on the business segment, but inclusion of video game demos indicates its focus may include consumers in the next two to three years.

How This Provider Competes
A mobile and wireless head-mounted display, Microsoft Hololens is available to developers in the U.S. and Canada, with some broader availability across selected mature markets expected in 2017. The device has an optical system that integrates a variety of sensors to capture information about user actions and the surrounding environment. It also understands gestures and is able to generate multidimensional full-color images using a special transparent display. The device has more processing power than the average notebook and its holographic processing unit (HPU) is able to process the large volume of data required to deliver a smooth virtual experience. This enables users to move freely and naturally interact with virtual data and content.

The biggest current limitation of Microsoft Hololens is around its field of view, which is limited to approximately 30 degrees. The company is now proactively building its developer community to create apps for a wide variety of business verticals. Microsoft's strategy is to provide best-of-class immersive technology, and to work with partners to enable a growing ecosystem of devices, apps and services, which gives Microsoft some advantages in the HMD market due to its existing influence in business.

Google

Market Overview
Google offers three classes of HMD devices: Cardboard, Daydream and Glass at Work.

Cardboard was launched in 2014 as a technical commentary piece indicating that VR didn't need to be complicated or expensive. The idea caught on, and today there are dozens of smartphone-based VR systems that use the Cardboard app standard. By mid-2016, Cardboard-style devices dominate the HMD market by unit volume, and while it is not a significant revenue generator for Google, the devices are accessible to many, including a special version that is made available to elementary school teachers.

Google's latest push into VR is Daydream, first announced in May 2016 with follow-up details in October 2016. Daydream is a VR platform that includes a smartphone VR HMD, a handheld controller for VR user interactions, an operating system tailored to support VR experiences, a developer platform and content distribution. Google's new Pixel smartphone is the first VR-ready, and device specification list OMEs offer their own HMD devices, the first of which are expected in late 2016. Partners that are expected to release devices include Samsung, HTC, Huawei, LG, ZTE, Asus, Alcatel, Xiaomi and others. Google's YouTube, Play Movies, Photos and Street View — plus games and apps such as Netflix and Hulu — will be part of the initial content at the device launch in October 2016.
Glass Explorer Edition prototypes had an initial limited release beginning in April 2013, followed by a public release in May 2014. The project received a mixed reaction from both consumers and enterprises. The intense media coverage generated by this initiative uniformly raised awareness for HMDs, as well as AR and VR. Glass operates through a wireless connection to a smartphone. Google’s Glass at Work is an update to the original device and is available to select developers that focus only on enterprise solutions. Its small screen, limited battery life and lack of a true AR experience, as well as public backlash over privacy concerns, ultimately limited the appeal of Glass.

How This Provider Competes

Google’s overall approach to HMDs is focused on being a global ecosystem of devices, content, OSes and developer tools. In addition, Google has invested significant funds into Magic Leap, which could mean that Google will have access to yet more HMD technology in the future. Google’s other efforts, such as overall development of Android, and Project Tango’s computer-vision-driven sensor technology, will influence and enhance their HMD efforts. Their approach is broad and extensive, and represents the most diverse strategy and offering of any other player in the market.

Oculus/Facebook

Market Overview

Oculus was acquired by Facebook in April 2014, and since then the company has invested heavily in its technology and talent. The much-anticipated HMD Oculus Rift was released in March 2016. The device’s $599 price is lower than others, but it also requires a PC to operate, significantly raising the cost of an entire Rift system to approximately $1,500, and it is supported only in Windows PCs. Oculus Touch, an ergonomic gesture controller, will sell for $200, and additional cameras for room-scale VR raise the cost of an overall system.

Additionally, Facebook has been working with Samsung on a smartphone VR, the Samsung Gear VR, which is powered by immersive software from Oculus. Samsung Gear VR has been available since late 2014, and while the unit price is $99, it is often given away free with a new Samsung smartphone purchase. Oculus powers Gear VR software, and in October 2016 it announced that more than 400 apps and games are available.

How This Provider Competes

While the Oculus Rift is available for sale to any type of user, its focus is concentrated on consumers, gaming and entertainment. Facebook’s recently announced studio works to enable VR games and content production for its HMD. It has also created the Oculus Store, which offers Rift-compatible games and content. All of its games come with an “Intensity” rating based on how much motion there is in the game to help users judge the possible impact of VR, especially for novice players. There is also a growing list of movies and apps that are supported for the VR experience on the Oculus Rift.
Oculus is being challenged by competition from traditional technology providers such as Microsoft and Google. Outside of Samsung, Facebook has no hardware partners that could challenge it, as developers will want to limit the number of systems they support as the market continues to expand. Oculus announced in October 2016 that it will spend another $250 million to support content and app developers to help seed the market.

**Daqri**

**Market Overview**

The main HMD product of Daqri, a U.S. company, is the Daqri Smart Helmet, which enables workers via AR experiences to get more information about their environment. In the form-factor of a safety helmet, the device is meant for on-site workers and offers build-in optimized work instructions and other hands-busy tasks. The HMD runs Daqri 4D OS, and the company also offers software to help businesses integrate the helmet functionality into their workflows.

**How This Provider Competes**

The Smart Helmet device is for enterprise users. The targeted verticals are manufacturing, oil and gas, transportation and utilities. The idea is to use AR to deliver specific work instructions and reduce errors in quality, and reduce unnecessary movement of employees in factories and production facilities, as well as increase efficiency through data visualization. Customers are able to use Daqri 4D Studio to create custom work packages and then use them with the Smart Helmet. It is possible to integrate data from ERP systems with both 4D Studio and its HMD device. The company is also offering Melon, an activity monitor for your brain (electroencephalography [EEG] monitoring) that can help users to track and train focus and related behaviors.

The Daqri Smart Helmet is currently available only to approved businesses, and Daqri’s formal developer program opens in November 2016. With few selected customers and partners on board, there is no commercial availability yet.

**Atheer**

**Market Overview**

Atheer created its first prototype of 3D AR glasses in 2013, and has been shipping Atheer AIR Glasses since December 2014. The focus of the company is making users of selected verticals more productive through an AR-like interface. The currently available product is AIR Glasses, mobile 3D AR glasses with touch-free gesture control. The device uses an Android variant, which means it is compatible with a large number of apps. It also has a medium-wide field view (50 degrees) and offers eight-hour battery life, which gives it an advantage over others that can’t yet provide these same capabilities.
Gartner:

How This Provider Competes

Atheer aims to empower workers to interact with the digital world similarly to how they do it in the real world. Atheer AR Glasses allow users to visualize and interact with data via gestures, and do it touch-free and precisely. Atheer is able to provide immersive and wide-field computing, as well as personalized binocular image optimization. The company is focused on enterprise with the following vertical focus: field service, insurance, healthcare, oil and gas, and warehousing/logistics. This company also offers an enterprise-ready cloud solution — the Atheer AIR Suite platform. It provides collaboration, task-flow management and remote expert communication.

Its software suite is able to support the company’s own-branded smart glasses, as well as those from other providers, such as Epson, Osterhout Design Group (ODG), Recon and Vuzix. This unique approach means flexibility in providing devices themselves, or supporting those from other vendors.

Sony

Market Overview

Initially announced at GDC 2014, Sony’s PlayStation VR will connect to the PlayStation 4 (and Pro) and provide VR games and entertainment content. Sony’s device is based on a helmet and straps to the head so that the fully immersive display rests on the forehead and is counterbalanced with a weight on the back, versus being strapped from the rear as seen in other VR HMD solutions. Sony has a long-standing history with game players through the PlayStation platform, and these players are Sony’s intended audience at launch. Devices became available in October 2016.

Sony’s SmartEyeglass devices are AR-style smart glasses and run on the Android operating system. SmartEyeglass uses a prism to bend the image around the headpiece, but it is small enough to fit comfortably into a glasses-like package.

How This Provider Competes

Sony’s approach to HMDs is concentrated on its PlayStation game console and consumers. The PlayStation is the leading game console with more than 40 million devices in the hands of consumers, which is far ahead of its main competitor, Microsoft Xbox, which is not yet offering any HMD or VR solutions. Due to the large installed base, it is expected that the PlayStation VR will become the market leader by unit volume in the months after the device makes it to the hands of game players.

Sony’s HMD SmartEyeglass device competes with the others that are targeting business users, which is an increasingly crowded market.
Epson

Market Overview

The company started developments around HMD (smart glasses, specifically) in 2009 and introduced its first product, Moverio BT-100, in 2011. Since then, the company has expanded its offering to smart glasses (Moverio BT-200/BT-300) and a smart headset (Moverio Pro BT-200). Epson’s BT-2000 headphones cost $2,000 and are targeted at industrial verticals. Epson’s BT-200 smart glasses have been in the market since 2014 and cost $699. Its price is much less expensive versus newer models. 20% heavier versus newer models, has only a video graphics array (VGA) camera, and won’t fit over regular glasses, which are some of the differences. The next version BT-300 is claimed to be the lightest smart glass device in the market, and has been announced for preorders, but no pricing or availability date has been released.

How This Provider Competes

Epson’s product portfolio of HMDs is targeted specifically at enterprise users. Its smart glasses allow users via a transparent display to seamlessly blend digital content into the physical world around them. A front-facing camera enables AR, while via head-tracking sensors users can have a 360-degree digital canvas. Epson’s smart headset is specifically designed for industrial working environments (logistics, construction, remote workers and airspace), so it features an adjustable headband, allows motion tracking with 3D mapping and gesture control, and is dust and water resistant. All of Epson’s HMDs are built on the Android OS, which provides a familiar OS development platform for many app developers.

Osterhout Design Group (ODG)

Market Overview

The HMDs from ODG are AR devices fashioned in the form of electronic glasses. Its latest product is R-7 smart glasses, priced at $2,750. The R-7 model incorporates sensors typically found in most AR glasses devices, such as gyroscopes, magnetometers and accelerometers, have a voice recognition system, a front-facing camera and global navigation satellite technology. They include stereoscopic see-through displays in which the user sees graphics overlays or other contextual information. This way, the user is able to maintain awareness of the surroundings. In January 2016, ODG reached an agreement with 21st Century Fox to acquire a minority stake in the company. The main benefit for ODG will be the access to huge media content and apps through its integration of the Android operating system.

How This Provider Competes

ODG’s background as an HMD supplier to the U.S. Department of Defense has given it years of experience creating immersive devices for a very focused customer. The company’s smart glasses are targeted at verticals such as automotive, medical and entertainment, as well as its traditional customers in the military and government. For now, the company is only playing in the business segment and plans to expand into the consumer market in the future.
Samsung

Market Overview

Samsung’s partnership with Oculus has resulted in the Gear VR, a smartphone-based HMD that relies on a specific set of Samsung Galaxy smartphones, such as the Note 7, for its functionality. Software powering the Gear VR is from its partner Oculus, which provides the VR user interface, app store and developer platform. The Samsung Gear VR is the global leader of this type of HMD, but Chinese Baofeng has more devices in the hands of users and it can use many types of smartphones for its operation.

How This Provider Competes

Samsung’s strategy with the Gear VR is more than just its HMD, as it is the top provider of smartphone devices worldwide. Samsung now offers a suite of devices that support its overall VR efforts. The Gear 360 is a spherical camera that takes pictures and video that can be seen in VR experiences. Also a partner of Google’s Daydream, it is expected that its next generation of devices will include phones that support Google’s new VR headset.

Vuzix

Market Overview

Vuzix has HMDs available for purchase by enterprises or consumers. Its long history in the HMD market (since 1999) gives it experience in creating devices, as well as brand recognition in the market. For the enterprise space, the company offers several smart glasses (the M100, which is available now, and the M300, which is available to select enterprise developers). The currently available M109 smart glasses cost approximately $993. In January 2015, the company received a $25 million investment to accelerate the development of fashion-oriented smart glasses for the consumer space. Currently, Vuzix offers iWear Video, which is a wearable display for gaming, mobile video and VR. The approximate cost of iWear Video is $996.

How This Provider Competes

The vendor’s catalog of HMD devices comprises two categories: AR glasses for enterprises and iWear for a wearable display. The M100 is different from other smart glasses in that it supports a single screen (monocular), and the unit can attach to any pair of consumer prescription glasses or conforming safety glasses. The display is not transparent, but a front-mounted camera adds some realism to the imagery.

iWear is a VR device in a visor-like form factor. It can play back movies or be used as an HMD for VR experiences, similar to Oculus. Vuzix M100 smart glasses are running Android OS, so they are compatible with many of the existing Android apps. The next generation of Vuzix smart glasses (M300) will be able to operate on both Android and iOS.
The company also announced plans to release in Fall 2016, M3000 smart glasses with advance waveguide optics. The upcoming Vuzix device will have features and capabilities similar to a smartphone, but in a hand-free wearable form factor.
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Gartner: AR/VR HMD Devices Market Forecast

- Availability of devices starts in 2016
- Quality HMD's for VR, AR lacks maturity
- Adoption accelerates at modest pace through 2020
- Not a large market, consumer AR not yet a factor

Source: Forecasts/Wearable Electronic Devices, Worldwide 2015

Gartner: AR/VR HMD Revenue Forecast

- US: design and develop
- Asia/China: components and assembly
- Display technology for AR isn't robust, Sensor data fusion lacks scale
- Critical R&D investment period
- Apps/services revenues to exceed HMD revenues as much as 2x-5x

Source: Forecasts/Wearable Electronic Devices, Worldwide 2015

Gartner.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Blau.
And I apologize for mispronouncing Mr. Calo's name.
Mr. Calo, please proceed.
That's what I get for not wearing my glasses.
Mr. CALO. No worries.

STATEMENT OF RYAN CALO, LANE POWELL AND D. WAYNE GITTINGER ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF LAW, AND FACULTY CO-DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TECH POLICY LAB

Mr. CALO. Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and members of the Committee, thank you very much for this opportunity to discuss the promise and the perils of augmented reality.

Augmented reality, of course, has many positive applications, from training tomorrow's workforce to empowering people with disabilities. But the technology also raises novel concerns that companies and policymakers must address if augmented reality is to be widely adopted and positively affect American society.

The University of Washington Tech Policy Lab, which I co-direct, is a unique interdisciplinary research unit at the University of Washington that aims to help policymakers develop wise and inclusive technology policy. We have studied augmented reality and its impact on diverse populations and discuss our findings in detail in a white paper entitled Augmented Reality: A Technology and Policy Primer, which we made available to the Committee.

Our research suggests that augmented reality raises a variety of questions of law and policy, including around free speech, privacy, and potentially novel forms of discrimination and distraction. So just to give a couple of examples, will the constant recording of one's environment give hackers, companies, and government unparalleled access to the bedroom, the boardroom, and private spaces? Could the superimposition of information over reality render AR users, in some instances, vulnerable or unsafe? And are there situ-
ations, like job interviews, where knowing everything about an individual in real time could result in discrimination or subject the AR user to legal liability?

So having studied this area, we developed essentially five recommendations that are very broad in nature, and I wanted to go over them in my remaining time, if I may.

The first is that we should recognize that augmented reality is actually advancing quite rapidly, right? And so law and policy, in order to stay relevant, should not assume a fixed instantiation of augmented reality over time. I mean, I can point to many examples where we've passed measures that assumed technology would stay a certain way, but it changed and those measures became outdated.

The second is to conduct threat modeling. Threat modeling is a computer science idea that has to do with anticipating what adversaries will do with these systems. So we think that a careful and thorough model of seeking who might want to compromise AR systems without preconceptions—such as no one would ever do that—is crucial. And it's especially crucial in instances like these, where a compromised system could actually cause physical harm to users.

We think it's important to coordinate with designers. Ultimately, technologists need to be aware of the values that society holds and that policymakers hold, and policymakers, in turn, need an accurate mental model of the technology in order to make wise decisions. So this hearing, for example, is a great example of the dialog between the designers and the manufacturers and policymakers.

We think it's extremely important to consult with diverse stakeholders. People will experience AR quite differently, depending on their characteristics, their experiences, and their capabilities. So take children, for example. Children will experience augmented reality quite differently. People who are incarcerated and so forth will experience it quite differently. It creates opportunities and dangers, depending on the individual.

And then, finally, we expect that policymakers and designers will acknowledge the potential tradeoffs. For example, the long-term information storage in cloud processing and other advanced data processes may ultimately result in faster performance or more complex functionality, but then potentially at a cost of privacy. So perfection can be the enemy of the good. But, ultimately, it's crucial to understand that the architectural decisions that are made, the design decisions, have these kinds of policy implications.

With that, thank you again for the opportunity to testify, and I'm happy to hear your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Calo follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RYAN CALO, LANE POWELL AND D. WAYNE GITTINGER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF LAW, AND
FACULTY CO-DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TECH POLICY LAB

Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to discuss the promise and perils of augmented reality.

Augmented reality (AR) refers to a mobile or embedded technology that senses, processes, and outputs data in real time, recognizes and tracks real-world objects, and provides contextual information by supplementing—or in some cases, replacing—human senses. AR differs from so-called virtual reality in that AR users continue to experience most of their physical environment. AR has many positive applications, from training tomorrow's workforce, to empowering people with disabilities.
But the technology also raises novel or acute policy concerns that companies and policymakers must address if AR is to be widely adopted and positively affect American society.

The UW Tech Policy Lab is a unique, interdisciplinary research unit at the University of Washington that aims to help policymakers develop wise and inclusive technology policy. We have studied AR and its impact on diverse populations and discuss our findings in detail in the appended white paper *Augmented Reality: A Technology and Policy Primer.*

Our research suggests that AR raises a variety of question of law and policy, including around privacy, free speech, and novel forms of distraction and discrimination. For example: Will the constant recording of a user’s environment give hackers, companies, and government unparalleled access to the bedroom, the boardroom, and other private spaces? Could the superimposition of information over reality render the AR user vulnerable or unsafe? And are there situations—such as job interviews—where knowing everything about an individual could result in discrimination or subject the AR user to legal liability? Industry must design AR products with these and many other questions in mind.

Thank you again for the interest in our research and the opportunity to appear before the Committee. I look forward to your questions.
AUGMENTED REALITY
A Technology and Policy Primer

TECH POLICY LAB
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Visitors to the Haunted Mansion ride at Disneyland may recall the moment when, passing by a long mirror, ghostly figures appeared riding alongside them in the cart. This effect was an early and fun example of augmented reality (AR), a set of technologies that overlay information onto everyday experience.

The vision for AR dates back at least until the 1960s with the work of Ivan Sutherland. In a way, AR represents a natural evolution of information communication technology. Our phones, cars, and other devices are increasingly reactive to the world around us. But AR also represents a serious departure from the way people have perceived data for most of human history: a Neolithic cave painting or book operates like a laptop insofar as it presents information to the user in a way that is external to her and separate from her present reality. By contrast, AR begins to collapse millennia of distinction between display and environment.

Today, a number of companies are investing heavily in AR and beginning to deploy consumer-facing devices and applications. These systems have the potential to deliver enormous value, including to populations with limited physical or other resources. Applications include hands-free instruction and training, language translation, obstacle avoidance, advertising, gaming, museum tours, and much more.
AR also presents novel or acute challenges for technologists and policymakers, including privacy, distraction, and discrimination.

This whitepaper—which grows out of research conducted across three units through the University of Washington’s interdisciplinary Tech Policy Lab—is aimed at identifying some of the major legal and policy issues AR may present as a novel technology, and outlines some conditional recommendations to help address these issues. Our key findings include:

1. AR exists in a variety of configurations, but in general, AR is a mobile or embedded technology that senses, processes, and outputs data in real-time, recognizes and tracks real-world objects, and provides contextual information by supplementing or replacing human senses.

2. AR systems will raise legal and policy issues in roughly two categories: collection and display. Issues tend to include privacy, free speech, and intellectual property as well as novel forms of distraction and discrimination.

3. We recommend that policymakers—broadly defined—engage in diverse stakeholder analysis, threat modeling, and risk assessment processes. We recommend that they pay particular attention to: a) the fact that adversaries succeed when systems fail to anticipate behaviors; and that, b) not all stakeholders experience AR the same way.

4. Architectural decisions—such as whether AR systems are open or closed, whether data is ephemeral or stored, where data is processed, and so on—will each have policy consequences that vary by stakeholder.

The whitepaper follows a method developed by our Lab for examining new technologies. The method, which also provides a roadmap for the whitepaper, consists of the following elements:

- We work with technologists—in this case, computer science professors and students—to define the technology we are examining as precisely as possible.

- We look to the humanities and social sciences—here, information science—to think through the impact of the technology on various stakeholders. Mindful that non-mainstream voices are seldom represented in tech policy discussions, we have developed a formal process of refining our analysis with diversity panels, i.e., panels of individuals whose expertise or expertise lies outside of the tech mainstream.

- We engage with law and policy researchers to uncover assumptions jurists and policymakers might hold that no longer make sense in light of the new technology.

- We offer a set of conditional recommendations that depend upon the particular values and goals policymakers, broadly construed, are trying to achieve.
ONE: TOWARD A WORKING DEFINITION OF AR

Augmented reality is shaping up to be an important and widespread technology. Some specific examples of AR being marketed or developed today include: Google Glass, Microsoft's HoloLens, Sony's SmartEyeGlass, Meta's Space Glasses, Magic Leap, Navdy Automotive, Across Air, and Word Lens.

As these examples show, there is no easy definition of “augmented reality”; AR is best understood as a class or family of technologies that tend to have certain common and distinguishing features. We have identified six such features, most of which are present in most AR systems:

1. **Senses properties about the real world.** The system will collect various forms of data about the world as the user experiences it. Sensors may include video (e.g., depth cameras, cameras worn on the body), audio, haptic input (e.g., detecting physical touch), location (e.g., GPS, GSM triangulation), motion, or wireless signals (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth).

2. **Process in real time.** Inputs from the sensors will be analyzed and used by the system in real time. Some information may be stored for later analysis or sharing (e.g., life-logging), but at least some of the data is used in real-time.

3. **Output (overlays) information to the user.** Information gathered and processed by the system will generally be overlaid on the user's usual perception of the world; this is unlike virtual reality, which entirely replaces the user's setting with a new environment. In augmented reality, information may be conveyed to the user via a variety of devices, including a screen, a speaker, or haptic feedback (e.g., vibrations, air pulses). Researchers are even experimenting with visual feedback via contact lenses.

4. **Provide contextual information.** The information provided by the system to the user is contextual and timely, meaning it will relate to what the user is currently experiencing. For example: real-time in situ language translation, ratings for restaurants passed on the street, or arrival time updates while waiting at the bus stop.
5. Recognize and track real-world objects. The feedback will tend to track or process real-world objects or people in the user’s view. For example, a facial recognition application may recognize faces and label them with names as the identified person moves through the user’s field of view.

6. Be mobile or wearable. In the long term, we expect that many augmented reality systems will be wearable (e.g., AR glasses), and the majority of our analysis will focus on such systems. However, a system does not need to be wearable to technically be considered an AR system; mobile options include some smartphone applications and heads-up displays in cars. Similarly, the Xbox Kinect facilitates many AR applications, but is not itself mobile.

This definition helps distinguish AR from previous and constituent technologies while encompassing a burgeoning variety of AR applications. AR is still a young technology, so design choices are evolving and have yet to become industry standards. These choices in turn will drive the capabilities of AR, its impact on people, and its ramifications for law and policy.

One design parameter that warrants special attention is the operating system (OS), i.e., the underlying software platform or firmware that dictates the system’s basic architecture. Full-fledged AR will run on an OS—Google Glass, for instance, runs on a modified version of the Android OS and Microsoft’s HoloLens will run on Windows 10.

The configuration of the OS drives other choices: whether to open the platform to applications (apps) or other third party innovation; whether and how long to store information; whether to process information locally on the device or on a remote server; and whether the information is processed by a computer system, by a person (through crowdsourcing), or some combination. We also note that data collected from an AR system can be combined with other data sets, and brought together in the processing and display.

Further design decisions relate to the interface, how the user perceives and interacts with the system. Such issues include: whether and how to notify the user—and others—that an AR system is actively recording; the user’s control over various parameters such as the access the system gets to her social media, email, or other accounts; and what information she perceives. Each of these choices affects not only the performance and versatility of the system but the ways AR interacts with the contemporary legal system.
AR systems change how people can interact with each other and their environment. AR users perceive more (or less) than the person, place, or object actually before them, as information is overlaid on their view of the world. They can also record their surroundings for future analysis. AR can confer new information in real-time or alter the user’s actual experience or skillset; someone who is poor at remembering faces can receive a prompt reminding him of where he met the person he is talking to, while someone without technical knowledge of cars could be guided through how to change a fan belt.

AR also changes the experiences of the people around the user, whose features and actions may now be recorded and analyzed—with or without notice, depending on designer choices. Moreover, AR makes it possible that two or more people perceive the same environment differently. One person may perceive an environment in an augmented state, while another may not. Two people may both experience an augmented space, but their versions may consist of different information overlays.

Not everyone experiences AR the same way, i.e., as “augmenting” reality by introducing new sensory information. For some populations—notably, those living with disabilities—AR may fully or partially replace a sense. Thus, for instance, an assistive technology may vibrate as people or objects approach or convert auditory information to visual stimuli. Those living with disability may come to rely upon these signals, such that their sudden interruption could create an inconvenient or even dangerous sensory deficit. These and other non-mainstream experiences must be kept firmly in mind when enumerating the potential use cases of AR, and as we contemplate rules and possible exceptions.

AR systems may also prove both empowering and disabling for a given population depending on the context. For example, AR could empower incarcerated youth providing a wider range of educational experiences, including hands-on work that would otherwise require intense investment in physical tools or spaces. But AR could also hinder these populations to the extent their arrest or incarceration records are rendered more visible to friends and neighbors, landlords, law enforcement, or prospective employers. Similarly, though AR could reveal, distract, and imperil people in new ways, it could also empower them by permitting them to record their surroundings, communicate with others, and gain information while keeping alert and not looking down.
THREE: CHALLENGES FOR LAW AND POLICY

AR systems change human experience and, consequently, stand to challenge certain assumptions of law and policy. The issues AR systems raise may be divided into roughly two categories. The first is collection, referring to the capacity of AR devices to record, or at least register, the people and places around the user. Collection raises obvious issues of privacy but also less obvious issues of free speech and accountability. The second rough category is display, referring to the capacity of AR to overlay information over people and places in something like real time. Display raises a variety of complex issues ranging from possible tort liability should the introduction or withdrawal of information lead to injury, to issues surrounding employment discrimination or racial profiling. Policymakers and stakeholders interested in AR should consider what these issues mean for them.

Issues related to the collection of information include:

1. Reasonable expectations of privacy. Constitutional, tort, and much statutory privacy law (such as wiretap restrictions) turn on whether an action violates a citizen or consumer expectation of privacy that society is prepared to accept as reasonable. The introduction of always-on recording devices into public and private spaces may cause societal expectations to shift in ways that further diminish privacy recourse. Or, alternatively, such devices may place too much pressure on the reasonable expectation doctrine that courts may choose to revisit its utility.

2. The third party doctrine. U.S. case law holds that citizens have a diminished expectation of privacy in information (e.g., bank records) that they willingly convey to a third party (e.g., the bank). AR systems have the potential to relay virtually all the activity of a user to third-party servers for storage and processing. As with the reasonable expectation of privacy test generally, this development will make governmental access to the daily lives of citizens easier or call the already scrutinized third-party doctrine into further question.

3. Free speech. The First Amendment right to free speech is a well-known right backed by a highly developed body of case law; more and more courts are beginning to recognize a correlative right to record and gather information as a prerequisite to expression or as expressive conduct in itself. The right tends to be a function of two factors: where the recorder is, and who (or what) is the subject of the recording. The routine use of AR may, again, strain this burgeoning doctrine. There is also an attendant concern that government will take countermeasures and seek to block the use of AR, limiting its potential as a tool of accountability.

4. Intellectual property. The always-on recording of everyday life will inevitably capture work that is protected by copyright, trademark, or other intellectual property laws. This risk may be particularly acute in movies theaters, concerts, or business settings. The mere collection and analysis of protected work is unlikely to trigger liability for most AR functions—for example, an application that displays the name of the song the AR user is hearing. Yet we can imagine a diverse array of situations in which copyrighted work is broadcast or superimposed, or in which trade secrets are compromised. The fair use doctrine may be frequently implicated in some of these scenarios, but since fair use is considered a defense to claims of infringement—rather than an exemption—its applicability will always be tested only after the fact, complicating the decision-making of technologists and policy makers concerned with how to regulate AR use and functionality in real-world contexts.
Issues related to display of information include:

1. **Negligence.** AR systems overlay information onto the world in real-time. If users rely on this information in error, or if the information distracts a user, then any resulting injury could lead to a cause of action for negligence. Imagine, for instance, a heads-up display in the windshield of a vehicle that places an advertisement over a stop sign. The defendant could be the user herself, the manufacturer of the AR system, an individual app developer, or all three.

2. **Product liability.** As a general matter, information, ideas, or expressions do not qualify as “products” for the purpose of product liability. Thus, for instance, the publisher of a book about edible mushrooms is not liable to readers who eat poisonous mushrooms in reliance on the book. But AR systems do more than relay information; they blend information with everyday activities in ways that can blur the distinction between real and perceived environments and risk physical harm. This could lead to a new category of product liability at the intersection of information and object.

3. **Digital assault.** AR can make objects appear that are not there, and disappear objects that are. Accordingly, there is the prospect of purposely harming or instilling fear in an AR user. This photo shows a prank involving the superimposition of a spider onto someone’s hand—a mild example, but AR advertisers and others may decide to employ shocking visuals and other effects to get attention. Under current theories of American tort law, purposely placing someone in imminent apprehension of physical harm—even where no harm is possible—can constitute a tort.

4. **Discrimination.** AR will make it possible for users to look up information about people and places in real-time. The information gained in this fashion could lead to adverse decisions that are normatively unfortunate and even illegal. Anti-discrimination laws prevent decision makers from factoring some pieces of information into their decisions—for example, in employment, housing, or a number of other contexts. Imagine a jurisdiction that does not allow employers to consider an applicant’s arrest record or marital status while making hiring decisions. An AR system that provided an applicant’s rap sheet or dating profile automatically would be problematic under this regime. In other cases, though a form of discrimination may not specifically be proscribed, it is often best to remain ignorant of such information to limit liability exposure. More broadly, the display of crime statistics, housing prices, or other information about a building or neighborhood could further isolate urban and other environments by conveying an often false sense of danger.
FOUR: (CONDITIONAL) RECOMMENDATIONS

This whitepaper defines AR, provides a basic technical description, envisions implications for human experience, and identifies some of the unique or acute legal and policy issues raised by the possibilities of AR. This final section discusses options available to various policymakers who have an interest in promoting or regulating the technology. We identify a set of best practices and explain the interaction between various technical decisions and the law and policy landscape. These recommendations are “conditional” in the sense that they do not purport to advance any particular vision, but rather provide guidance that can be used to inform the policymaking process, regardless of the specific values any individual policymaker—or group of policymakers—may seek to advance.

1. **Build dynamic systems.** AR technology is advancing rapidly. Today’s systems should be flexible and capable of updating in the face of technical and cultural change. Law and policy itself, to stay relevant, should not assume a fixed instantiation of AR for all time.

2. **Conduct threat modeling.** Adversaries succeed in defeating systems precisely by finding behaviors that designers didn’t anticipate. A careful and thorough model of who might seek to compromise AR systems and how—without preconceptions (“no one would ever do that”)—is critical to managing privacy and security risks. Threat modeling is especially crucial where, as with AR, a system compromise could cause physical harm.

3. **Coordinate with designers.** Neither the design of AR nor the design of technology policy should occur in isolation. Technologists may not be aware of certain values held by policymakers and may not appreciate the legal import of a particular design decision. Policymakers, in turn, need an accurate mental model of the technology in order to make wise decisions— including omitting to take action.

4. **Consult with diverse stakeholders.** People will experience AR very differently, depending on their characteristics, experiences, and capabilities. Academia and industry interested in widely useful AR should expressly consult with diverse populations and solicit and incorporate their feedback.

5. **Acknowledge tradeoffs.** Design decisions matter. A system that is open to third party analysis or contribution—from open source code to an app store—may promote greater freedom and innovation, even as it opens consumers up to potentially malicious applications. Long-term information storage, cloud processing, and other advanced data processes may result in faster performance or more complex functionality, but at potential costs to privacy and free speech. Perfection can be the enemy of the good, but identifying important values and describing how architecture affects them is critical to responsible innovation in and beyond AR.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Calo.

Mr. Hanke?

STATEMENT OF JOHN HANKE, FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NIANTIC, INC.

Mr. HANKE. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Nelson, and members of the Committee, my name is John Hanke. I'm the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Niantic, Inc., a mobile gaming company headquartered in San Francisco, California. On behalf of the 75 dedicated and innovative professionals at Niantic, it is an honor to be here before you today to talk about augmented reality, or AR, something we're very excited about.

We launched Pokémon GO this last summer, and I want to talk about that in more detail. But before we discuss Pokémon GO, I want to just talk a little bit about the things that led up to the development and launch of that product.

Prior to that, I spent about 7 years at Google heading up our maps and geo-location efforts. So this included the development and launch of products like Google Earth, Google Maps, Street View, and so on. During that time period, the iPhone was created and launched, Android was created and launched, and we began to think about ways to use that geo-location and mapping technology for new kinds of products. At the same time, we were anticipating the development of augmented reality hardware. We see it as an evolution from the cell phones that exist today to wearable computing to the kinds of glasses and devices that you saw demonstrated earlier today.

Our philosophy is to go out and build products for the billions of cell phones that exist today and then to gradually adopt these new forms of augmented reality hardware as they enter the marketplace. We conceived of a group to go out and pursue that opportunity called Niantic, and we really had three goals for that group.

The first goal was to create applications using this new mobile geo-location AR tech to get people outside and moving around. This was a very personal thing for me, as a father of three, at the time my eldest son was still at home. He just left for college. But he was spending a lot of time playing Minecraft. I love Minecraft. It's an amazing application. But, you know, we live in California. It's nice outside. There are lots of interesting places to go, and I wanted to create an app that would have the same kind of draw for him in terms of those compelling qualities but to be used outside, and it would be something that kids and parents could do outside. So we had this goal of encouraging kids and people to go outside.

The second goal was exploration and discovery of information about the places that we live. I'm kind of a history buff, and so we had this idea that if we could surface historical information about your community or places that you visit that it would help people build a connection with the town that they live in. It would be informative for kids and would just generally be a good thing. So that kind of exploration was the second kind of key tenet of our group.

The third was about encouraging real social interaction between people. So we hear a lot about social today, but it's usually in the context of social media, which means sending a message or a photo to somebody online. With mobile technology, we see a huge oppor-
tunity to build applications that actually encourage people to go outside together and have fun in groups and have face-to-face real human social interaction. So encouraging that type of behavior was the third major goal for the group.

We launched a couple of applications before Pokémon GO, an app called “Field Trip,” which I showed some of you earlier today, which focuses on historical information. We launched a game called “Ingress,” which has now been downloaded 20 million times around the world. It’s kind of our cult hit. And then this last summer, we launched Pokémon GO.

So we are 75 people. We worked really hard on that product. We felt like it would be successful. But I have to say that we were pretty overwhelmed and shocked by the reception that it met during this last summer. It was an incredible 2 months for us of just watching that unfold, and it was incredibly gratifying to see people enjoying the product that we built, to see people out in parks in California and New York, Michigan, Florida, everywhere in between, and parents and kids playing together. We heard all kinds of positive stories from people about how the app helped get them outside and helped them have fun together with their friends.

It was an intense amount of work for us to keep that product up and running, just to add the number of servers that we needed to keep the product functioning, and to deal with the fact that, in this day and age, even though we’re a 75-person startup, we had an international product to deal with, which means that we had to deal with interfacing not only with policymakers here in Washington and city governments and mayors across the United States, but with your equivalents in countries around the world.

So for a small startup company, that’s pretty overwhelming. You know, we’re trying to understand policy. We’re trying to understand how to communicate with people literally in dozens of countries around the world. So we’ve been working through that over the course of the past two months.

I think because of the kind of frenzy around Pokémon GO, there are a lot of issues that came up that are related to policy, and I’m happy to have a chance to discuss some of those with you today. There are some things that I think we do really well that I want to talk about, some misunderstandings, and some challenges.

In terms of things that we do really well, COPPA and COPPA compliance is something that I think we are best in industry. We went out with a fully COPPA compliant login process. That means if you are 13 or under, you have to get parental consent to create an account to play the game, and we worked with our partners at the Pokémon Company in order to create that, and we’re very proud of that work. As I mentioned, many of us in Niantic are parents, and protecting our children is very important to us.

A misconception has to do with data, and you heard it mentioned earlier today. There are people who look at augmented reality and assume that vast amounts of data are being vacuumed up and stored. It’s been our policy to collect only the minimum amount of data that is necessary to operate our game.

So whenever you see Pokémon GO—and we demonstrated it earlier today—there’s a camera view. You can see the background. You see the Pokémon hopping around. There are some people that have
said, “Oh, we’re collecting all that imagery data,” so if there’s a person in the background or something in the background, that’s all being retrieved and stored on Niantic servers. That’s not the case. None of that stuff is transmitted to us.

People have said that we’re collecting vast amounts of personally identifiable information or to sell that to advertisers. That’s not the case. Our business is about an app purchase. It’s a very successful business model for us. It does not incentivize us to try to collect the kinds of personal identifiable information that other people are trying to collect. So we collect the minimum amount that we need to operate the game, and we do not sell that or provide that to third parties.

An area where we’ve met some challenges is in the area of what I would generally classify as hacking, and that word means a lot of things to different people. But we’ve had many individuals and groups around the world try to access our servers, to try to steal our intellectual property, to basically try to build applications that inappropriately pull data from our servers, allow people to cheat in the application, and do things that are harmful to our business, and we often feel like we’re out there alone in trying to fend off these attacks.

It is kind of a Wild West situation. It doesn’t always feel like there’s a sheriff out there to help out, and it’s a big challenge for us. It consumes a lot of our resources, and for small startups out there that are trying to launch applications into this environment, it’s a very difficult challenge, and it’s an area where, frankly, I think more help would be welcome.

So we’re very excited about AR. I think it’s the next major transition in technology from the cell phone to AR. That means it is not a billion dollar opportunity. It is a hundreds of billions of dollars opportunity. It’s a great opportunity for American companies and for startups.

So thank you again, Mr. Chairman and Senator Nelson. I’m happy to be here to talk to you and to answer your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hanke follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN HANKE, FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NIANTIC, INC.

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Nelson, and members of the Committee, my name is John Hanke, and I am the founder and Chief Executive Officer of Niantic, Inc., a mobile gaming company headquartered in San Francisco, California. On behalf of the 75 dedicated and innovative professionals at Niantic, it is an honor to be here before you today to talk about augmented reality, or “AR,” and specifically, the current state of AR technology, where it’s going, and what lessons we have learned that would be of interest to you as policymakers.

We understand today’s hearing may in part be due to the extraordinary global response to Niantic’s latest mobile app, Pokémon GO. We are particularly proud that this game has helped to turn the world’s attention to the current reality and enormous potential of AR for entertainment, education, and community-building.

With that said, I know I speak for all of my colleagues at Niantic when I say that what we experienced following the game’s launch in July far exceeded our own imaginations. As we rolled out the game, the immediate reception was almost surreal. My wife e-mailed to tell me that Jimmy Fallon and Stephen Colbert are talking about Pokémon GO. Professional athletes and celebrities began tweeting pictures from the app of themselves with Pokémon. Thousands signed up for a Pokémon walk on the National Mall here in Washington, and a similar walk in San
Francisco. How this game insinuated itself into everyday conversation and pop culture in and outside the United States sparked even greater interest and usage. Since July, the app has been downloaded over 600 million times, and is enjoyed by users in more than 100 countries. And it's just been a little more than four months.

With the unanticipated popularity of the game, we had a couple of outages as we scaled up, and of course, hacking was a constant and costly nuisance. With help from our former colleagues at Google, we quickly arranged for server expansions to keep up with demand. We also made critical adjustments to deal with hacking.

Since early October, things have settled into a more manageable pace. After the initial sprint, our team was exhausted, but elated. It's been rewarding for all of us to see people young and old enjoy something that we worked so hard to create. We've heard and continue to hear stories about people getting outside, spending time with their friends and family, meeting new people and discovering new places in their communities. These stories speak directly to our core mission with augmented reality—to use technology to get people off their couches and outside to appreciate the wonder of the world around us.

Augmented Reality and Niantic: The Hidden Story of How We Got Here

Niantic is focused on using existing mobile technology to augment what we see outside before our very eyes. It's important to clarify what we mean when we talk about AR. The term “augmented reality” was first coined by a researcher at Boeing in 1990 to describe a system that overlaid graphics onto a display of physical reality. The primary early adopters of this technology in the 1990s were in military and medicine. By 2002, an article in Popular Science called augmented reality the “killer app in portable computing,” but back then, to recreate what you can now see today through your smartphone required twenty-six pounds of off-the-shelf equipment strapped to your back.

It's often said here in Washington that public policy struggles to keep pace with innovation, but when I imagine someone in 2002 walking with a heavy backpack of first generation augmented reality gear, it reminds me of a simple truth we have in Silicon Valley: Innovation struggles to keep up with our own imagination.

As I look at my own experiences with technology, I've sought to bring innovation a little closer to my own imagination. There are a number of critical developments in telecommunications and information technology, from improved processing power to wireless broadband, that helped bring augmented reality to everyday consumers, but two critical factors for me in particular were maps and games.

As I was growing up in Cross Plains, a small town in central Texas, I'd read National Geographic and pull the maps out. So it's no surprise that I would later combine my fascination with programming with my love of maps. In 2000, I was part of a team that started a company called Keyhole, which was later acquired by Google and became the foundation for Google Earth. At Google, I also led the team that launched Google Maps, and other “Geo” products and services.

It was great to be at Google and channel my map and travel-inspired imagination from my boyhood to the innovations I was creating as an adult. And it led to the creation of “Field Trip,” the first smartphone app we created at Niantic. Field Trip uses Global Positioning System technology and a database of information about places to deliver cards containing interesting information about a user's immediate surroundings as she walks through the world. The app automatically surfaces these bits of educational and historical information, including local history, interesting landmarks, and works of art and architecture as a user moves through the world.

If we were walking by the Transamerica Building in San Francisco, for example, and passed a historical marker affixed to the building, Field Trip would show a card with the origin of our company name: the whaling ship, Niantic. This ship brought fortune-seekers to Yerba Buena—later renamed San Francisco—during the California Gold Rush in 1849. Run aground in the harbor and abandoned by its crew, the Niantic was converted into a storeship and hotel that would repeatedly catch fire and be rebuilt. Today's San Francisco Financial District is where the Niantic first ran aground, and remnants of the ship were excavated at the foot of the Transamerica Building in 1978. The Niantic serves as a wonderful metaphor for the types of hidden stories surfaced through our products: The knowledge exists—it just may not be always available to us.

In addition to maps, I've always enjoyed games, and like so many of my generation, writing code for games on cassette tapes that could be read by a TRS-80 eight-bit computer was a wonderful introduction to computer programming. And before I started Keyhole, I worked on several of the first commercially available, Internet-based massively multiplayer online games.
So it seems both logical and linear that my dual passions for mapping and multiplayer gaming would result in Niantic’s second mobile app and first augmented reality game, Ingress. With Ingress, by building a game on top of the map data from Google Maps, we could combine gaming, walking, and exploring. An added motivation for me in developing Ingress and the Niantic platform was to help solve a common modern parenting issue with screen time. My oldest son, twelve at the time, shares my love of games. I knew that games got me into programming and I didn’t want to take that away from him, but I also wanted him to get out from in front of a game console and see the world around him.

We launched Ingress in November 2012, and today, the Ingress community is amazing, and continues to grow as we approach our four-year anniversary, with more than one million active players in 4,000 communities worldwide. In fact, when Pokémon GO launched in the United States, I was in Japan for an Ingress event, and it was our largest event ever, with more than 10,000 users.

**The Lure, Lore, and Logistics of Pokémon GO**

The popularity of Ingress among the gaming community, particularly in Japan, gave rise to the notion of combining the long-cherished Pokémon franchise with maps and AR technology.

If you think about the lore of Pokémon, you can understand why it worked well in an AR context. As depicted in the animated series, the player (called a “Trainer”) goes out into the world searching for and capturing Pokémon. Through your device—your phone today and perhaps some kind of glasses or other devices in the future—you become the Trainer and can see this fantastical world of Pokémon overlaid on the real world. Pokémon GO is exactly what’s depicted in the story of Pokémon, and a great example of bringing our innovations a little closer to our imaginations.

Much has been written and discussed about the Pokéstops and Gyms you see in Pokémon GO, and it’s worth sharing briefly how we decided their locations, which go back to the origins of Niantic Labs and the evolution and development of our earlier products. Many of the historical markers and other local landmarks from our first app, Field Trip, became significant game locations (“portals”) in Ingress. While further developing Ingress, we thought about how to expand this set of interesting places that are public, visually recognizable, and appropriate places for people to visit. We asked Ingress players to submit their ideas for local landmarks they thought would be great additions to the game; millions of places were suggested, and a subset of those submissions (such as the Children’s Museum in Brookings, South Dakota and the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex in Florida) was added to the existing set of points of interest to populate Pokéstops and Gyms in Pokémon GO.

**Lessons Learned Along the Way**

As with any new technology, the use of AR for gaming applications like Ingress and Pokémon GO has sparked many questions that have public policy implications here in the United States and globally. I look forward to answering your questions shortly, but let me highlight a few key areas:

*Children’s Online Privacy:* Teen and adult players are the primary intended player base for Pokémon GO, but we recognize that the game will be of interest to some children under the age of 13 who have access to a smartphone. For this reason, we created a verifiable parental consent mechanism to comply with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”). Consistent with the requirements of COPPA, potential new users are asked to enter their birthdate in an age screen prior to signing up for the game. Potential players who enter a birthdate under age 13 are directed to the Pokémon Trainer Club, operated by The Pokémon Company International, and their parent is provided an e-mail notice that they are interested in getting access to play Pokémon GO. A parent of an under-13 can work through the steps of the Pokémon Trainer Club to (1) create an online account; (2) provide certain forms of information to verify their identity; and (3) accept our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.

The Pokémon Company International collects certain information from parents (such as name, date of birth, and certain information, such as a Social Security number) to obtain verified consent as required by COPPA. It does not share this information with Niantic. Additionally, parents have the option to provide certain personal information, such as their child’s name, to The Pokémon Company International as part of the account sign up process; Niantic does not obtain this information.
A parent can always notify us to exercise their right to refuse collection, use, and/or disclosure of their child’s personal information. And if we learn that an under-13 account was created without parental consent, that account and all other personal information collected in conjunction with that account will be deleted.

Data Integrity: Let me say up front that Niantic does not and has no plans to sell Pokémon GO user data—aggregated, de-identified or otherwise—to any third party.

Pokémon GO does collect and store certain information that interacts with various settings on the user’s mobile device to provide core game functionality and improve Niantic’s services. For example, the app collects and stores certain location information in order to show the Trainer on the map, and to trigger the resources, such as Pokémon, Pokéstops and Gyms that appear in her area. If a Trainer chooses to play with “AR” mode turned on, the app accesses the camera viewer in order to display the Pokémon “in real life” as you may have seen during the demonstration prior to the hearing. As you would expect, this information about the user’s performance and activity is stored in connection with a user’s account. The app also collects certain information to improve our services, and to facilitate important quality and stability objectives. For example, Niantic collects network provider information to allow for better quality geo-location.

The app collects information when it is open; there is no background collection of data in normal play mode. When the application is open, it disables the mobile device setting that automatically puts the phone to sleep when there has been no interaction by the user for a certain period of time. This is a key feature needed for Pokémon collection activities while a Trainer is moving around. When the user puts the phone to sleep manually, however (such as through pressing the power button), Pokémon GO goes idle.

User Safety and Intellectual Property: As I noted earlier, since the app was launched, Pokémon GO has been a target of numerous hacking efforts, including distributed denial of service attacks, unlawful data collection from our services, and monetization through the use of botnets and other devices. We are concerned about these apps and services because in many cases they put our users at risk, and also because of the misuse of our intellectual property.

For example, a backdoored version of the game was found on a file repository service not long after the game was launched. Attackers also sought to lure potential Pokémon users to malicious sites that mimicked our own site, claiming users would be given additional features if they referred friends to the site, which led to more spamming. We’ve also seen strains of malware masquerading as Pokémon GO-related apps.

In these cases, as in others, working internally and with our licensors and partners, we’ve been able to take certain malicious apps and sites down, but these challenges raise important questions about what technical and legal resources we have to combat efforts to misuse if not malign our intellectual property. It certainly underscores the need for review of existing laws to allow innovators to protect their intellectual property and systems from unauthorized use, particularly where the safety and security of users is at stake.

Conclusion: Where Will Augmented Reality Take Us?

Mr. Chairman, the most often asked question I now get can be expressed in two words: What’s next? For us at Niantic, we’re working on new sets of features for both Ingress and Pokémon GO, and planning for future titles. We enjoyed releasing some fun elements of gameplay for Pokémon GO tied to the Halloween weekend, and we look forward to additional releases to further enhance the game experience.

For the broader industry, tech leaders ranging from Apple’s Tim Cook to Microsoft’s Satya Nadella share my view that the potential of augmented reality far surpasses virtual reality. Indeed, we are already seeing the growth of new and interesting applications utilizing AR. An AR application (Pocket Patrol) is being piloted in Queensland, Australia to provide safety instruction to beach-goers. AR is already an education game-changer, with applications to help students learn anat-
omy, chemistry, math, and art. For example, the British Museum offers an AR scavenger hunt for kids to collect words and digital objects to solve puzzles as they scan specific exhibition objects with a mobile device. The Smithsonian Museum of Natural History here in Washington has a mobile app that overlays skin onto dinosaur skeletons when kids hold a mobile device over the bones.

AR is also increasingly becoming an important life-saving and -enhancing tool for public safety and first responders, and will be of even greater use as a dedicated mobile broadband network is built for the public safety and first responder communities.

For us at Niantic, seeing how the public has responded to Field Trip, Ingress and Pokemon GO inspires us to move forward to create and innovate, so we can continue to chase our imaginations. Similarly, it remains important for policy leaders like yourselves to have public policy keep pace with innovation. Properly utilized, public policy can play a central role in driving innovation as it has in Silicon Valley for the past forty years through government-led research and development in fields such as semiconductors, aerospace, and the Internet.

Think of it, a mere 14 years ago, a mobile, augmented reality program required twenty-six pounds of equipment. Today, we can make it work with a smartphone that weighs a little less than half a pound. We at Niantic look forward to what the next fourteen years will bring to this amazing technology.

Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman and Senator Nelson, and I look forward to answering your questions, and more important, working with you to advance public policies that will further advance augmented reality.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hanke.

Mr. Mullins?

STATEMENT OF BRIAN MULLINS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DAQRI

Mr. MULLINS. Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak to you on this important topic. My name is Brian Mullins. I'm the founder and CEO of DAQRI, a Los Angeles-based technology company focused on empowering people with augmented reality. In these brief remarks, I'll discuss the power of AR, how it is being applied today, and why it represents a shift in technology so significant as to rival that of the Internet itself.

I first started working with the technologies that would become AR after graduating from the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in 1997 and working at the Department of Transportation and later at the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command. When I left the government sector and moved into the field of industrial automation and robotics, I learned firsthand how technology could dramatically increase workplace efficiency, but was dismayed to see workers left behind as factory floors were transformed. We needed to leverage technology not just to optimize factories, but also to empower the human beings that ran them.

This year, much attention has been focused on AR in the entertainment sector. But behind the scenes, less covered by the media, practical and valuable applications of augmented reality that will positively influence American lives are already gaining momentum in other fields. Industry leaders, such as General Electric, Boeing, Intel, Huntington Ingalls, and countless others, are applying augmented reality in training, maintenance, quality control, remote expert assistance, construction, defense, and manufacturing applications, just to name a few.

Imagine a worker who wants to transition to a new manufacturing facility but lacks formal training for a highly skilled manufacturing role. With AR, they can learn and execute complex tasks,
improve productivity, and quickly gain skills and knowledge even in new environments. On the first day at a new factory, AR can show step-by-step instructions on top of the disassembled wing of an aircraft, showing a worker visually how things need to be put together.

This is no longer just a hypothetical scenario. AR technology is already being used to close the skill gap in the workforce, the benefits of which are now supported by industry and academic studies. In 2015, Boeing and Iowa State University published a study comparing the efficacy of traditional work instructions with augmented reality work instructions for aircraft wingtip assembly. While I would refer you to my written testimony and the study itself for specific details, the researchers found that the AR instructions enabled workers to complete tasks significantly faster, more accurately, and with greater enjoyment.

Technology can take away jobs. It’s true, though, that most times when it does, it creates new, even better jobs. But, unfortunately, this doesn’t happen overnight. It can take years, and an entire segment of workers can be left in the cold trying to reskill when their industry or vocation is no longer relevant. Augmented reality helps people to learn and adapt to new technologies faster than ever before. It empowers workers with an entirely new tool that enables them to keep up with the accelerating pace of change in the modern world.

Analysts predict that sales will grow from $2 billion today to over $100 billion by 2022 across both consumer and enterprise markets. This hearing is timely, because this transition to consumer use is already underway with AR applications in cars. Head-up Displays, a technology developed for fighter pilots to get the information they need in the cockpit without distracting them from their mission, is finding itself on the road today.

The use of HUD in automobiles has been studied extensively and has been shown to have a number of significant safety benefits, the most important of which is enabling the driver of the vehicle to maintain their gaze on the road. You no longer have to look down to see your speedometer or turn-by-turn directions. That information is available at a glance directly in your field of view. DAQRI’s own AR technology can already be found in hundreds of thousands of vehicles on the road today, and the market for AR in cars is expected to grow to over 10 million vehicles per year by 2022.

From the beginning of my career, I knew there was something special about a technology that centered on people, allowing humans to adapt to changes in technology as quickly as computers. As AR continues to emerge as one of the most important technologies of the modern world, I ask the Committee to consider the potential AR has to enhance the American worker and create new jobs and opportunities. The use case with consumers will be materially different than the use case in industrial and automotive, and regulations need to be tailored instead of painted with a broad brush.

I applaud the Commerce Committee for their foresight in holding this hearing. I look forward to working with you to help support the emergence of this technology, and I welcome any questions you may have.
Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak to you on this important topic. My name is Brian Mullins. I am the founder and CEO of DAQRI, a Los Angeles-based technology company focused on empowering people in our everyday lives through Augmented Reality (AR). In these brief remarks, I will discuss the power of AR, how it is being applied today, and why it represents a shift in technology so significant as to rival that of the Internet itself.

I first started working with AR technologies in 1997 when I started my career at the Department of Transportation (DOT) after graduating from the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, New York. First at the DOT and later at the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command, I worked with simulation and early mixed reality technologies that provided a glimpse of what AR would one day become. The technology was early, but I already knew then that it would become the best way to transfer knowledge while maintaining situational awareness.

When I left the government sector and moved into the field of Industrial Automation and Robotics, I learned firsthand how technology could dramatically increase workplace efficiency, but was dismayed to see workers left behind as factory floors were transformed. Drawing upon my earlier experiences, I realized that Augmented Reality could give people the ability to keep pace with the advancement of automation technologies and remain an invaluable part of the loop. We needed to leverage technology not just to optimize factories, but also to empower the human beings that ran them.

This year, much attention has been focused on AR in the entertainment sector. But behind the scenes—less covered by the media—practical and valuable applications of Augmented Reality that will positively influence American lives are already gaining momentum in other fields.

AR is similar to Virtual Reality (VR), but while VR is limited to interactions within a completely virtual world, AR mixes the real and the virtual together, allowing you to enhance what you see, without losing the connection to the world around you.

Today, AR technology allows you to overlay information into the real world and rapidly transfer knowledge that empowers people to make decisions that would not be possible without it. Augmented Reality devices will have a significant impact in the workplace. Gartner’s 2016 forecast cites these business drivers for wearable head-up displays: hands-free worker productivity and safety, training in simulated environments, checklists for quality control, real-time training, and remote expert assistance and collaboration.

Industry leaders such as General Electric, Boeing, Intel, Huntington Ingalls, and countless others are applying Augmented Reality in training, maintenance, operations, construction, defense, and manufacturing applications. The use of AR in the enterprise can also reduce errors, increase efficiency on complex tasks, and contribute to significant improvements in worker safety.

Imagine a worker who wants to transition to a new manufacturing facility that opened in her community, but lacks formal training for a highly skilled manufacturing role. Through the power of AR, she can be empowered to learn and execute complex tasks, improve productivity, and quickly gain new skills and knowledge even in environments where she has little experience through guided, step-by-step augmented reality work instructions. On her first day at a new factory, using AR, she can look at the disassembled wing of an aircraft and see step-by-step instructions right on top of the components that she needs to put together.

This is not a hypothetical scenario. In 2015, Boeing and Iowa State University published a study comparing the efficacy of traditional desktop work instructions with augmented reality work instructions for aircraft wingtip assembly. The team observed first-time trainees doing complex manufacturing tasks, and tracked a few key productivity stats. Major increases in efficiency, accuracy, speed, and worker satisfaction were found. Here are some highlights:

- Accuracy: Trainees utilizing AR instructions made fewer errors than those using desktop instructions by a factor of 16-to-1 on the trainees’ first time completing...
a task. On the second time around, those using AR had perfect performance—zero errors. Overall, the AR work instructions improved first time quality by 94 percent.

- **Speed:** Trainees using AR instructions were able to complete tasks significantly faster than their counterparts, reducing job completion time by an average of 30 percent and, in some cases, as much as 50 percent.

- **Greater focus:** AR allowed workers to maintain focus on the task at hand. Trainees using AR looked at their instructions less frequently and for shorter periods of time, demonstrating that comprehension was happening rapidly. As the team put it, “The fewer number of looks meant that participants were not ‘bouncing’ back and forth between the instructions and the physical task.”

- **Satisfied workers:** How did workers feel about the experience? A post-action survey asked participants if they would agree with the statement, “I would recommend work instructions like this to a friend.” The answer was a resounding “Yes,” at rates roughly 4 times higher than the median score for questions like this at more than 400 companies in 28 industries.

The AR instructions in this study enabled workers to complete tasks faster, more accurately and with greater enjoyment. Such results promise improved outcomes for industrial businesses, while also enhancing quality of life for workers.

Technology can take away jobs. It’s true though that most times when it does, it creates new, even better jobs. But this doesn’t happen overnight. It can take years, and an entire segment of workers can be left in the cold trying to re-skill when their industry or vocation is no longer relevant. Augmented Reality is a technology that helps people to learn and adapt to new technologies faster than ever before. It empowers workers with an entirely new tool that enables them to keep up with the accelerating pace of change in the modern world.

This year consumer awareness of AR is higher than ever thanks to the rise in gaming applications kicked off by the Pokemon Go phenomenon, however the adoption of AR has already been underway in the enterprise market for some time. Analysts predict that sales will grow from $2B today to over $100B by 2022 in combined hardware and software, across both consumer and enterprise markets.

Much like cellular phone technology, I expect AR to continue to develop in the enterprise market before it moves to consumers. And as it does, it will enter our day to day lives in a way that we haven’t yet discussed. This hearing is timely because this transition to consumer use is already underway with AR Applications in cars.

Automotive Head-up Displays (HUD), a technology developed for fighter pilots to get the information they need in the cockpit without distracting them from their mission is finding itself on the road today.

DAQRI’s own AR technology can already be found in hundreds of thousands of vehicles on the road today, providing drivers with critical information in the windshield, reducing distraction and helping drivers to make decisions faster. At the current rate of growth, the market for AR in cars is expected to grow to over 10 million vehicles per year by 2022.

With a HUD you no longer have to look down to see your speedometer, that information is available at a glance, directly in your field of view. AR technology is making driving safer by providing information like turn by turn directions directly on top of the road. When information is in the space around us, it is more intuitive and easier to understand.

The use of HUD in automobiles has been studied extensively and has been shown to have a number of significant safety benefits, the most important of which is enabling the driver of the vehicle to maintain their gaze on the road. This reduces the “blind flight” time, which can equate to a significant distance when travelling at speed. Because of this, it is anticipated that the number of vehicles fitted with Head Up Displays at build time will increase significantly in the near future.

And now, as cars become more intelligent there is an even greater need for information to flow to the driver. A driver assist system can communicate to the driver that there is a hazard ahead they might not have seen, or perhaps a self-driving car will inform the passengers that it is aware of the truck that moved in front of them, and that it will be taking action accordingly. A visual connection between the

---


vehicle and the driver using AR is one of the most powerful ways to improve safety on the road today.

From the beginning of my career, I knew there was something special about a technology that centered around people and allowing humans to adapt to changes in technology as quickly as computers. I am honored to stand before you and share the amazing possibilities that AR has to enhance the American worker and create new jobs and opportunities that will fundamentally make a positive impact on the world in years to come.

As AR continues to emerge as one of the most important technologies of the modern world, I ask the Committee to consider the transformational impact that this technology has on our society. The use case with consumers will be materially different than the use case in the industrial environment and regulations to support that need to be tailored instead of painted with a broad brush.

I applaud the Commerce Committee for their foresight in holding this hearing now to begin to understand these issues and I look forward to partnering with the United States Government to help support the emergence of this transformational technology.

![Image 1: Augmented Reality Work Instructions](image1.png)
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mullins.

Mr. Pierre-Louis?

STATEMENT OF STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL,
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. PIERRE-LOUIS. Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, distinguished members of the Committee, we are honored to be invited to testify about the exciting developing technologies that will transform the way our consumers engage with our content. I am Stanley Pierre-Louis, and I serve as Senior Vice President and General Counsel of the Entertainment Software Association.

ESA is dedicated to serving the policy and public affairs needs of companies that publish computer and video games for video game consoles, handheld devices, personal computers, and the Internet. Our members are at the forefront of the ongoing technological revolution in interactive entertainment.

It is important to note, however, that the technologies that we are addressing today will have applications that stretch well beyond the video game industry and beyond the entertainment sector more broadly. They will impact sectors as varied as education, healthcare, engineering, architecture, and national defense, just to name a few.

My written testimony delves into the distinctions between augmented reality, mixed reality, and virtual reality. Today’s other panelists are more expert than I am in these areas, so I will focus my oral testimony on the legal considerations arising out of these new technologies and our industry’s approach to addressing them.

As technologies have emerged over time, laws have developed and evolved to ensure Americans’ privacy and data security. Our Federal laws and regulations have proven to be sufficiently robust to protect consumer interests, while remaining flexible enough to allow industries to innovate and deliver products and services to customers specified to their needs. And in the states and territories, there’s no shortage of statutory and common laws governing negligence, trespass, privacy, data protection, and product liability.

ESA members are committed to meaningful privacy and data security protections and to providing the tools consumers need to make informed decisions about the products they plan to buy. Our industry has embraced a culture of self-regulation and informed consent. To that end, our industry has long adopted practices that go well beyond what is required by law to inform consumers about our products and privacy practices.

In 1994, for example, our industry created the Entertainment Software Rating Board, a nonprofit, self-regulatory body that assigns ratings for games and apps so parents can make informed choices. The ESRB rating system encompasses guidance about age appropriateness, content, and the interactive elements. This program has been lauded by the Federal Trade Commission for our industry’s compliance with the program as well as for providing conspicuous, straightforward, and informative disclosures to consumers. More importantly, this program has served its ultimate purpose, as consumers report being highly aware of the ratings of the products we sell.
Since 1999, our industry has also operated the Privacy Certified Program, which provides online privacy solutions to address the growing complexity of privacy protection laws. Among other things, the Privacy Certified Program enjoys a safe harbor status which shields program members from potential sanctions or fines from the FTC and from state attorneys general when violations of COPPA or other state legislation arise.

When it comes to balancing children’s welfare, parental responsibility, and the freedom of expression, the technology behind augmented reality and mixed reality fit neatly within these existing legal frameworks. After all, these are technologies that, at their core, are advanced content delivery systems.

Just five years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association that video games are express works that enjoy the same First Amendment protections as books, plays, and movies. And as the late Justice Antonin Scalia aptly explained in his majority opinion, “whatever the challenges of applying the Constitution to ever-advancing technology, the basic principles of freedom of speech and the press, like the First Amendment’s command, do not vary when a new and different medium for communication appears.”

The Court rejected the argument that video games present special problems because they are interactive, noting that interactivity has always been a feature and a goal of expressive works. In effect, the Supreme Court left little doubt that our foundational laws governing speech are well equipped to address emerging technologies like augmented reality and mixed reality.

We encourage the Committee to give these technologies the space they need to grow and to avoid any redundant and unnecessary regulation that would have a chilling effect on this nascent and promising industry.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today about the thrilling new technological developments underway. We look forward to working with the Committee and answering any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pierre-Louis follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL, ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION

Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, distinguished Members of the Committee, my name is Stanley Pierre-Louis, and I am Senior Vice President and General Counsel of the Entertainment Software Association (“ESA”). Thank you for inviting me to testify today. ESA is dedicated to serving the policy and public affairs needs of companies that publish computer and video games for video game consoles, handheld devices, personal computers and the Internet. Our members employ highly-skilled artists, authors, software programmers, engineers and developers who produce a wide array of highly-expressive, interactive works, which include audiovisual materials, musical compositions, literary works, artistic works and software. Last year alone, the video game industry generated more than $23 billion in revenue in the United States and entertained hundreds of millions of consumers throughout the world. Our members are at the forefront of the ongoing technological revolution in interactive entertainment, and I am honored to be invited to testify today about the exciting developing technologies known as Augmented Reality (or “AR”) and Mixed Reality (or “MR”).

I. Introduction

AR and MR have some similarities to their better-known cousin, Virtual Reality (or “VR”), but differ in key respects—mainly, how the video graphics and digital con-
tent integrate with the physical world around us. With Virtual Reality, the user typically wears a headset or opaque goggles (often accompanied by headphones) and is closed off from the “real world.” The user is fully immersed in a software-generated environment (often termed a “virtual world”) displayed before her eyes. By contrast, Augmented Reality involves computer technology that overlays software-generated images, sounds and other information over the “real world.” Complementary hardware for AR can include a visor with transparent (or semi-transparent) lenses, a head-mounted display, or a hand-held device, such as a smart phone or video game equipment. *Pokemon GO*, the mobile game that captured the attention of millions of users worldwide this summer, is one of the best-known examples of AR. That game was released on July 6, 2016, and, within a week, as many as twenty-five million U.S. smartphones had logged in to play the game.1

Because AR can be used to overlay data on top of “real world” activities, it is versatile in a variety of contexts. One popular use of AR technology occurs in broadcasts of National Football League games, where a virtual blue line is overlaid across the field to represent the “line of scrimmage” and a virtual yellow line is overlaid across the field to represent the “first down” marker.2 Earlier uses of this technology were simulated in several scenes of the 1977 epic film *Star Wars: Episode IV—A New Hope*, including when Princess Leia sent a pivotal holographic message to General Obi-Wan Kenobi.3

The potential for AR is enormous. Imagine walking through an airport and seeing personalized directions to your gate; watching a city bus approach and knowing immediately whether it is the bus you need or how long you will need to wait for the next bus; walking by a restaurant that prompts a menu to “float” in front of you; or getting turn-by-turn instructions on your windshield while driving.4

*Mixed Reality* contains elements of both VR and AR. Whereas VR immerses you in a simulated world—and whereas AR overlays digital information in real-world settings—MR blends 3-D digital content into your physical world. Using a transparent lens or goggles, the user can see both the real world and a virtual world seamlessly tied together. MR differs from AR in that the virtual images and elements overlaid in the user’s field of vision can interact with and recognize the user and are spatially aware of the environment. In MR, virtual objects placed in the real world appear real and tangible to the user. The user is allowed to move those objects around, observe their minute details, and even interact with them using gestures or voice commands. Imagine hiking on a nature trail with a virtual companion who cannot only tell you where to go, but teach you about your surroundings.5 Or, in the video game context, imagine defending against a virtual army of flying robots that have invaded your home through the living room walls.6 The possibilities of these new technologies are truly limitless.

In many ways, VR, AR and MR are evolutionary: they emerged from advancements in existing technologies, such as microchip processing, software, razor display screens, GPS, 3-D graphics, wearable computers and the mobile Internet. Legal frameworks developed in the context of these related technologies have protected the public interest throughout those advancements.

But, these technologies may also prove to be revolutionary. We may not yet have George Jetson’s flying car, but we do have AR and MR. It is no longer science fiction. The public’s excitement over the entertainment possibilities of VR, MR and AR may be driving the current wave of innovation and pushing products to market, but we are only beginning to scratch the surface of what these technologies can achieve. Indeed, the possibilities for the application of these technologies in the fields of education, healthcare, science, business and national defense are bountiful. And, they will become more interactive, more immersive and more accessible and more afford-
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5 To be sure, several mobile apps already provide hikers with trail directions and information about their surroundings. See http://beyond.com/blog/how-augmented-reality-will-make-you-a-smart-hiker/ (discussing the use of AR in hiking apps); see also http://www.atlasandboots.com/best-hiking-apps/ (listing mobile and AR hiking apps). However, as MR capabilities advance, the technology will become more integrated into the user experience.
able over time. Goldman Sachs researchers recently estimated that, by 2025, VR and AR will constitute at least a $23 billion market and could even be as much as a $182 billion market.7

American technologists and entrepreneurs are leading the way, just as they did at the dawn of the Internet. Our members are at the forefront of this innovation, but they are by no means alone. As with past technological leaps, the government should embrace and empower these emerging technologies by allowing them to iterate, grow and flourish so they can reach their full potential benefit to the American society and economy. I am pleased to be here today to talk about the applications emerging in this field, as well as a few of the ongoing considerations that are at the forefront of this evolution.

II. Current and Predicted Applications of these Emerging Technologies

AR and MR technologies already offer immersive game-playing and entertainment experiences. Some examples include using video game controllers to play air hockey on a virtual field that is projected by the light bars on the controllers (The Playroom, Sony PlayStation 4); solving a high-tech crime thriller that uses objects in your physical space to create the crime scene and for hiding clues (Fragments, Microsoft HoloLens); and a fighting dragon that pops up from an AR playing card (Archery, Nintendo 3DS). However, in addition to providing entertainment, these technologies will likely serve more broadly as platforms for our routine daily tasks. Think of the smartphone. This one device, which emanated from the mobile phone, now serves as an e-mail and texting hub, a calendar, a to-do list, a health monitor, a map, a music player, a weather forecaster and a ride-hailing service, to name just a few applications. AR and MR have the potential to fuel the next generation of tools to make our daily lives even more productive and enjoyable and to connect people who might be miles apart. They are poised to dramatically improve many sectors of our society and economy. Here are just a few of the sectors that stand to be dramatically improved by AR and MR.

In the Entertainment sector, content creators and consumers are teeming with excitement over AR and MR.8 Video games have already undergone dramatic improvements in user experience, but AR and MR present new possibilities. And, as the recent success of Pokémon GO suggests, this evolution can have ancillary societal benefits. For example, unlike traditional video games that were best played from the living room or on PCs, AR and MR experiences can be suited to a variety of locations, both indoors and out. Pokémon GO motivates users to explore the real world around them: to go outdoors and be active. This new and promising evolution of games integrates learning, exploration and physical activity like never before.

For video entertainment, AR and MR will be used by artists to imagine and bring new worlds to life and to augment our existing worlds in ways that once seemed impossible. Peter Jackson, the Oscar-winning director of the Lord of the Rings series, serves on the advisory panel for Magic Leap, one of ESA’s member companies that is at the forefront of developing MR technology. Jackson recently told Wired magazine, “[t]his mixed reality is not an extension of 3-D movies. It’s something completely different. . . . Once you can create the illusion of solid objects anywhere you want, you create new entertainment opportunities.”9

Indeed, Magic Leap’s MR technology is nothing short of amazing; it creates “mixed-reality objects” that “are aware of their environment.”10 Advanced hardware “constantly gathers information, scanning the room for obstacles, listening for voices, tracking eye movements and watching hands.”11

Healthcare. AR and MR may prove transformative to the healthcare industry. Already today, AR is being used to address the pain management and rehabilitation
needs of pediatric burn victims. In the future, one could imagine a surgeon wearing AR or MR glasses to review a patient’s MRI scan results while the scan is overlaid on top of the patient. There may be therapeutic uses as well; patients experiencing pain could be transported to relaxing destinations. Some researchers are even testing the ability of VR to help paraplegics learn to walk again. And still other researchers are examining whether these technologies can help treat patients with phobias or PTSD, as “virtual worlds can create artificial, controlled stimuli in order to habituate the patient to those environments that cause anxiety.”

Education. The applications of these technologies to education are endless. For example, Microsoft has worked with Case Western Reserve University to use the HoloLens for medical student training; medical students can view and interact with a holographic human body with animated skeletal structure and circulatory system, replacing the need for cadavers. Microsoft is also working with the educational publisher Pearson to use the HoloLens to create a number of learning tools, including online tutoring and coaching in areas as disparate as nursing, engineering and construction.

Today, users can download iPhone apps that identify stars, constellations and satellites when users direct their iPhones to the night sky. However, one can also imagine a class learning about the Civil War and seeing a three-dimensional representation of Abraham Lincoln standing before the students, delivering the Gettysburg Address. And, one can imagine students being virtually transported to the Colosseum in Rome during the Flavian dynasty to experience life as a gladiator. According to a professor of education the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education, “[r]esearch shows that interacting with AR alone improves students’ understanding of a concept.”

In addition, high-risk professionals would be able to receive realistic, hands-on training in a safe environment. AR and MR technology will enabling users to tour a new city and immediately learn background information about monuments or architecturally significant buildings simply by looking at them. And, one day, we might really know what it is like to stand in another’s shoes, walking through simulations designed to help us understand each other better to help foster empathy.

Business and Engineering. As previously mentioned, Microsoft is already selling its MR visor, called HoloLens, to developers. A user of the HoloLens will be able to watch “a live football game on a virtual screen ‘hovering’ next to a web browser window, alongside a few other virtual screens.” These “hovering” screens could eventually replace the various physical screens we use today at home and at the office because they can be summoned into (and out of) your field of vision and pinned to the walls and counters of your physical space as requested while using AR and MR glasses. The mix of entertainment, information and work applications has the potential to improve every workspace in America.

The applications for architects, builders, designers, artists and engineers will be nothing short of transformative. Instead of looking at a two-dimensional computer screen rendering a space in 3-D, users will be able to stand in the space as they create it before a single brick is laid. In fact, Lockheed Martin has collaborated on AR projects to speed up the maintenance process for F-22 and F-35 fighter jets:

mixed-reality-education/.
mended-reality-lesson-plan.
“When an engineer looks at the aircraft using the smart glasses, they see digitally displayed plans projected over the physical plane. They can then use a tablet to enter any damage or defects.”

This technology also enhances the ability of consumers to become more mobile. Have a new job in St. Louis or in Tampa? Instead of incurring the expense of flying to look for a new home, take a virtual tour of homes from right where you are. Similarly, vacationers are now able to explore possible destinations before committing to a locale or a hotel.

National Defense. The United States military already uses VR to train military personnel, including flight and combat simulations. As this technology helps create more realistic, immersive simulations, this aspect of military training will become increasingly useful and effective. It is also not hard to imagine the value of AR or MR glasses on the battlefield, where vital information could be placed strategically in the user’s field of vision, accessible without the user having to resort to looking down at a screen or map. Indeed, so-called “heads-up” displays are now commonplace in our military’s advanced fighter jets.

III. Legal Landscape

As technologies have emerged over time, laws have developed and evolved to ensure Americans’ privacy and data security. Our Federal laws and regulations have proven to be sufficiently robust to protect consumer interests, while remaining flexible enough to allow industries to innovate and deliver products and services to customers specified to their needs. Moreover, in each state and territory, there is no shortage of statutory and common laws governing negligence, trespass, privacy, data protection and product liability.

ESA’s members are committed to meaningful privacy and data security protections and to providing the tools consumers need to make informed decisions about the products they plan to purchase. Our industry has embraced a culture of self-regulation and “informed consent.” To that end, our industry has long adopted practices that go well beyond what is required by law to inform consumers about our products and privacy practices. In 1994, for example, our industry created the Entertainment Software Rating Board (“ESRB”), a non-profit, self-regulatory body that assigns ratings for video games and apps so parents can make informed choices. The ESRB rating system encompasses guidance about age-appropriateness, content, and interactive elements. This program has been lauded by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) for our industry’s compliance with the program as well as for providing conspicuous, straightforward and informative disclosures to consumers.

More importantly, this program has served its ultimate purpose, as our consumers are highly aware of the ratings of the products we sell.

Since 1999, the ESRB has also operated the Privacy Certified program (formerly the ESRB Privacy Online program), which provides online privacy solutions to address the growing complexity of privacy protection laws. Among other things, the Privacy Certified program enjoys “safe harbor” status, which shields program members from potential sanctions or fines from the FTC and/or state attorneys general when violations of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (or similar state legislation) arise.

When it comes to balancing children’s welfare, parental responsibility and the freedom of speech and expression, AR and MR technologies fit neatly within existing regulations.
legal frameworks. After all, AR and MR are, at their core, advanced content delivery systems. Just five years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association that video games are expressive works that enjoy the same First Amendment protections as “books, plays, and movies.”30 As the late Justice Antonin Scalia aptly explained in his majority opinion, “whatever the challenges of applying the Constitution to ever-advancing technology, ‘the basic principles of freedom of speech and the press, like the First Amendment’s command, do not vary’ when a new and different medium for communication appears.”31 The Court rejected the argument that “video games present special problems because they are ‘interactive,’” noting that “interactivity” has always been a feature—and a goal—of expressive works: “the better it is, the more interactive.”32 The Supreme Court left little doubt that our foundational laws governing speech are well-equipped to address emerging technologies like AR and MR.

History is instructive on other examples of the law’s adaptability to new technologies. In the late 1990s, during the still-early days of the World Wide Web, the FTC believed that many Internet sites did not provide consumers with adequate disclosures.33 The FTC responded by developing guidance (known as the “Dot Com Disclosures”) to help businesses apply established principles of “clear and conspicuous” disclosure to the online context. It has since updated that guidance several times as the Internet has evolved.34 All of this has occurred within existing FTC authority and without the need to amend the FTC Act.35

We encourage the Committee to give AR and MR the space they need to grow, and to avoid any redundant and unnecessary regulation that would have a chilling effect on this nascent and promising industry.

IV. Conclusion

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today about the thrilling new technological developments under way. These are exciting times for creators, developers, consumers and our country as a whole. AR and MR have tremendous potential beyond entertainment. We should encourage continued American innovation and investment in these areas. And when issues arise, we should look first to existing legal frameworks that have served consumers well in the past. We look forward to working with the Committee and answering any questions you might have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Pierre-Louis.

We’ll proceed to questions, I think.

Senator Nelson, do you want to submit, or do you want to make a statement?

STATEMENT OF HON. BILL NELSON, U.S. SENATOR FROM FLORIDA

Senator Nelson. Mr. Chairman, you’re very kind. I’ll submit an opening statement.

[The prepared statement of Senator Nelson follows:]

Chairman Thune, thank you for holding this hearing to explore the exciting promises of augmented reality technologies and to spur important discussions on the many policy questions that augmented reality raises.

Over the August recess, I took a tour of Magic Leap’s facility in Dania Beach, Florida. Magic Leap, which will be headquartered in Plantation, is one of the leading, cutting-edge AR companies in the world.
And what I saw was truly amazing—not only because this technology will change how we interact with the world, but also because of what it means for growing Florida’s economy and creating well-paying, high-skilled jobs.

And, if I may, Chairman Thune, I’d like to submit for the record a recent piece in Wired Magazine on Magic Leap.

Yes, augmented reality can be used for video games. But it can also be used to educate or do business like never before, spurring efficiency and convenience. And the technology has the potential to break down barriers for those with disabilities and create a safer world for consumers.

One of the big questions is: what does augmented reality mean for consumer privacy? AR devices can potentially record, download, and store vast amounts of information about the real world, including about innocent bystanders who may have no clue they are being recorded. What are we going to do to protect their privacy?

And what must be done to make sure that these devices are secure from hackers and cyber-vulnerabilities? For instance, augmented reality is being used in cars so drivers can get real-time information on their windshields. Will hackers be able to infiltrate that system and, say, block the driver’s view of a stop sign or a pedestrian crossing the street?

How will we protect children from unsuitable augmented reality content? Parents are already struggling to shield their kids from adult-oriented and dangerous videos and video games. This could be an even bigger problem for parents when it comes to sophisticated AR content that may be completely inappropriate for young eyes and brains.

These are the types of questions I hope our witnesses can shed some light on. I share my colleagues’ enthusiasm about this exciting, ground-breaking technology. And I’m a believer in what this growing industry can do for states like mine in creating the jobs of tomorrow. But we also must ask some of the tough questions to make sure that innovation is taking place in a responsible manner.

Thank you.

Senator NELSON. May I just ask one question, because I want to give our other members a chance here.

Cybersecurity—we’ve seen how you can take over a car. You could possibly take over an airplane. So could a hacker make a digital flock of birds, if you’re using AR in the cockpit, to make it look as if it were going to fly through the windshield of the airplane? And what can we do about that?

Mr. MULLINS. Senator, thank you for the question. I think it’s a fantastic question. I think as the technology gets better, the simple answer is yes, we could make virtual objects that are indistinguishable from the real world. I think the underlying question about the security of augmented reality is a very serious question that applies to technology in general and is one that we need to get out in front of and plan for in the products we make and as we develop the technologies.

There will certainly be new opportunities with augmented reality for exploitation by bad actors, as there is with any new technology. I think it’s questions like this being asked today that will help us get in front of those problems as an industry and in regulation.

Mr. CALO. I just want to add to that. One of the recommendations that we came up with within the Tech Policy Lab—one of my colleagues, who is my co-director of the lab actually did the original work showing that you could take over a car and cause it to break and do all these different things—Tadayoshi Kohno—was that with augmented reality, doing really good threat modeling is critically important. By threat modeling, we mean that you imagine all the things that people might be able to do with it, including—and that’s a brilliant one—the idea of introducing a fake flock of birds.

But just think, you know, you could also have it happen much more simply, such as just obscuring a stop sign so that you don’t
see it. I remember that my colleague, Tadayoshi Kohno, had an app that he was using when he was running to keep track of his running, and he looked at it, and he thought that he saw a spider on it. So he threw it to the ground, and it broke. It actually broke his phone.

Later, what we pieced together was that an app that was tracking his running had allowed an exterminator service to take over and do an advertisement, and the advertisement was like a shock advertisement to scare him into thinking it was a—he really got scared. And as a tort professor, that strikes me as being an awful lot like kind of a digital assault.

So I think that when bones instead of bits are on the line, I think that the kind of thing that you're talking about is particularly crucial, and I think that it is absolutely incumbent on these companies to make sure that they're doing very good threat modeling and taking security extremely seriously.

Mr. HANKE. If I could add one thing to that, I'm very glad you raised that question. I absolutely think it's incumbent upon all of us offering products to have best-of-breed security out there. For any company that's trying to operate in today's environment, that is a core part of the business. You have to invest in it. I think we were kind of lucky at Niantic in that we had the benefit of working within Google for many years—many of the core members of the team—which has had to deal with all kinds of threats, and we knew that we were going to have to expect that.

But to the point I made earlier about sometimes it not feeling like there's a sheriff, I would just reemphasize that it's a lot to ask of U.S. companies to go out there when threats can come flying in, and do come flying in, constantly from all over the world, where people essentially can act with impunity, and you stop them in one place, and they come back somewhere else. There's no real risk to this for the folks that are doing it. So we are asking a lot of our companies to play whack-a-mole and to just continuously fight off those attacks on their own.

Senator NELSON. By the way, if you're the guy who developed Google Earth, thank you. I use it all the time, and I use it to see what roads are congested.

[Laughter.]

Mr. HANKE. That's great to hear. Thank you.

Mr. PIERRE-LOUIS. Senator Nelson, Stan Pierre-Louis. In answer to your question, one of the interesting things about being in the video game industry is that we are dual DNA. We are both a content industry, because we create creative works, but we're also a software industry, so we're a tech. So we've got a lot to think about when we put our products out.

One is how do we protect our content—very important—and we've got security measures there both in terms of the software and the consoles or other devices. Second, we need to think about how we protect our corporate data, because that's very valuable and important, and the third is how do we protect consumer data. So the thought process of that protection goes very deep into the design of how we create our works and distribute those works.

But more and more, as you're seeing larger threats and as you're seeing state actors make those threats, one of the areas that obvi-
ously has to be taken into consideration is what we do about our cybersecurity laws and strengthening them. That’s one of the areas that we think about. How do we strengthen them to make sure that we’re all headed toward the same goal and not creating opportunities for bad actors? So that’s going to be an important element of this as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Nelson. Echo on the Google Earth. I’m a big fan of Google Earth, so well done.

Senator Wicker?

STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER F. WICKER,
U.S. SENATOR FROM MISSISSIPPI

Senator WICKER. I’m sorry I didn’t get here in time for the demonstrations. But let me ask about what this is going to do for job creation in a state like mine. We’ll start with Mr. Mullins.

You’ve got the Smart Helmet. Is this going to create jobs? Is it going to replace jobs? And in what ways might this encourage some guy that wants to be a welder or is more inclined toward the v-tech type education? Could you expand on that? We’ll start with you, Mr. Mullins.

Mr. MULLINS. Thank you, Senator. Absolutely, the products like the Smart Helmet are designed to create jobs, to empower workers with something we call “knowledge transfer.” Very complex activities, very complex tasks can be broken down and shown visually so that they’re much easier to comprehend, to understand. It allows workers to put on a device like the Smart Helmet and be able to perform a task or even work in a job that they don’t have any prior experience with.

It’s substantiated by independent studies. Elaborating on the Boeing and Iowa State study that I mentioned in my testimony, they used augmented reality to train workers that had never before put together aircraft wings. Those workers, using augmented reality, were able to put the wings together, although they had no experience doing it, in 30 percent less time and with over 90 percent less errors than with any other training method.

What was really fascinating, if you read the study in its entirety, is that the second time those workers used augmented reality to assemble the wings, the mean error rate was zero. They were able to remove human error from the equation completely, and these were workers that had never before performed those activities, never worked in those jobs.

You mentioned welding, specifically, in the question. We have seen in our own customer base augmented reality used to train welders faster than previously possible, far exceeding the rates at which a successful welder can be deployed than even that in dedicated trade schools for welding. I think the opportunity here is actually to not just create jobs, but to improve the concept of worker portability, where a worker who may have spent a substantial amount of time in their career in a job or even an entire segment of industry that may not be relevant anymore—to give them the opportunity, without having to take multiple years off to reskill and retrain, to enter the workforce in a very productive way in a dramatically shorter period of time.
I think that augmented reality has a huge opportunity to help us not just create new jobs, but to reshape the workforce, and to fill the jobs that we have a very difficult time filling today with the workers that wake up in the morning and want to make a living. They want to do something and don’t have the experience today to do it.

Senator WICKER. In the minute and a half we have left, does anyone else want to take a stab at that?

Mr. Pierre-Louis?

Mr. PIERRE-LOUIS. Thank you, Senator Wicker. As you were speaking, I was thinking of a few things that came to mind. One is the fact that a career in video game design, of which there are three schools in the city that actually have video game design and there's a company there. People often leave that and go into many industries, because the skills you learn in learning how to make simulations are actually broader and have lots of applications, one of which is an exciting technology that one of our members, Microsoft, is working on now.

So they’ve developed a visor called “HoloLens,” and it’s a visor that’s see-through but you can have data input into it. They’re working with an educational publisher named Pearson to develop educational online tutorials, whether it’s for nursing, construction, engineering, and so you’re able to retrain—they are working on developing this program now on retraining people into various careers, and you’re able to do that in a very consistent manner. Just as Mr. Mullins discussed, when you have consistent training, you can get to a place where all workers are learning the same craft in an even-paced way. So a lot of exciting technologies.

Senator WICKER. Mr. Blau?

Mr. BLAU. Thanks. It’s a great question, and I just wanted to tell you that I have the great opportunity to talk to many businesses around the world, both in core business market and consumer as well. The inquiries that come to my desk are wide ranging, and in terms of creating jobs, we can see opportunities in the retail sector, in insurance, in training, in science and education, manufacturing, and I could go on and on about the list. So we really think that there’s an opportunity for this technology to be put into businesses for a wide variety of use cases.

I liked your question, though, about how many different people could use the technology. We think it could be used from children all the way through adults and elders, too, and in businesses and the consumer domain, and not only in just the United States, but there are a lot of use cases we see in foreign countries. I have the great opportunity to travel to Asia and to Europe, and I get a lot of questions there about how to use the technology.

So we really think it can be broadly applicable, and we think it can create jobs, and not only that, but we think it’s going to be beneficial to all of these industries that want to use it because it’s going to improve productivity, maybe give a great entertainment experience, and that alone will create a lot of jobs in the future.

Senator WICKER. Well, thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman, if you’ll indulge me for another second or two—Mr. Mullins, you thought enough of your alma mater to mention it in your opening statement. I’m on the Board at the Merchant
Marine Academy and very proud to be an active member of the Board. Are you a member of the Alumni Association?

Mr. MULLINS. Thank you for the question. I think that I will be in the near future. Thank you, Senator.

[Laughter.]

Senator WICKER. They could use you, and I would have to say—and I think you would agree—that the skills you learned as an engineering student have served you well in your chosen career.

Mr. MULLINS. Without a doubt. I think that the skills and the broad applicability of engineering across the Merchant Marine and all the factors involved definitely helped in how I conceptualized augmented reality being deployed in the workforce.

Senator WICKER. And that semester at sea made you a well-rounded person, don't you think?

Mr. MULLINS. Yes, sir. One of the best experiences of my life.

Senator WICKER. Great. Thank you so much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wicker, I was just waiting for the fund-raising pitch there.

[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Peters?

STATEMENT OF HON. GARY PETERS, U.S. SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

Senator PETERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Fascinating testimony here today, and I had the pleasure of seeing some of the applications before the hearing here, and I appreciate you bringing some of your applications for us to experience.

But, Mr. Hanke, I want to continue to go down the lines of your concerns about cybersecurity, something that I worry a great deal about. Being a member of the Commerce Committee here and also a member of the Homeland Security Committee, I believe that probably our most significant threat that we face is cyber threats to industry and to national security issues and, in particular, to small businesses.

Your business—you talked about as you launched the Pokémon GO the number of cyber attacks that you had repeatedly. I know you're a fairly small company of 75 employees, a startup, incredibly successful, but nevertheless not large enough to be dealing with all of the whack-a-mole that you deal with, as you mentioned in your testimony.

I actually have introduced bipartisan legislation called the Small Business Cyber Security Improvement Act, which we're hoping will create more collaboration with small businesses, the Department of Homeland Security, SBA, and other ways in which small businesses can learn some best practices, perhaps, or some things that they need to be aware of. But I'd be curious as to some of the lessons that you learned in dealing with those cyber attacks, something that might be helpful for us as we're thinking about how we assist other small businesses who have great ideas but are also potentially exposing not only themselves and their customers, but the wider net of potential cyber attacks.

Mr. HANKE. Well, I welcome the opportunity to raise awareness for that topic some more, so thank you for bringing it up. In terms
of what lessons did we learn, the variety of attacks and the origin of those attacks is worldwide. It was eye-opening to really understand that those attacks are coming in from all quarters and the degree of really smart engineers out there in many places around the world that perhaps lack opportunity to pursue other things and devote themselves to these kinds of attacks and formulating them.

The sophistication of these attacks is impressive, from a technology point of view. It is not something I think a company that doesn’t have experience and doesn’t have substantial resources is going to be successful in fending off. So the idea of best practices and sharing that, I think, is a sound one. It takes resources to implement those. It costs money.

A good place to start might be with the cloud providers themselves, Amazon and Google, you know. A lot of people host on those services, and I think they do a very good job. But that is kind of the first line of defense, and then beyond that, there are additional things that companies have to do at the corporate network level, as well as at the product level. So I’m afraid I don’t have a magic solution for you, other than just at this point having an expanded appreciation for the degree and sophistication of what businesses are up against.

Senator Peters. Well, I appreciate that. I appreciate that we don’t have a magic wand, but that’s something we obviously have to be thinking about every day.

Mr. Pierre-Louis. Senator Peters, that’s a great question. One of the things that companies are doing more and more now is building in cybersecurity and data security into the design of all the applications, and that’s as necessary as having a lock on your door now, because we know it’s a threat. It’s been reported on, and it happens.

One of the helpful developments over the past few years has been the DOJ and FTC working together to provide some rules that allow for information sharing, for example, among and between companies so that they can analyze threats and sometimes even work with law enforcement, and I guess I would encourage lawmakers to continue that encouragement and to continue that practice, because you learn a lot by collaboration, and knowing that you don’t have the threat of litigation for doing so or an increased threat of other matters is helpful. So I guess I would encourage continued collaboration and encouraging that collaboration.

Senator Peters. Thank you.

Yes?

Mr. Calo. Thank you, Senator Peters. One thing I would say—and this applies more broadly than augmented reality, certainly—is that it’s not just the companies by themselves that are able to identify issues. It’s also researchers. One of the problems that we as researchers face is that we worry that our reverse engineering or our attempts to figure out what the flaws might be with a device will be met with legal challenges, so, for example, if you’re poking around in the software in the firmware that you’re violating the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, or perhaps you’re violating the anti-circumvention provision of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
So I think the one thing that the government can do is to make it absolutely crystal clear to researchers that they're allowed to look into these products, like Internet of Things and augmented reality, to make sure that they are as safe as can be and to identify flaws. I think that would be very empowering to the research community to help with the cybersecurity effort.

Senator Peters. Right. Thank you. I appreciate it. I'm out of time.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Peters.

Senator Daines, do you want a minute, or do you—I could ask some questions in the interim, but if you're ready, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE DAINES,
U.S. SENATOR FROM MONTANA

Senator Daines. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's just-in-time manufacturing here.

[Laughter.]

Senator Daines. Speaking of that, prior to my time in the Senate, I spent many years helping build software companies and so forth in remote places like Montana, believe it or not.

So for Mr. Pierre-Louis, can you talk about the job creation potential in the AR space, particularly in rural communities?

Mr. Pierre-Louis. Sure. What we're seeing with augmented reality and what we're seeing with mixed reality is an ability to train from afar, communicate from afar, and to collaborate from afar, so there are lots of opportunities. I think about education, for example. Earlier, I talked about the fact that Microsoft was using HoloLens to create online tutorials for a number of jobs. Those that have been highlighted are nursing, construction, engineering. But in rural communities, you can also do a lot of training and a lot of repairs. So I think it allows for that collaboration while at the same time providing a consistency to that experience.

Senator Daines. One thing we're seeing is what used to be a liability when I was kid growing up north of Yellowstone Park—we always thought it was an asset, but the rest of the world—it's funny—it's a tremendous quality of life asset, where you can have your cake and eat it, too, particularly for the digital natives. We can attract and retain truly world-class talent. They don't want to go anywhere else, because they don't have traffic jams, and they're 15 minutes away from world-class skiing and backpacking and so forth.

Speaking about the next generation, a question I have is you think of the AR-VR industry—it's expected to reach revenues, my understanding is, of $100 billion kind of numbers by the year 2025. What types of skills do you believe younger generations need to focus on to fill these new jobs created by this industry?

Mr. Pierre-Louis. Well, there are a couple of different things that we've seen in our industry. First, in terms of our consumer base, we have a very digital, very active base, and they let us know what they think of everything from game plots to return policies. So you get a lot of feedback of what's important. One of the things that has become very important is opportunities not only to play the games, but to learn how to make the games. So that ability has led people to lots of other things. For example, there are 131
schools in California that have video game programs, and those
game programs can lead you to jobs in aerospace, not just in
games. So there are lots of opportunities to do that.

But what we’re also seeing is because they want to get into game
design, they’re actually very interested in more STEM, and the
more STEM you learn, the more you can play in this space, be-
cause we are becoming a very digital society and you need to un-
derstand from an early age, not just algebra, but how you put it
all together. I think it is actually motivating lots of younger people,
and it’s actually having a spike in women and minorities wanting
to get into these fields because it’s much more exciting. It’s almost
a back-door way of getting people more into science, generally,
because you come in on the game end, and you end up making sim-
ulations for airliners.

Senator Daines. Yes. In the time I have left, I want to switch
over to vehicle safety.

Mr. Mullins, thank you for the great demo. Montana has the sec-
ond highest rate of vehicle ownership per capita in the Nation. We
lost over 200 lives last year in Montana on the roads. We heard
today that AR is one of the most powerful ways to improve safety
on the road. I don’t doubt that at all.

In rural areas, we drive on gravel roads. We drive in very unpre-
dictable conditions. We have elk and deer, sometimes bison, cross-
ing the roadways, and we have roads, in fact, that don’t even reg-
ister on GPS. A driver could be on the road for hours without see-
ing another car.

We have folks who come out to Montana from the cities. They’re
frightened when traveling with me in my pickup. They won’t see
another vehicle for many, many—you know, extended periods of
time during the night, and I tell them, “We’re safe. If we break
down, there’ll be a rancher that’ll be here and be very kind. He’ll
take care of us.”

So how can you explain—or could you explain how these safety
benefits will translate to rural America where we have a dispropor-
tionate share of the automobile fatalities in our nation?

Mr. Mullins. Senator, this is an excellent application for aug-
mented reality in vehicles, both in newer vehicles and more and
more with the option to easily upgrade with aftermarket products.
Cars, through their automated driver systems and more and more
automation—they have sensors. They have a wealth of information
to understand some of the problems that you described. You know,
elk in the road is not a funny issue, and it seems like something
that we could very easily fix by tapping into the sensors that are
in the vehicle that understand that there’s an obstruction, there’s
something else there, and to be able to visually call to the attention
of the driver in a way—in an amount of time that they can react
to it and they can respond to it.

You know, it starts with something seemingly simple like that,
saving a small number of lives and then expanding and looking at
how those sensors that are designed for autonomous driving in
urban environments could be adapted to take that same sense of
awareness that the vehicle gets and adapting them specifically to
the hazards of rural driving and the unique requirements there
that could lead to saving lives.
Senator Daines. Thank you.

It's amazing how fast 5 minutes goes by, Mr. Chairman, so thank you.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Daines. You asked a number of questions that I was going to ask, so I'd like to associate myself with the questions from the Senator from Montana.

And, Mr. Hanke, those roads that don't show up on most maps—does Google Earth and Google Maps capture those roads in Montana that Senator Daines drives down?

Mr. Hanke. Well, it sounds like there's some more work to do there. I will contact my colleagues at Google and let them know that there's room for improvement in their products.

Senator Daines. Except for that road to my favorite elk hunting spot. I want to keep that private.

[Laughter.]

The Chairman. He doesn't want that to show up on any map.

Thank you, Senator Daines.

So, Senator Booker, have you played Pokémon GO?

Senator Booker. I refuse to answer that question on the grounds it might incriminate me.

[Laughter.]

The Chairman. Well, I was hoping that perhaps you could counsel Senator Nelson and I about how to do it someday, maybe walk us through it.

But, anyway, Senator Booker is probably one of the highest tech Senators we have on our Committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. CORY BOOKER, U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW JERSEY

Senator Booker. Mr. Chairman, you'll have to forgive me, because I literally have to dart out, but I didn't want to do so without just thanking everybody for being here and thanking you for your testimony.

Mr. Calo, I really appreciated your white paper about a lot of the legal issues and a lot of the other concerns. I'm really excited about this space. I don't think we even understand fully how it can be enhancing life, especially—there are a number of us who have gotten together on a bill around the Internet of Things—just the potential for health, well-being, safety, education, and learning. It's just such an extraordinarily exciting world.

This is a wonderful bipartisan space, because I've been very vocal on the Commerce Committee about how our regulations are choking a lot of innovations, and we need to make sure that we create a nurturing environment where we can continue to be the number one exporter of innovation here in America. You know, I joked in another hearing about how we had a regulatory framework for drones that was so choking and forcing drone innovation to go into other countries that, frankly, if that kind of regulation was around during the time of the Wright brothers, we would have never gotten the airline industry off the ground here.

So I'm very excited about it. But one question I wanted to ask before, literally, I sprint out for a meeting is that one of the other areas or the problem that we have as a result of this—and I really appreciate, Mr. Pierre-Louis, your comments about diversification
and even a richer pipeline of diversity coming into STEM subjects. But I have this continuing concern about the fact that we do not have a level playing field in terms of access to the Internet right now, access to broadband, and what that could mean, especially as these new opportunities are coming.

In terms of a fair playing field, does anybody have any ideas about what we should be thinking about in terms of the government’s obligation to try to make sure, as this superhighway is sort of taking people to these new worlds of innovation and opportunity, that folks are not being left behind? I didn’t know if anybody would want to comment on that.

Mr. Hanke. I would love to comment on that. You know, as somebody who grew up in a rural area, in my case, west Texas—I’m headed back there to visit my family at the end of the week. I will arrive there, and I will not be able to use the products that I work on there, because I will be limited to 3G service when I arrive.

I do think it’s an important issue, not only to access the products that people are bringing to market, but to inspire the youth there to know about these things, to be aware of them, to pursue careers in that area. Virtually all of our communications and much of our learning and access to information now is moving to mobile devices, and if one is sipping through a narrow straw in terms of the ability to consume information, to pursue opportunity there, that does feel like a very limiting factor to me.

I am certainly empathetic to the youth growing up in my hometown. I would like for them to discover and be inspired by opportunities that will lead them to a happy and prosperous future. A lot of those opportunities now are coming through that pipe. So if government can broaden it, that strikes me as a very good thing for the government to put its weight behind and to achieve.

Senator Booker. Mr. Chairman, with that, I’m going to say thank you. I just want to—again, having read the white paper that was about a lot of fears and concerns, I hope—when we have new innovations going on—that we don’t allow a lot of our fears of the worst case scenario force us to over-regulate or do things that inhibit thinkers and imaginers and innovators from doing their work. That’s one area I really do think there’s a lot of bipartisan commitment to. So thank you very much, and forgive me for not being able to stay longer.

The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Booker, and not only on that issue, but also on the extension of broadband all over the country. There are a lot of places where I come from, too, that you can go to where you wouldn’t be able to do the things that we’re talking about here today.

Senator Booker. In New Jersey, we’re very concerned about buffalo crossings as well.

[Laughter.]

The Chairman. Buffalo and elk and—yes.

Let me just ask a few questions here as we wrap up.

Mr. Mullins, one of the major impediments to the successful deployment of any technology is consumer adoption, and DAQRI’s technology is largely designed for industrial applications. What
barriers do you anticipate with regard to broader consumer adoption?

Mr. MULLINS. I think that’s a great question. I think one of the largest barriers to transitioning to consumer adoption is actually the issue of the industry over-promising and under-delivering. The consumer expectation is very high, and there are the natural price sensitivities. When you roll out a technology to the enterprise first, the costs of the technology are measured by the return on investment and the value that is created in the enterprise.

I think we expect the augmented reality industry to follow the trends of the cellular telephone. Phones didn’t start out as smartphones. They didn’t even start out as the bricks we remember. They were first briefcases. They were very expensive and had limited coverage. But if they kept you connected and allowed you to make a decision, they were worth the investment, and that investment from enterprise created the infrastructure that ultimately led to consumers.

Technology moves a lot faster today, so I don’t think it will take decades. But it will be slow, and I think that both regulations and the industry needs to do a good job of setting the expectation of consumers and fostering the development of augmented reality in the spaces that make a big impact today.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Blau, thoughts on the same subject, barriers to consumer adoption?

Mr. BLAU. Sure. Thank you for the question. It’s a great question. The consumers, as Mr. Mullins said, are quite fickle and they have a high expectation of quality. And to be honest, augmented reality technology, as well as virtual reality, are not the same as what we see in video games today, for example, or special effects in movies, or even the quality of the apps that you have on your smartphone. You could say that the AR and VR—the quality of the experience is quite low today.

So one of the things that we ask you is to provide for an opportunity for innovation. Software developers, hardware developers must have the opportunity to create these exceptionally good experiences, and it won’t be until then when we are able to put those technologies forward in the consumer market.

Not only that, but there has to be a clear price-to-value relationship. That’s really critical, and that can’t happen until the manufacturing is set up to be able to produce these devices at a mass market level. We’re not talking tens of millions. We’re talking hundreds of millions or billions of devices that need to get into market, and that is when we would think that the consumers would be ready for it. So the manufacturing is one.

Part of it has to do with the transparent display that you saw in the augmented reality headsets in the demonstrations. Those are relatively new inventions, and so those have to be developed over the next few years, and when they get good enough and, to be honest, to be like my glasses here, that’s when consumers will think about adopting the headsets.

But also augmented reality may not come on a headset first. It may come in a smartphone or another form factor. So there are lots of different ways that augmented reality could come to consumers, for example, having a window which you can look through and see
something on the other side that’s augmented in a particular way, like an airplane window, for example, or even going to a store to try on clothes through something called a smart mirror. You stand in front of it, and it’s an augmented reality experience that can show you different clothes and what they would look like rather than having to try them on. So those are some of the technologies that have to develop before it’s really going to hit the consumer.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Pierre-Louis, last year, this committee held the first congressional hearing on the Internet of Things, and we heard input from industry on how lawmakers should or, in some cases, shouldn’t legislate to foster innovation. Today, we’re holding another first of its kind hearing on augmented reality, which I think is a very exciting and emerging technology with tremendous potential.

What can we as lawmakers do to help this technology flourish? Or maybe even more importantly, what should we not do so that we don’t in any way hinder the innovation that’s happening out there?

Mr. PIERRE-LOUIS. That’s a terrific question. Let me tell you one of the things that our industry has done to meet market concerns, and that’s a great template for how we develop our practices. In the sphere of providing information about games, we’ve got a rating system where we provide age appropriateness and some content descriptions to tell parents what’s in the game. So not only is it E for everyone or T for teen, but what are the kinds of things you might see in there, and there’s comic mischief, mild violence—they’ll have different lists of things.

But when you get into the mobile environment, and people are moving around, you need different ways of allowing people to understand what’s happening in the app world because some of those games are—and not just games, but other programs are getting rated as well, and so the industry created new descriptors on interactivity. So it tells you if you are sharing your location in a game or if you’re on a chat function or if there’s in-app purchasing.

So if you were to download the Pokémon GO app on the Google Play store, it’ll tell you you’re sharing your location, and there are in-app purchases. What it won’t say is there’s user chat, because there’s no chat between users. It’s really meant for people to play or parents to play with their kids. It’s an individual game. That allows users to understand in a very simple way what they’re getting, and that’s an innovation that developed because consumers wanted to know more about it.

I think allowing that kind of development to occur makes the most sense, because it’s meeting consumer demand. There’s a lot of acceptance, and what we’re seeing is 86 percent and higher of people not only aware but really appreciative of what we provide. And when the FTC comes and looks at the programs that we do, they laud them and say, “You’re doing it the right way. You’re the gold standard,” both in terms of our ratings and also our privacy offerings. So I think allowing that kind of market dynamism to grow is the right approach, and then to report back what’s going on so that regulators and policymakers see that the marketplace is working.
The CHAIRMAN. This technology, augmented reality, is on track to be a very disruptive technology in a number of different markets. Why has America been able to lead the effort, and how can America maintain its position as a leader in the field as AR technology becomes more prevalent? And I guess I would—Mr. Pierre-Louis, Mr. Blau—anybody on the panel that would like to respond to that question.

Mr. BLAU. Thanks again for the question. It’s a great question. I just want to point out that it was the United States military that had a big part in the invention of the computers, per se. In the 1960s, there was a famous professor, Ivan Sutherland, that created the first head-mounted display at the University of Utah. In the 1980s, it was American inventors that brought forward virtual reality and pioneered computer graphics.

So these are innately American inventions, and I’m not saying that there are other parts of the world that haven’t contributed. But through the great universities and the opportunity that we’ve had as Americans, there has been this concentration that’s here. But part of the industry today is not in the United States. It’s in Asia, and that’s the manufacturing. So part of what these companies are producing—they can design them here, but they can’t manufacture them here, not all of them.

So it’s not an even playing field around the world. If we potentially could enable more businesses in the United States to make advanced technology in a way that is competitive globally, that would be a great help.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Calo?

Mr. CALO. I think that’s a great question, Chairman. I just want to point out that with respect to one of the previous transfers of technology of our time, the Internet, the military, once again, was absolutely instrumental in creating the Internet, and, as well, the American universities were instrumental.

But one of the reasons why even today, the United States remains dominant in terms of the Internet is because in the mid 1990s, we wisely immunized platforms for what users do on those platforms in the form of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. That immunity allowed the platforms to be open and to flourish and to have all kinds of contribution. Getting that right first, I think, gave us an enormous competitive advantage.

Here, there may be analogs to make sure we understand where liability is distributed, to make sure that we have adequate privacy and security to the point that consumers feel comfortable, just as they had to once get comfortable with banking online. So I understand the need not to impede innovation through regulation. At the same time, sometimes we can clarify liability and privacy rules in ways that permit the technology to flourish.

Mr. HANKE. I’m glad you’re raising that question. I do think that AR represents one of those big transitional moments in technology. You know, we saw the move from the mainframe computer and IBM, and sort of the mantle was inherited by Microsoft, and we saw companies like Apple step in and kind of inherit the mantle in mobile and Google in web services.

AR represents one of those transitions, and it means there will potentially be new industry leaders, new very large companies that
emerge. In the past, those have been U.S. companies. This time, it’s a jump ball. It’s not guaranteed that the successors are going to be U.S. companies. We operate in a global economy. I don’t think it necessarily should be our expectation that we just naturally inherit that. We’re going to have to go compete for it. But what we can do is create an environment where the companies here do have an equal playing field in terms of competing to be those leaders in that next generation of technology.

Having clarity around issues such as privacy with our colleagues in Europe so that we actually understand what the requirements are for a U.S. company to operate in Europe—that’s an area where there’s some ambiguity at the moment—market access in countries in Asia where it is currently very difficult or impossible for U.S. companies to offer services—those are things that are impediments to the ability of American companies to compete in this important market.

Mr. PIERRE-LOUIS. I’ll just also add real quickly that our markets really encourage innovation, and that innovation is allowed to sprout in all manner of places, and that’s the beauty of these new technologies. So when we think about new technologies and tech spaces, we think of places like Silicon Valley; Redmond, Washington; Silicon Alley in New York.

But then you have a company like Magic Leap, which is one of our members, that’s creating mixed reality technology. They’re based in Fort Lauderdale, not a place where people really think about as a technology hub. But by having someone create an idea and others coalesce around it, they now have more than 800 employees here in the U.S., maybe up to 1,000 at this point, all around an idea of innovation. So you can create new hubs around this idea of innovation and market-driven forces. That’s what’s exciting about what we do here.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we’re waiting for a Silicon Prairie to strike in South Dakota. Any time you guys want to bring your companies out there, we welcome them. We’ve got a great business climate. The actual climate this time of the year can get a little cold.

Senator Blumenthal has arrived.

Senator Blumenthal?

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD BLUMENTHAL,
The United States Senate, From Connecticut

Senator Blumenthal. Thanks so much, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for having the hearing.

As many of you may know, the incidence of traffic crashes and deaths has increased. In fact, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, there were 17,775 traffic deaths within the first 6 months of 2016, which is an increase of 10 percent above 2015. And in 2014, the Department of Transportation found that over 3,000 people were killed and 430,000 injured in car crashes that involved distracted drivers.

An article from just yesterday’s New York Times blames the new mobile apps, many of them employing augmented reality technologies, as major contributors to the rise in traffic deaths due to distracted driving. I’m not going to quote from the article. You may
have seen it. But it indicates that, unfortunately, the misuse of such applications has already resulted in a lot of deadly disasters.

So my question is—beginning with Mr. Hanke—how has Niantic responded to this dramatic increase in distracting driving as a result of your products, most especially—well, some of the ones that have been mentioned here so far this morning?

Mr. HANKE. I’m very glad you raised that issue. As a parent, you know, I’ve got teenagers that are learning to drive, and just as somebody out on the highways, it’s certainly an issue that I think is a big one and that we have to wrestle with and try to improve the current situation.

With regard to the New York Times article, I’ll take this opportunity to correct the statement that they made about Pokémon GO players being able to play Pokémon GO while driving. We’ve actually adopted what I think is an industry-leading policy to disable operation of the application in terms of capturing Pokémon or accessing the Poké stops in the game when the person is moving above a speed that is reasonable for a person to walk or run. So that is the current state of the game, and that’s what we’ve done to try to mitigate this.

At the same time, I think it is, to some degree, an issue of personal responsibility. There are other contributors to distracted driving as well. In one of the studies I read recently was that consumption of food in the car was actually one of the leading causes of traffic accidents. But I do think it’s an important problem, and we’ve taken it upon ourselves to proactively limit the use of our application in that situation.

Senator BLUMENTHAL. Why is not the use of Pokémon GO unsafe at any speed?

Mr. HANKE. Well, it is safe when you’re walking. Many people like to walk and jog to use the application. It’s an activity that we encourage.

Senator BLUMENTHAL. But if you’re driving at any speed, isn’t it unsafe?

Mr. HANKE. It is a question of what we can detect and control within the application. We do not have a mechanism to detect when somebody is driving, per se. We have the ability to detect their speed of movement. Whether they’re a driver, a passenger, a bike rider, a runner or walker, we don’t have a definitive way of understanding that. So since we don’t have perfect information, we use speed as the——

Senator BLUMENTHAL. So you’re saying that the app doesn’t detect what the activity is that causes the speed.

Mr. HANKE. That’s correct, yes.

Senator BLUMENTHAL. Why isn’t that possible, and why shouldn’t you then just say anybody who’s moving is putting themselves or somebody else at risk? And that, until we figure out a way to detect the difference between somebody walking, jogging, driving, any speed will, in effect, deactivate this program? My feeling is someone distracted by this kind of activity is unsafe at any speed.

Mr. HANKE. Well, we’ve taken a position which, again, I think is—I’m not aware of any other applications in the industry that are doing what we’re doing, which is stopping the use of the application above a speed that a human could move walking or running. In
terms of going even further and eliminating the use of the application at any speed whatsoever that would inhibit somebody from using it while they're walking or jogging, personally, that feels like a step too far to me in terms of limitation on the ability to use such an application.

Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, my time has expired. This has been a very useful and informative session. Again, I thank the Chairman for holding it. There are a lot of other questions that I have. I'll submit them in writing and look forward to your responses, and thank you for being here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Blumenthal.

I also want to echo what the Senator from Connecticut just said, and that is that we do appreciate you all being here and for sharing your insights about this. This is a really exciting field with lots of moving parts, many of which have been addressed today, and you've heard some of the concerns expressed as well. But we want to be in a position where we're enhancing the advancement of these technologies and innovation, not getting in the way of it, obviously interested in all the safety issues and privacy issues that are associated with any discussion of this subject.

But thank you for the light that you've shed on it today, and we'll look forward to continuing the dialog and discussion.

Senator Blumenthal has additional questions. Perhaps other members do as well. We'll ask them to submit them. We'll keep the record open for 2 weeks, and during that time, we're asking that Senators submit any questions for the record and that the witnesses as they receive them, as soon as they can, submit those answers back to the Committee.

So with that, thank you again, and this hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 4:28 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
APPENDIX

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MARCO RUBIO TO
BRIAN BLAU

Question 1. As we conduct our oversight role as lawmakers, how can we ensure that technology start-ups, like Magic Leap, are able to continue to advance in the 21st century economy without imposing unnecessary red tape?

Answer. Red tape exists in many forms, and for augmented reality technology there are 4 areas that stand out as important when considering adding more or removing red tape: (1) purchasing and accessing technology components, and then selling technology products in the global market, (2) hiring qualified workers, (3) protecting intellectually property, (4) technology certifications. Each of these areas have established laws, rules, and oversight organizations that often times pose obstacles in how a business wants to create technology and products. My comments here are not meant as a debate about the usefulness of red tape situations, but the one important point to be raised about augmented reality is that despite the hype and media attention it’s a very new technology that needs time, lots of time, to mature. Red tape during this critical phase of development for augmented reality will only cause its growth to be held back.

During the next 5–10 years it’s imperative that companies, like Magic Leap, have the resources necessary to develop and innovate as needed and operate unrestricted. Pre-guessing the level of augmented realities capabilities in the future to make new laws today, for whatever reason, should be carefully considered as these companies don’t yet know fully how their future products will bring value to their customers. I do urge you to monitor, for example, how augmented reality would impact topics like privacy and security, but it’s still too early to determine any new laws will be needed.

Question 2. In your opinion, would current regulations placed on the gaming and computer industry be appropriate to apply to this new generation technology?

Answer. Yes, in general, the existing laws on video games and overall computer technology are sufficient today to allow for the invention, innovation, product development and sale of augmented reality technology. Evidence is the proliferation of American technology globally, and our standing in the global technology market provides a great example of how a government can effectively help businesses flourish. That said, some issues, like repatriation of offshore funds and the ability to compete globally should be monitored and law subsequently adjusted as optimizing these programs could benefit U.S. companies in the future.

The most valuable way to help augmented reality businesses to profit is to promote the value of its technology across the spectrum of business operations. Help a business innovate and invent by not adding restrictions that hold back any type of early research, development, or deployment of products in this area.

Question 3. Autism is an issue I feel very passionate about and have worked on going back to my time in the Florida legislature. Some have suggested that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum?

Answer. I’m positive that augmented reality technology can help those impacted by autism as its been helpful in many areas of medical and health fields. Typically, a technology company tends to focus on general use cases, and that is what we are seeing with most augmented reality technology providers today. Unfortunately, the answer the Senators question means that there isn’t an industry initiative on autism, at least to any large degree. What we do see efforts from the medical profession in how augmented reality can impact research, diagnosis and treatment of autism. It’s appropriate that any advancement come from the medical industry given the unique requirements for any technology use in healthcare.
That said, I can imagine (without being a trained medical professional) that augmented reality can indeed help in many situations with regard to autism. Augmented reality can be used in social situations to bring together people who are not physically in the same place. It can be used in "training," and for autism I can imagine this means therapy using techniques like video games and interactive media content to stimulate thinking and reasoning. Augmented reality will be a great tool for training in scenarios that need to be practiced and repeated, or even providing simulations of real situations to help prepare those with autism for all types of daily life.

Question 4. What would you say our high schools and universities can be doing better in the coming years to ensure that people in Florida and in the United States acquire the skills and preparation to fill these jobs?

Answer. The best way to prepare for developing augmented reality technology, and what I would tell my own family and children, is to be educated. An agenda of learning in science and technology as well as business are important base layers for anyone who wants to be part of a technology development company. My own experience also mirrors that line of thought. I was fortunate to grow up in Orlando Florida where I attended Lake Brantley High School in Altamonte Springs, and then I received a Bachelor and Masters degrees, both in Computer Science from the University of Central Florida. In all three I was given and then took the opportunity to advance my interests in technology and it's as important as any to support these institutions in the same way they supported me.

Preparing to use augmented reality, vs making the technology, is easier. If made well and if designed for optimal use cases, augmented reality technology will be easy to master as it's designed with the person in mind. Typically, the user interface in augmented reality applications is natural and supports human gestures and voice. If done well I would expect augmented reality to be more easily adopted than even basic PC computers, which required detailed knowledge of a keyboard, mouse, and intricately precise movements and manipulations. For augmented reality the driving use case is the person and their body movements, so any training should be focused in the more general use of computing in the workplace.

Question 5. What message would you like to send to educators and students alike about the industry's future and the opportunities it presents?

Answer. My message to educators and students on is simple: use and develop augmented reality (and its close cousin virtual reality) as it represents one of the most important next generation technologies that you will need to understand and use over the coming decades.

This means, focus on science, technology, math and business as a way to prepare institutions and individuals as they prepare to be part of the next wave of computing. Augmented reality and virtual reality are hyper-personal technologies, ones that we have and wear close to our bodies and ones that have the ability to mesh with the human perceptual system in ways that have never been available. This means future technologists will need to better understand the human condition and how it reacts to an environment filled with sensors and screens.

Question 6. The interface created by these new technologies can be a tremendous asset to the Department of Defense, especially for training. How can the Department of Defense collaborate with innovators to push the limits of mixed reality technologies to ensure our men and women in uniform continue to be the best trained and equipped fighting force on this Earth?

Answer. In drawing from my own experience attending, and then working as a research scientist at the University of Central Florida on virtual reality technologies, I observed one of the best methods for providing the crossover between military and education. In Orlando, at least in the 1980s and 1990s, there was an explicit program to transfer core computer technology out of secret military programs into the public domain. I was a beneficiary of that program at UCF and its Institute for Simulation and Training that the U.S. Navy and Army funded. This program in part was based on use of military equipment, access to military contractors, direct funding of virtual reality projects, and promotion of what was developed into the education and science community. As we look back, that technology transfer was is now seen a basis for how we all now have advanced real time computer graphics today.

I fully encourage future programs that marry the ability of the U.S. military with advanced educational needs as it's a proven method, and in fact is one of the reasons that I'm providing these answers to you today.
Response to Written Question Submitted by Hon. Joe Manchin to Brian Blau

Question. As a former Governor and in my role as a United States Senator, I have remained committed to enhancing the job climate in my state so that West Virginians have good paying jobs and the skills to compete in the global economy. Part of this job growth is going to come from the technology sector. We are beginning to see an uptick in technology startups in different parts of the state, but I believe there are opportunities for tools such as augmented reality to enhance workforce training.

The technological advancements of the 21st century should not leave rural communities behind, and as West Virginia continues to develop its technology sector and train its workforce: How can augmented reality be used to train workers in the digital economy?

Answer. This is a great question and one that hopefully can help shed light on how augmented reality technology can be used to effectively train people in workplace tasks and skills. The core of the benefit of augmented reality is its unique approach to delivering information by using sophisticated graphics seen through head-mounted display (HMD) devices. These devices have the capability to let the user see sophisticated computer graphics, they type we are familiar with from video games and movies, superimposed over top of real world objects. Its this overlay capability that is augmented realities best feature and is the one that is at the core benefit of how it can be used in workplace training situations.

Imagine a worker who needs to be trained on various types of equipment. That training today can consist of reading manuals, watching videos, practicing on mock-ups, or on-the-job training using real equipment. But in many cases using the actual equipment, mockups, or even the videos are simply not available or sufficient enough to effectively train the employee, especially if the tasks require their hands to be busy. Augmented reality can help here as when using the HMD it can simulate the equipment, show it as matching overlays, and can train the worker over many types of situations and scenarios. The combination of graphics, step-wise instructions, performance analytics, and customizability means augmented reality will be a prime resource for many businesses who want to use effective training technology.

As stated in my prepared testimony the augmented reality market is really just getting started in 2016, and within 5 years we will an increasing number of devices come to market. The real benefit, and to the point of the Senator’s question, is how can the technology not only be used for training, but also in the remote locations that are prevalent in West Virginia but in many parts of the country. Augmented reality is an inherently mobile technology and many of the device and system providers have features that let these devices be operated anywhere. Even in this early stage in the market development of augmented reality many devices are being made robust for environments outside of the normal business office or manufacturing facility. This mobile capability is an important one as it means augmented reality can be used in a wide variety of locations, possibly even ones that don’t support wireless communications.

In addition to being mobile, augmented reality will be a great communication device, bringing people together that are physically located in different places. Sometimes called "telepresence", many future augmented reality applications will bring people together by using audio, video, and combined with computer graphics will enhance workers ability to interact with each other and work together even though they are not in the same location. One great example is a field service technician who’s job will be to monitor and repair machines and equipment at distant locations. A future worker, wearing augmented reality smartglasses, will have technology to let them directly connect to other employees at the home office. Not only can the augmented reality smartglasses provide instructions and guidance that were traditionally delivered in a paper manual or on a flat screen device like a tablet, but when connected to others the work can be accomplished cooperatively. The technician at the home office can see, via live video, exactly what the remote technician is seeing and can even enhance the graphics for the remote technician by drawing on their virtual field of view, sending additional information via the overlap capability, or providing voice feedback.

The final point to note is that the training scenarios for augmented reality are limitless, and as its so early in the development of the technology I both urge you and your constituents to investigate, learn and invest in augmented reality technology, but to do it in a way that allows for and leverages its growth and maturity. Investing in augmented reality technology today means gaining knowledge and experience and as the devices and systems advance over the next decade.
RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MARCO RUBIO TO
RYAN CALO

Question 1. As we conduct our oversight role as lawmakers, how can we ensure that technology start-ups, like Magic Leap, are able to continue to advance in the 21st century economy without imposing unnecessary red tape?

Answer. I am aware of no augmented reality specific regulations and do not anticipate any in the near feature. Indeed, I believe regulating AR at this early stage would be unwise. That said, well thought out government interventions can sometimes help foster technological innovation.

For example, the early decision of Congress to immunize online platforms such as Facebook for almost anything users do or say on the social network reduced the threat of litigation and preserved the incentives for Facebook to keep its platform relatively open and free. In my article Open Robotics, I discuss the potential need to immunize hardware providers such as Magic Leap as well insofar as they open up their platforms to third party innovation.1

Privacy and other consumer protection laws are critical in that they help reassure consumers that new products and services are safe enough to try. Flexible intellectual property regimes help remove the shadow of litigation from new startups and allow for the sharing of intellectual resources. Many argue that net neutrality rules preserve the ability of new entrants into information service markets by prohibiting incumbents from blocking or slowing down competing applications on their networks.2 And of course the Federal Government is in a position to preempt state laws, which can sometimes create a patchwork of regulation that makes it difficult for companies to operate. Other ways the Federal Government can help companies such as Magic Leap include procuring their products and investing in AR basic research.

Question 2. In your opinion, would current regulations placed on the gaming and computer industry be appropriate to apply to this new generation technology?

Answer. My understanding is that most of the issues in gaming law deal with intellectual property, rights of publicity, and free speech. In addition, the gaming industry has set its own standards around safety, violence, privacy, and gaming addiction. I see all of these issues applying with equal or perhaps greater force to augmented reality. AR is a product and it needs to be safe for its intended use. Content within AR is subject to copyright but also fair use and other exceptions that protect consumers and innovators. And, importantly, AR should enjoy full constitutional protection under the First Amendment as does content on the Internet and games in other formats.3

Question 3. Autism is an issue I feel very passionate about and have worked on going back to my time in the Florida legislature. Some have suggested that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum?

Answer. Thank you for your important work on autism. The Tech Policy Lab at the University of Washington is committed to inclusive tech policy. The augmented reality whitepaper I submitted to the record discusses the potential for AR to help people with disabilities. We consulted with disability experts in the course of our research and they told us that AR has enormous potential to help individuals with physical and cognitive disabilities.

We did not engage with the autism research community superficially but I am aware of considerable research into the ways AR could be used to help autistic children. For example, the Autism Glass project at Stanford University uses AR to help autistic children better recognize emotional states in others.4 Recent research out of Cambridge University leverages AR to help draw autistic children into pretend play.5 There is also an extensive literature suggesting that robotics can help clinical scientists study and address autism for similar reasons as AR.6

Question 4. What would you say our high schools and universities can be doing in the coming years to ensure that people in Florida and in the United States acquire the skills and preparation to fill these jobs?

6 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3223958/ (collecting studies).
Answer. A wide array of skills is needed to work in emerging industries such as augmented reality. These include so-called STEM skills, but also creative design, entrepreneurship, and the humanities. After all, someone has to dream up the narratives, the characters, the landscapes, the device design, the user interface, and the other aspects of AR that make it a worthwhile and wondrous experience. It is also increasingly clear that high schools and especially universities should be thinking of ways to break down barriers between disciplines and create opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration. At the University of Washington Tech Policy Lab, one of our goals is to produce students comfortable speaking across disciplines. We do so in part by placing students into interdisciplinary teams like the team of computer scientists, information scientists, and lawyers that worked on the AR whitepaper I submitted as my written testimony.

Question 5. What message would you like to send to educators and students alike about the industry’s future and the opportunities it presents?

Answer. I agree with my fellow panelists that augmented reality is already an exciting industry and will only grow, generating many opportunities for students with the right set of skills.

Question 6. The interface created by these new technologies can be a tremendous asset to the Department of Defense, especially for training. How can the Department of Defense collaborate with innovators to push the limits of mixed reality technologies to ensure our men and women in uniform continue to be the best trained and equipped fighting force on this Earth?

Answer. The Department of Defense has a long track record of fostering new technologies that ultimate become engines of American innovation. Augmented reality is one example; robotics and the Internet are two others. My hope is that the DOD can continue to fund basic research into new technologies to help keep the United States in a leadership position globally. Moreover, DOD should remain in dialogue with other sectors—such as athletics, medicine, and even the prison system—who may use AR for training purposes so that the knowledge that is produced in one sector can be shared efficiently across civilian and military contexts.

An important component of both civilian and military use of AR is ensuring adequate security. Obviously insecure AR can be physically dangerous to the user. I am aware of several ongoing around AR security and would be happy to connect your office to relevant researchers if useful.7

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOE MANCHIN TO RYAN CALO

Question. As a former Governor and in my role as a United States Senator, I have remained committed to enhancing the job climate in my state so that West Virginians have good paying jobs and the skills to compete in the global economy. Part of this job growth is going to come from the technology sector. We are beginning to see an uptick in technology startups in different parts of the state, but I believe there are opportunities for tools such as augmented reality to enhance workforce training.

The technological advancements of the 21st century should not leave rural communities behind, and as West Virginia continues to develop its technology sector and train its workforce: How can augmented reality be used to train workers in the digital economy?

Answer. Augmented reality and virtual reality enhance workforce training by making it easier to teach new skills but also by providing a variety of training environments on a single platform. The availability of one AR headset could in theory dispense with the need for multiple, expensive facilities that may be difficult to maintain in rural communities. Thus, an individual could learn how to repair a robot or how to assist in a biology experiment using the same device and without the need for a mock repair shop or laboratory. For more examples—including how AR and VR could help retrain displaced or incarcerated workers more efficiently—please see the Tech Policy Lab whitepaper I submitted in connection to my testimony.

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MARCO RUBIO TO JOHN HANKE

Question 1. As we conduct our oversight role as lawmakers, how can we ensure that technology start-ups, like Magic Leap, are able to continue to advance in the 21st century economy without imposing unnecessary red tape?

Answer. There may have been a time when start-ups in the technology sector could get off the ground and scale without having to be concerned about the policy and regulatory landscape, but I don’t think that applies today. In developing both Ingress and Pokémon GO, we had to be sensitive to and be compliant with a host of regulations, including those regarding data privacy, most notably the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act. Our attention to data privacy compliance at the early stage of the game’s development proved to be so critically important because that was the central issue of concern from policymakers not long after Pokémon GO’s launch.

While we certainly understand the concerns about the impact of regulations on start-up formation and success, there are areas where greater enforcement of existing regulations and increased attention to cybersecurity could be very useful to a start-up’s success. We currently face challenges with respect to Pokémon GO, for example, with the creation of botnets and other methods that help players advance through the game. These services, which violate the integrity of our game and threaten the value of our intellectual property, are offered on the open market. We have been subject to near-constant hacking threats and attempts, to get access to our intellectual property and to our user data. The legal mechanisms to combat this kind of activity are costly and could be a barrier to a start-up’s long term success.

Question 2. In your opinion, would current regulations placed on the gaming and computer industry be appropriate to apply to this new generation technology?

Answer. We do not support efforts to regulate the entertainment software industry based on its content. Entertainment software should be given the same First Amendment protections given other content-based industries, such as books, music, movies, and television programs. That said, we do support the work done by the Entertainment Software Ratings Board in providing age-based ratings and content descriptions, which together help consumers, particularly parents, make informed choices about the content they and their children see.

Question 3. Autism is an issue I feel very passionate about and have worked on going back to my time in the Florida legislature. Some have suggested that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum?

Answer. It has been extremely gratifying to hear from our users and through press reports that Pokémon GO was played by and was helpful to many people on the autism spectrum. We are not aware of any industry-wide supported research on augmented reality and autism at this time, but we are aware of a number of research projects that have shown some promise in the use of augmented reality to help those on the autism spectrum better use and develop their social skills. For example, a team at Stanford University has developed and embedded artificial intelligence in Google Glass that enables someone with autism spectrum disorder to read and understand facial expressions and emotions of those around them. We welcome this kind of path-breaking research and are hopeful for more advances as the technology advances.

Question 4. What would you say our high schools and universities can be doing better in the coming years to ensure that people in Florida and in the United States acquire the skills and preparation to fill these jobs?

Answer. The work we are doing at Niantic, much like in other companies in the information technology industry, reinforce the value and importance of education in the so-called STEM fields—science, technology, engineering and mathematics. We are very much at the early stages of grasping the potential of augmented reality as not just an entertainment medium, but as a critical tool that can be of value to so many sectors of our economy.

Question 5. What message would you like to send to educators and students alike about the industry’s future and the opportunities it presents?

Answer. We’re very excited about the future of augmented reality and look forward to seeing its application in the future in areas that we did not anticipate today. One area that is certain to be impacted by the development of augmented reality is education and training. Augmented reality makes it possible to learn through experience, and in context, and that kind of learning has so much potential.
in fields ranging from medicine to construction. But even more fundamental is the potential for augmented reality to enhance learning and exploration by children at a young age, and not just in the classroom.

**Question 6.** The interface created by these new technologies can be a tremendous asset to the Department of Defense, especially for training. How can the Department of Defense collaborate with innovators to push the limits of mixed reality technologies to ensure our men and women in uniform continue to be the best trained and equipped fighting force on this Earth?

Answer. Military training is very much focused on building a foundation of experiences, and is centered on simulations that attempt to recreate various realities, whether that reality is in a fighter jet or a combat situation. Augmented reality certainly has the potential to enhance and grow the types of simulated environments that are used to train our military personnel.

**Question 7.** With the development of augmented reality (AR), we are allowing these new devices to see our private worlds. Many of these technologies transfer and/or retain data to ensure there is a seamless user experience. As you are well aware, this new technology opens up vulnerabilities which a malicious attacker could take advantage of.

A. Can you speak to how Niantic worked to mitigate data hacking on the Pokémon GO app?

Answer. Since the app was launched, Pokémon GO has been a target of numerous hacking efforts, including distributed denial of service attacks, unlawful data collection, or monetization through the use of botnets and other devices to help users gain advantages within the game.

For example, a backdoored version of the game was found on a file repository service not long after the game was launched. Attackers also sought to lure potential Pokémon users to malicious online sites that mimicked our own site, claiming users would be given additional features if they referred friends to the site, which led to more spamming. We’ve also seen strains of ransomware masquerading as a Pokémon GO app.

In these cases, as in others, working internally and with third parties, we’ve been able to take some of these malicious sites and apps down, but these challenges raise important questions about what technical and legal resources we have to combat efforts to misuse our intellectual property and target our users’ data. It underscores the need for congressional review of existing laws relating to this area, including the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

With respect to protecting our networks and data repositories, we utilize a number of applications and protocols that together represent best practices for our industry. We would be happy to provide additional details of these practices offline.

B. Is the cybersecurity standard found on these systems a threat today? How can the data on this app, and others, be protected from malicious attacks and abuse without impeding the function of the system?

Answer. One of the most important cybersecurity practices is vigilance in protecting our networks. Today’s cybersecurity best practice is likely tomorrow’s vulnerability. For that reason, we not only monitor closely the integrity of our networks and systems, but we remain conscious of general threats that impact other data-intensive companies like ours. We would be happy to provide additional details of these practices offline.

**Question 8.** Earlier this year, there were reports of people chasing Pokémon Go characters in places like the Holocaust Memorial Museum and Arlington National Cemetery. What internal controls and self-policing is the industry undertaking to ensure that the solemn and sacred nature of places like these are respected?

Answer. It’s worth sharing briefly how we decided the locations of Pokéstops and Gyms, which go back to the origins of Niantic Labs. First, the historical markers you can find on our first app, Field Trip, became one of the data sets we used to locate Pokéstops and Gyms. Second, looking at Ingress, we thought about how to expand this set of interesting places that are public, visually recognizable, and safe places for people to visit. So we asked Ingress players to submit their ideas for local landmarks they thought were great places for people to visit, such as the Children’s Museum in Brookings, South Dakota, or the ArtsPark at Young Circle in Hollywood Florida. Millions of places were contributed, and a subset of those contributions were included in Pokemon GO.

We recognize that many public places of historic significance may not be seen within the community they are located as suitable sites for Pokéstops and Gyms, and for that reason, we have an online form on our website that enables concerned citizens or administrators to request removal of Pokéstops and Gyms from specific locations.
RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOE MANCHIN TO JOHN HANKE

Question. As a former Governor and in my role as a United States Senator, I have remained committed to enhancing the job climate in my state so that West Virginians have good paying jobs and the skills to compete in the global economy. Part of this job growth is going to come from the technology sector. We are beginning to see an uptick in technology startups in different parts of the state, but I believe there are opportunities for tools such as augmented reality to enhance workforce training.

The technological advancements of the 21st century should not leave rural communities behind, and as West Virginia continues to develop its technology sector and train its workforce: How can augmented reality be used to train workers in the digital economy?

Answer. Augmented reality is designed to enhance people’s daily life experiences and help make the things that people do as human beings easier, safer, and in the case of Pokemon Go, more fun. The technologies that allow Pikachu to roam our neighborhoods by superimposing characters on mobile devices also have the potential to, among other things, improve the quality of health care by providing experience-driven training for doctors and nurses regardless of where they’re located. Similarly, AR can provide simulations that would enable construction workers or miners to learn how best to respond to potential workplace hazards, which will provide a cost-effective tool to improve workplace safety.

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN THUNE TO BRIAN MULLINS

Question 1. In what ways will AR technology improve the productivity and safety of the American worker and increase the competitiveness of the American workforce?

Answer. Given the broad interest in this topic across this senate committee, we have prepared the following discussion on how Augmented Reality (AR) improves the productivity, safety, and competitiveness of the workforce and enhances the overall job climate in both industrialized and rural areas. AR empowers workers to keep up with the increasing pace of technological change by providing an easy and intuitive interface that fast-tracks the learning process. AR also makes workers safer a variety of ways, including improving error rates and reducing cognitive load which have a direct correlation to safety on the job.

I. Augmented Reality-based workforce training will prepare workers, across age groups and level of formal education, to compete and win in the global economy

Augmented Reality (AR) is a game-changer for job training and on-the-job skill acquisition. Three decades of research supports the conclusion that AR improves learning, productivity, accuracy, efficiency, and job satisfaction in a variety of contexts including manufacturing, defense, aerospace, construction, medicine and other sectors.

AR technology empowers experts and novices alike to quickly learn new skills or be trained in a new area or sector—a particularly important benefit for workers who have lost their jobs and cannot easily find work in their current industry. For example, AR-based workforce training can assist a laid-off coal miner who went directly from high school into his or her career to be rapidly retrained in other, even unrelated, sectors without requiring two or four years of higher education. This in-
increased efficiency means that job training (or re-training) is no longer cost-prohibitive, especially for older or less formally-educated workers. This is critically important in states like West Virginia where workers have struggled to transition their skillsets into other fields in the midst of a decline in traditional sectors such as mining and manufacturing.

As referenced in our written testimony to this committee on November 16, 2016, Augmented Reality (AR) work instructions have been shown to improve accuracy, speed, focus and worker satisfaction when utilized in the training and operation of complex manufacturing tasks through visual, step-by-step work instructions overlaid directly on top of components to be assembled. In addition to shorter task completion times and less assembly errors, the visual and spatial nature of AR enables a lower total task load and a reduction in the learning curve of novice assemblers, while increasing task performance relevant to working memory. Compared with video-based work instructions, AR produces a significantly reduced number of errors and scores better in terms of time and overall mental workload.

Today, the majority of learning experiences occur out of context. Classroom training, online training modules, and online synchronous training are all variations of didactic content presentation. Augmented reality will provide learning professionals opportunities to engage students and trainees with scalable and effective mechanisms to practice new skills in a hands-on manner, while still being supported by digital tools. This is especially valuable for workers who may not have seen a college or vocational classroom in more than twenty years, if at all.

How does AR improve the speed of knowledge-transfer and improve its retention? A key element is AR’s ability to combine the real-world environment with digital information. When it comes to learning new concepts and skills, no training method beats hands-on experience. Experiencing the consequences of success and failure in real time helps us make neural connections that are much stronger and longer lasting than simply consuming content. Wearable head-up displays with AR capabilities give the wearer a view that fuses the complexity and messiness of the real world with the precision and reliability of a digital display, providing access to the real-world scene for the hands-on aspect of training, while enhancing it with didactic or reference information to keep us on track. It is notably effective in enhancing spatial reasoning.

II. Enhancing the overall job climate

At a macroeconomic level, Augmented Reality can enhance the job climate by increasing productivity, which increases demand, which then increases employment. For example, Augmented Reality is likely to increase demand for manufacturing jobs due to its ability to directly improve manufacturing productivity. Studies show that Augmented Reality technology delivers significant improvements in worker productivity in the context of manufacturing and assembly. This higher growth in manufacturing productivity, however, does not lead to a decline in employment. According to empirical research conducted by Yale Economics Professor William Nordhaus, the evidence shows that “rapid productivity growth leads to increased rather than decreased employment in manufacturing,” as increased productivity leads to lower prices, thereby expanding demand, which results in increased employment.

III. Augmented reality applications for rural areas

Of course, even if increased demand for manufactured goods results in increased manufacturing employment, those jobs may be unavailable in some areas, especially in rural states, if there are few or no factories located there. But far from leaving rural communities behind, some of the strongest use cases for Augmented Reality (AR) are specifically tailored to rural industries. As several senators have an interest in this topic, we have prepared the following discussion on AR applications in agriculture and forestry.

7 Fusing Self-Reported and Sensor Data from Mixed-Reality Training, (I/ITSEC) 2014, Trevor Richardson, Stephen Gilbert, Joseph Holub, Frederich Thompson, Anastacia MacAllister, Rafael Radkevski, Eliot Winer Iowa State University, Paul Davies, Scott Terry, The Boeing Company.
8 Hou, Lei, et al., ibid.
9 F. Loch, F. Quint and I. Brishtel. ibid.
10 Hou, Lei, et al., ibid.
i. Augmented Reality and Smart Agriculture

State-of-the-art farm management practices such as precision agriculture, site specific crop management, and Internet of Things (IoT) farming have reduced costs and improved yields for farmers around the world. Augmented Reality (AR) applications can enhance many aspects of smart agriculture by providing tools that streamline the measurement and collection of inputs, and the delivery of analysis and insights that enable data-driven decision making.

IoT smart agriculture is one of the driving forces that allows the United States to produce 7,637 kilograms of cereal per hectare, nearly twice the world average in crop yield. A wide range of sensors are now being implemented: BI Intelligence predicts that IoT device installations in the agriculture world will increase from 30 million in 2015 to 75 million in 2020, a compound annual growth rate of 20 percent.

Thanks in part to the steady reduction in electronics and data storage costs, a wide range of sensors are being utilized across smart agriculture including biological, chemical and gas analyzers, water sensors, meteorological sensors, weed seekers, optical cameras, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), photometric sensors, soil respiration, photosynthesis sensors, Leaf Area index (LAI) sensors, range finders, Dendrometers, and hygrometers. Whether in unmanned aerial or ground vehicles (UAVs or UGVs), or stationed in the field, these IoT sensors sample, measure and collect key performance data including soil fertility diagnostics, yield as-planted, and as-applied, and water utilization. AR technology could provide additional insights into the optimization of seed, fertilizer, and chemical input, planting prescriptions, profit mapping and analysis and future crop planning.

An AR interface displayed within devices such as the DAQRI Smart Helmet can show this vital information contextually within individual management zones, with real-time data like soil moisture levels, sunlight cations, projected Nitrogen use, and other advanced analytics appearing in the wearable device’s view as the farmer traverses the ground.

Augmented reality systems have been proposed for agricultural uses across the spectrum including insect identification and pest management, damage level estimation of diseased plant leaves, outdoor visualization of agricultural geographic information system (GIS) data, and GPS guidance for agricultural tractors. Additional use cases might include visualizing prescriptive planning, enabling data collection of variables such as crop yield, terrain features and topography, organic matter content, moisture levels, nitrogen levels, pH, soil electrical conductivity, magnesium, and potassium.

Many other data visualization use cases that improve decision making in real-time could be implemented, for example three-dimensional on-site visualization of topographic maps and geomatic data such as altitude, expected crop yield and actual crop yield.

It is well within the capabilities of AR technology to provide farmers push notifications, with a farmer looking out over the field and red warning notifications popping up where weed, insect, disease or drought pressures pass a given threshold. Congress and the Administration, whether through the U.S. Department of Agriculture or other Federal agencies, should provide seed money and other grants to set up field studies in this area to document the outcomes and determine how much benefit the farming community may derive from these agricultural applications of AR technology.

---


ii. Augmented Reality Farm Equipment Repair & Maintenance

Augmented Reality can enhance farm operations by providing ways to improve outcomes and increase efficiency in training, maintenance, repair, and part ordering of farm machinery and equipment. Similar applications of AR as a facilitator in the maintenance of aircraft have resulted in better learning and recall, improving knowledge-transfer and training outcomes. This same use of AR for airplanes can be applied to farm equipment to help farm managers monitor machine analytics, anticipate problems and analyze breakdowns quickly, reducing downtime and helping to keep planting and harvest on schedule. Moreover, this technology shows potential in reducing overall use of pesticides while targeting problem areas. It may also reduce farmers’ trips to the field thanks to the increased connectedness it provides.

iii. Augmented Reality Applications in Forestry

In forestry—an other key rural industry—smart IoT techniques are being utilized with the aim of controlling parameters of interest such as diameter of trees, crown height, bark thickness and other variables, such as canopy, humidity, illumination, and CO₂ transformation.

The application of wearables in forestry can be used in identifying and managing tree populations utilizing the same parameters as used in individual management zones with AR in Farming. In addition, wearables could provide first rate field training for students and new employees in real-time tree identification and other relevant facts.

IV. Augmented Reality Applications in Mining

In addition to these examples of Augmented Reality (AR) applications in rural areas, there are excellent use cases for AR in mining. Increased access to relevant real-time information saves time for workers and improves decision-making. This is one of the key benefits that AR can provide to mine workers.

Pervasive sensing—the practice of deploying large numbers of sensors and linking them to communication networks in order to analyze their collective data—is already being used in the mining industry to support remote operations, health and safety, and exploration and mapping. The identification and management of ore grade, which is relevant across all stages of the mining process, can be provided by sensing technologies during exploration, extraction, haulage and processing activities. AR has been proposed as a mechanism to visualize sub-surface mining data, and beyond that depth and localization data, 3D ranging and mapping, infrared data, and machine condition monitoring data are all examples of information that can be displayed in context to workers onsite using Augmented Reality head-up displays in order to improve operational efficiency and safety.

Augmented Reality can also help reduce mining accidents and lost workers. Major safety issues in the mining industry occur when personnel are in the field, such as when workers get lost underground and can no longer find their way back to the surface, or when miners encounter dangerous or explosive gases. Wearable AR devices have the additional added benefit of providing worker localization, allowing teams to remain in contact when miners lose visual contact with their teammates, and enabling the rapid localization of workers when emergency attention is needed.

V. AR in Medical Practice and Training

Augmented Reality (AR) can help American surgeons provide a greater number of procedures faster, more accurately, and more safely. The use of Augmented Reality in medicine has the potential to improve surgeon performance, reducing errors, rework, and recovery times. AR-assisted planning and navigation techniques provide the means to create detailed plans of surgical routes and then overlay 3-dimensional patient data from CT, MRI and CAT scans directly over the patient’s body during the operation, guiding the procedure in a highly individualized way. These types of techniques make our medical practitioners more globally competitive, and can also directly impact the overall health and safety of the American workforce and population.

---

Augmented Reality has been shown to improve medical training for surgeons.\textsuperscript{22} We currently have a gap in the number of surgeons needed to adequately serve the population: the ratio of general surgeons per 100,000 people has dropped by 26 percent in the last 25 years. The number of general surgeons needed to adequately serve the population is estimated to be at least 7 per 100,000 people. Currently, there are about 18,000 active general surgeons in the US, or 5.8 per 100,000 people. AR can help increase the number of surgeons by making surgical training and OR operations more broadly accessible.

Question 2. In March 2016, FedTech magazine reported that the National Security Agency is considering the use of augmented reality applications to assist security professionals in monitoring cyber threats. How could businesses and educational institutions use similar concepts to transform cybersecurity training?

Answer. As reported by FedTech magazine, NSA is developing a prototype of an Augmented Reality (AR) system with the aim of helping security professionals to manage the high cognitive workload involved in processing a high volume of information flow with frequent changes in priority. Dr. Josiah Dykstra, who is leading the initiative, envisions utilizing AR to streamline task processing by surfacing the most pertinent threats immediately in a wearable, Augmented Reality head-up display.

Such a system would benefit from AR head-up-displays’ capacity to highlight key information directly in the wearer’s field of view, separating the signal from the noise. Security analysts responsible for areas such as intrusion detection, incident response, situational awareness, and digital forensics could benefit from this type of Augmented Reality alert. In order to function properly, the AR system would require that the most important and immediate threats are provided as an input so that they can be displayed to the wearer of the head-up display in the form of an appropriately designed AR interface. In addition to the AR-specific system components, the creation of such a system might entail the development of software algorithms that model and prioritize incoming intelligence.

Thanks to advances in commercially available Augmented Reality products, it is now feasible to design this type of overall system capable of modeling, analyzing and visualizing threats relevant to the given context. Key aspects of cybersecurity could be built into the system and highlighted through the AR interface if incidents meet a given threshold. The system could also then utilize built-in intelligence to suggest next steps or required actions.

For the purposes of training cybersecurity professionals, businesses and educational institutions could recreate the security professional’s specific work environment and provide interactive real-time cyber-threat simulation in that context, while utilizing Augmented Reality head-up-displays to direct trainees’ attention to what’s most important in the moment. Either via in-person instructors that can see the scenario from behind a one-way mirror, or through pre-programmed software simulations, it is possible ramp up the difficulty of the simulation as needed. In situations where there are many threats being monitored simultaneously, the instructors behind the scenes could control what the trainees see and must respond to. If they respond incorrectly, a simulated security breach could occur, providing a valuable learning opportunity to practice incident response procedures.

Wearable augmented reality head-up displays used during the training to disseminate information about the most critical security threats could also provide guidance on follow-up procedures, and enable collaboration through process tracking and ticketing tools.

Augmented Reality (AR) can also be utilized by educational institutions earlier on in the process to generate and nurture interest from the next generation of cybersecurity professionals. Educational serious games utilizing Augmented Reality have been shown to increase awareness of cybersecurity vulnerabilities and improve defense preparation against ever-present cybersecurity threats including identity theft, oversharing, malware, and social engineering. AR in this context provides the benefit of making abstract cybersecurity concepts more tangible, and thereby allows students to interact with them directly.\textsuperscript{23}

\textsuperscript{22} Training for Planning Tumour Resection: Augmented Reality and Human Factors

Question 3. Many of the members of the Commerce Committee represent rural states. Are there applications of AR technology that could specifically benefit rural industries, such as agriculture?

Answer.

I. Augmented Reality and Smart Agriculture

State-of-the-art farm management practices such as precision agriculture, site specific crop management, and Internet of Things (IoT) farming have reduced costs and improved yields for farmers around the world. Augmented Reality (AR) applications can enhance many aspects of smart agriculture by providing tools that streamline the measurement and collection of inputs, and the delivery of analysis and insights that enable data-driven decision making.

IoT smart agriculture is one of the driving forces that allows the United States to produce 7,637 kilograms of cereal per hectare, nearly twice the world average in crop yield.24 A wide range of sensors are now being implemented: BI Intelligence predicts that IoT device installations in the agriculture world will increase from 30 million in 2015 to 75 million in 2020, a compound annual growth rate of 20 percent.25

Thanks in part to the steady reduction in electronics and data storage costs, a wide range of sensors are being utilized across smart agriculture including biological, chemical and gas analyzers, water sensors, meteorological sensors, weed seekers, optical cameras, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), photometric sensors, soil respiration, photosynthesis sensors, Leaf Area index (LAI) sensors, range finders, Dendrometers, and hygrometers. Whether in unmanned aerial or ground vehicles (UAVs or UGVs), or stationed in the field, these IoT sensors sample, measure and collect key performance data including soil fertility diagnostics, yield as-planted, and as-applied, and water utilization. AR technology could provide additional insights into the optimization of seed, fertilizer, and chemical input, planting prescriptions, profit mapping and analysis and future crop planning.

An AR interface displayed within devices such as the DAQRI Smart Helmet can show this vital information contextually within individual management zones, with real-time data like soil moisture levels, sunlight cations, projected Nitrogen use, and other advanced analytics appearing in the wearable device’s view as the farmer traverses the ground.

Augmented reality systems have been proposed for agricultural uses across the spectrum including insect identification and pest management,26 damage level estimation of diseased plant leaves,27 outdoor visualization of agricultural geographic information system (GIS) data,28 and GPS guidance for agricultural tractors.29 Additional use cases might include visualizing prescriptive planning, enabling data collection of variables such as crop yield, terrain features and topography, organic matter content, moisture levels, nitrogen levels, pH, soil electrical conductivity, magnesium, and potassium.

Many other data visualization use cases that improve decision making in real-time could be implemented, for example three-dimensional on-site visualization of topographic maps and geomatic data such as altitude, expected crop yield and actual crop yield.30

It is well within the capabilities of AR technology to provide farmers push notifications, with a farmer looking out over the field and red warning notifications popping up where weed, insect, disease or drought pressures pass a given threshold.
III. Augmented Reality Applications in Forestry

In forestry—another key rural industry—smart IoT techniques are being utilized with the aim of controlling parameters of interest such as diameter of trees, crown height, bark thickness and other variables, such as canopy, humidity, illumination, and CO₂ transformation.

The application of wearables in forestry can be used in identifying and managing tree populations utilizing the same parameters as used in individual management zones with AR in Farming. In addition, wearables could provide first rate field training for students and new employees in real-time tree identification and other relevant facts.

Response to Written Questions Submitted by Hon. Marco Rubio to Brian Mullins

Question 1. As we conduct our oversight role as lawmakers, how can we ensure that technology start-ups, like Magic Leap, are able to continue to advance in the 21st century economy without imposing unnecessary red tape?

Answer. Some regulation and oversight are needed to ensure that innovative technologies created by start-ups do not harm the public. However, due to the rapid speed of innovation in the technology industry, there are many cases where reactive laws attempting to regulate emerging technologies have been rendered obsolete in a short span of time. Worse, broad brush regulations can have unintended side effects and stifle technology development that actually increases safety and improves lives. In the case of Augmented Reality (AR) technologies, lawmakers should consider and be aware of the wide variety of use cases beyond consumer-oriented gaming, social media, and entertainment, which will require a very different analysis. For example, during the hearing on 11/16/16, a question was posed on whether AR technology was unsafe for use in automobiles. While the Senator was referring to the playing of interactive games while driving—which is clearly unsafe and may warrant regulation—there are other uses of AR technology in automobiles which actually increase safety, such as head-up displays which project information such as the odemeter or driving directions directly onto the wind screen so that the driver is no longer forced to take his or her eyes off the road, even for a second or two.

As we have expressed in answers to the jobs-related questions from this committee, AR provides significant benefits in terms of worker safety and productivity in a wide variety of fields. Through the minimization of errors and the reduction of cognitive load, AR can significantly improve the quality and safety of not just the work environment, but also the end products, such as industrial equipment, consumer goods, infrastructure and construction projects, and so on. These improvements in turn benefit the American public at large, who are the beneficiaries, users, and inhabitants of the final outputs of the AR-enhanced production process. Currently, the aerospace, energy, construction, manufacturing, automotive and utilities industries are leading the way in AR implementation on the factory floor and in the
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Augmented Reality applications have safety benefits for both the workers that produce and the end users that come into contact with a wide range of goods, ranging from aircraft to chemical plants. These types of applications require the use of data capture and storage technologies, but in industrial rather than consumer contexts. It’s important to consider the vast differences in AR use for consumers versus industry use cases. We posit that lawmakers can protect consumers and data privacy through regulations that empower people to have control of their own data, while still enabling industrial usage that will improve worker safety and American competitiveness.

Tech start-ups are small businesses. Looking more broadly across the start-up ecosystem, we recommend not enacting laws that make it too cumbersome to be a small tech company. For example, it might be worthwhile to find ways to allow small businesses to enter government contracting by either providing case-by-case exemptions to FAR/D–FARs or by creating other programs that allow them to participate in government grant and research programs. Too many rules and regulations create a situation where it is not feasible economically for small tech firms to participate in government contracting, preventing the government’s ability to leverage new innovations. When creating new laws, we ask that you consider the potential unintended consequences of new regulations on small companies in emerging markets. If you truly want to have more diversity and the kind of disruptive innovation that’s possible with start-ups, the rules of engagement need to allow more flexibility and more competition, which will improve the end-products that can ultimately support government people, goals, and functions. Without start-ups at the table, we will risk getting stuck with a glacial pace of change, and inefficient cost-plus models. Conversely, government runs the risk of not having a voice in start-up driven conversations regarding the most important disruptive innovations of the future.

One issue that affects all technology companies is the scourge of patent trolls: bad actors who do not add value to the economy nor enhance current technologies but instead distract and slow down the real innovators in the marketplace through unwarranted and expensive legal action. Regulations that put a stop to patent trolls would be welcomed by start-ups and large tech businesses alike.

**Question 2.** In your opinion, would current regulations placed on the gaming and computer industry be appropriate to apply to this new generation technology?

**Answer.** States across the U.S. are trying to determine how to regulate new technologies that collect data about our health; track our movements and monitor our homes or workplaces. Currently, there is a patchwork of laws and regulations that attempt to deal with emerging technologies. Most focus primarily on safety, and we understand the need to design our products and AR experiences to address additional concerns about privacy, usability and affordability for all, and cybersecurity.

AR products and services allow data to flow real time between users, their environment and data collection. While this type of communication allows for enhanced safety, particularly in the workplace, we are sensitive to the fact that users need to be made aware of what data is collected; how it is collected; how it will be used/shared and stored. We have given great thought to this issue to ensure our customers understand the flow of data associated with our products and ensure they have consented to such collection and use.

DAQRI’s stance is that Augmented Reality (AR) applications for industrial, automotive and consumer use should each be treated differently. As we’ve discussed in response to other questions from this committee, industrial applications of AR in many industries from energy to manufacturing to aerospace have been shown to increase safety, productivity and efficiency. These benefits must be weighed when considering new regulations that might restrict usage or delivery of Augmented Reality in any way.

In the automotive field, current regulations enable and require safety features for driving, an activity that is fundamental to so many lives. Head-up-displays have been shown to reduce blind flight time of drivers. Due to the significant safety benefits, lawmakers should consider how we can expand the capability and adoption of AR HUDs.

**Question 3.** Autism is an issue I feel very passionate about and have worked on going back to my time in the Florida legislature. Some have suggested that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting
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them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum? Answer. There have been numerous studies performed over recent years on the benefits that augmented reality (AR) technology can provide to individuals on the autism spectrum. These studies have demonstrated how AR can positively impact their lives by improving several aspects of social behavior including but not limited to: the frequency and depth of social interactions, the reduction in social slipups, more seamless group integration, an increased selective attention span, and a boost in overall motivation to engage. Many see even greater promise in the potential of AR than in more widely adopted computer learning aids for autism, an area that has been thoroughly studied and has seen much success over the years. The abundant use of engaging visuals offered by mobile AR devices allows for real-time feedback in a natural setting, increasing the likelihood of generalization. For example, mobile assistance tools, such as the Mobile Social Compass (MOSOCO), can offer a variety of interactive features to aid in enhancing social and functional skills. MOSOCO was deployed during a study at a public school in Southern California and through its guidance, children with autism were provided with “interactive features to encourage them to make eye contact, maintain appropriate spatial boundaries, reply to conversation initiators, share interests with partners, disengage appropriately at the end of an interaction, and identify potential communication partners.” The results of the study demonstrated that the AR tool could increase both the quantity and quality of social interactions, reduce social and behavioral missteps, and enable the integration of children with autism into social groups of neurotypical children. Furthermore, these mobile tools can be tailored to each individual case, as individuals fall on different levels of the autism scale and need varying levels of support. Researchers believe that educational AR tools, such as MOSOCO, that have prospered within the boundaries of the classroom can also provide adequate mobile assistance to people on the autism scale in real-life scenarios. An additional study titled, Augmented Reality for Rehabilitation of Cognitive Disabled Children: A Preliminary Study, demonstrates such promise when using an ARVe (Augmented Reality applied to the Vegetal field) system as a teaching aid to support a task that involves pairing fruits, leaves, stems, and seeds. By overlaying 2D and 3D objects on printed-square markers in the form of a book, children were able to interact with objects in a non-immersive and intuitive manner. This application integrated visual, olfactory, or auditory cues to help children carry out the decision making process. Researchers noted that, “in the ARVe application, matching is an activity that the autistic children like because their visual aptitude is used for a precise goal, with some discovery pleasure and curiosity that are sources of motivation for these children.” Scholars recognized that, “given the possibility of adjusting the task, the AR tool is valuable to offer to the cognitive disabled pupils the same training as the other pupils of the elementary cycle.” Parents of the children were supportive as well, with 90 percent positively favoring the study, emphasizing that the tools could involve their children in a much deeper learning process. What’s more, several studies have shown a correlation between the adoption of educational AR tools over traditional learning methods and an increase in motivation, focus, positive emotion, and sustained attention. While using Mobis, a tool that allowed teachers to superimpose digital content on physical objects, autistic students experienced a 24 percent increase in positive emotion, a 20 percent increase in time spent on an individual task, a 62 percent increase in selective attention, and a 45 percent increase in sustained attention. These are just a few examples of studies demonstrating how AR can positively impact the lives of those who are affected with autism. From increasing selective attention and motivation to helping to socially integrate kids with autism at school, the effects of AR have endless possibilities.
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Question 4. What would you say our high schools and universities can be doing better in the coming years to ensure that people in Florida and in the United States acquire the skills and preparation to fill these jobs?

Answer.

Augmented Reality systems leverage many technologies

State-of-the-art Augmented Reality (AR) systems require the integration of a wide range of technical disciplines: computer vision tracking, high-speed graphical rendering, electronic and optical engineering, and low-latency cloud computing to name a few. Implementation of an AR solution in a specific context such as a factory, or integrated into a larger system such as a passenger vehicle, requires additional layers of systems engineering and information technology expertise, such as networking, data analytics, and cybersecurity. In the midst of all this complexity, all sub-systems must work together to support the goals of the larger whole. Given this context, both deep domain expertise and big picture thinking are required for success.

AR experiences require creative disciplines

A well-designed AR interface requires the extreme application of user-centric design, given the proximity and personalization of an interface that sits directly in one’s field of view. It is more crucial than ever to consider and understand human factors in the design of Augmented Reality interfaces, applications, and products. For this reason, creative professionals who can create functional designs that people love to use are always in very high demand in the AR industry. In addition to having a strong skillset in design thinking, creatives also need to deeply understand how the underlying technology works, in order to be able to innovative and push the boundaries of its capabilities.

The role of educational institutions

The best thing that educational institutions can do is to integrate AR in the classroom in high school and even before. Not only will it improve learning outcomes, it will also prepare the next generation to work in one of the most exciting industries of our time. If we do not take this opportunity, we run the risk of falling behind in a global context.

Furthermore, high schools and universities can and should do more to promote STEM and design thinking education in our schools, but that alone is not enough. Educators can instill the habit of multi-disciplinary thinking bigger in students through the implementation of entrepreneurship programs, project-based learning methods, and the integration of agile methodologies. When students have the opportunity to create end-to-end solutions it more realistically prepares them for real-world, provides greater motivation to engage, and enables them to keep the bigger picture in mind. Students who have taken a project from zero to launch have greater job prospects in a market that is increasingly seeking problem solvers with entrepreneurial skillsets.

AR is inspirational precisely because it is so technically challenging across STEM disciplines and so broadly applicable in all areas of human activity—from building airplanes and rockets to interactive mobile gaming. Teachers and educational institutions can engage students more fully by building on the excitement for a subject that is so fundamentally cool.

Question 5. What message would you like to send to educators and students alike about the industry’s future and the opportunities it presents?

Answer. Augmented Reality is an extremely exciting field for students to pursue. Not only is it one of the fastest growing technologies in the history of the world, but like the Internet, it has the potential to touch every other industry.

Unlike most industries, our educational system has struggled to evolve over time. The setup and structure of classrooms today mirror those of 100 years ago. This antiquated design can limit a student’s ability to express knowledge in creative and innovative ways, forcing them to conform to the status quo. It’s time that changes. Our high schools and universities must provide a student-directed learning environment that encourages students to take risks, learn from setbacks and failures along the way, and ignore society’s limitations. We need to ensure students can still dream of a better world if we’re to have any hope of living in one.

Futurist Thomas Frey predicts 60 percent of the jobs 10 years from now haven’t been invented yet and those that have been invented will be drastically different.
due to technological advances. Our schools can prepare students for the future of work by instilling the value of lifelong learning; designing curriculum where students learn through discovery and creation, not consumption, and provide a culture where your results matter just as much as how you treat the people around you.

The Augmented Reality industry provides students with the exciting opportunity to contribute to a new frontier of technology innovation. This opportunity will require a workforce that dreams without limitations and a passion for pushing the boundaries of the newest technologies. Augmented reality will empower students as much as computer skills in previous decades, and will prove to be a differentiator in the way we experience life.

Question 6. The interface created by these new technologies can be a tremendous asset to the Department of Defense, especially for training. How can the Department of Defense collaborate with innovators to push the limits of mixed reality technologies to ensure our men and women in uniform continue to be the best trained and equipped fighting force on this Earth?

Answer. Augmented Reality (AR) technology can serve as a force multiplier in defense training and operations by increasing situational awareness, reducing the fog of war, counteracting information overload, improving targeting cycle times, and enhancing battlefield collaboration. Airforce fighter pilots have long benefitted from AR interfaces in head-up displays that superimpose information from a variety of data streams, including targets, navigation waypoints, and threats, over their 3D locations. By providing virtual overlays that seamlessly merge mission critical information into pilots’ field of vision, AR allows pilots to keep their eyes on the real environment, improving reaction time, and reducing cognitive load.

Our men and women in uniform on land and at sea can benefit from the same advantages AR provides to pilots. In 2014, DAQRI entered into a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) with the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) to explore and measure the benefits of augmented reality (AR) tools for Naval applications and to support the development of new capabilities for the Navy.

In the first quarter of 2016, a coalition of Naval commands met on USS Essex to launch the first platform for Sailors to bring innovative technological concepts straight from the deckplates to Navy labs for rapid prototyping and testing in the fleet. Navy leadership spoke at the Innovation Jam, encouraging sailors to “be bold and bring forth ideas and solutions to fleet challenges” and also served as judges as six Sailor finalists pitched technological solutions, with two winners receiving funds and support to build prototypes. LT Robert McClenning from USS Gridley was selected as the winner and received prototyping funds for his Unified Gunnery System concept which featured an augmented reality helmet that would fuse information from the gunnery officer and weapon system into an easy-to-interpret visual format for the gunner manning a naval gun system.

Through the collaboration with SPAWAR, DAQRI partnered with the Navy’s Battlefield Exploitation of Mixed Reality (BEMR) Laboratory to develop and demonstrate LT McClenning’s prototype Augmented Reality command and control concept. Christened GunnAR, the application leverages the DAQRI Smart Helmet as a wearable augmented reality display and enables the issuing of commands by the gunnery officer to gunners aboard Navy ships, which then are shown directly in the field of view of the targeting officer and all gunnery positions. If implemented at scale, this system could greatly improve the targeting cycle and shipboard situational awareness. Many small caliber engagements occur close to shore or near ports, so improving the targeting officers’ ability to control fires could significantly reduce friendly fire incidents.

We hope to work with the Office of Naval Research and other DOD research centers to ensure prototype systems like GunnAR are funded, developed, and deployed to the fleet, cementing a battlefield edge that no opponent will have. Beyond being an exceptional training aid, AR could one day provide every soldier with a common operating picture of the battle space and deliver an unmatched competitive edge. To ensure that the Department of Defense can implement the mixed reality advances being achieved in the commercial world, we respectfully request consideration of the following:
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I. Fund studies for design, development and demonstration of military-specific AR applications using COTS systems that demonstrate improvement of battlefield situational awareness, which would lead over time to military-specific hardware and software solutions that will give our soldiers a force multiplier that no opponent will have.

II. Increase programs that encourage and enable collaboration between the military and commercial innovators such as cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs) and JIDO's Hacking4Defense—a model based upon Silicon Valley's lean and agile innovation methodology.

III. Increase programs that support internal innovation so that our men and women in uniform can come up with great ideas and pull innovation out of the commercial space. The Navy's Innovation Jam, The Hatch, and The Bridge are commendable examples. The 140,000 members of the fleet have many good ideas and bright people but are stifled by procedure and systems of record that prevent them from solving problems in an agile manner.

IV. Improve the ability for innovators to develop products for the military and feel confident that their IP will not be put at risk. This is particularly important if the DOD is going to leverage the most advanced technology that is funded by start-up investors and high tech companies that currently have a primary focus on commercial business. Allowing companies to continue to develop technology and more easily navigate through export control issues, e.g., ITAR, will support companies by allowing them to add DOD business development and engineering focus to DOD applications without fear that their core IP will be shared or put at risk in a way that is outside the company's control.

As mixed reality technologies have matured over the last fifteen years, explorations of augmented and virtual reality defense applications have correspondingly increased. Since the year 2000, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory has published over 50 papers describing the development and testing of a Battlefield Augmented Reality System (BARS) and the capabilities it imparts or enhances including X-ray vision and depth perception, information filtering, collaboration, and embedded training.41

Other defense applications of COTS Augmented Reality innovation

It is crucial to enable military applications of the most advanced innovations available in emerging technology, which today are often originate in the commercial sector.

For example, the Augmented Immersion Team Training42 (AITT) system, developed by the Marine Corps and supported by the Office of Naval Research, was demonstrated in 2015. Through AR, AITT provides more realistic force-on-force ground training for small unit leaders, forward observers, and mortarmen, resulting in improved effectiveness and efficiency. Combining hardware and software components, AITT utilizes a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) head-worn display and tactical equipment such as binoculars to overlay realistic virtual elements onto real world landscapes. A wide array of virtual elements can be simulated including weapons, artillery and mortar effects, fixed and rotary wing aircraft, and targets such as enemy personnel, tanks and buildings, creating a more realistic training environment at a fraction of the cost of live training.

In 2015, Lockheed Martin and SRI International presented an augmented reality-based vehicle training system for tactical and gunnery training that simulated realistic and responsive training targets. Instructor software enabled instructors to run scenarios that resemble live fire training events without much of the associated costs and risks and allowing trainee performance statistics to be gathered.43 The AR system was tested on an Army Stryker operating in real range and coordinated simulations between the Stryker’s three driver periscopes, the gunner’s remote weapons system (RWS), and the fire control unit (FCU), enabling real-time team collaboration. Much of the research literature on Augmented Reality takes the position that AR's potential will be fully realizable when highly robust and functional hardware is widely commercially available. Finally, these capabilities can now be supported
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by commercial-off-the-shelf AR hardware designed for use in industrial environments.

**Question 7.** In your testimony you stated, “Technology can take away jobs. It’s true though that most times when it does, it creates new, even better jobs.” Can you speak to how the expansion of AR technology will create “new, even better jobs” in the transportation, construction, defense, training and manufacturing sectors?

**Answer.**

**Technology’s impact on jobs**

When it comes to employment, the painful consequences of disruptive technology are more readily felt in the short term than the opportunities generated by rapid innovation, and often receive the lion’s share of public attention. However, economic research shows that new technologies create many more jobs than are lost, and in the process, the auxiliary economic benefits such as consumer surplus benefit variety and consumer choice, and increased convenience. Over the past 15 years, the Internet created 2.6 new jobs globally for every job it eliminated. This growth occurred mainly through the modernization of traditional activities: 75 percent of the economic impact came from companies who define themselves as traditional firms. Since Augmented Reality is a communication medium that connects people to information in a new way, it shares some characteristics with the World Wide Web, including the potential to touch nearly every traditional industry.

Historically, the benefits of innovation have not been evenly distributed, especially for displaced employees who are older or have less formal education. Augmented Reality can help level the playing field for American workers and empower them to stay ahead of the curve in a shifting technological landscape—but before we turn to this topic let’s look at two examples of related technologies that have had a net positive impact on job growth.

**Augmented reality is closely tied to the growing Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which is expected to create new jobs in industrial data science, robotics, IT solution architecture, industrial computer programming, and industrial UI/UX design, among other areas. At a macroeconomic level, the IIoT is powering the growing trend toward the outcome economy, where organizations shift their focus from the provision of products to the delivery of measurable outcomes important to the customer.**44 A significant factor in new job creation in traditional industries is exactly this type of new business model enablement. From 2004 to 2014, manufacturing jobs declined by 2 million, while services jobs have increased by 10 million.45 Traditional businesses like General Electric are hiring thousands of software engineers to provide software and data services.46

**Augmented Reality job creation in manufacturing: The Industrial Internet of Things and the link between productivity and employment**

One of the main driving forces behind the high demand for Augmented Reality (AR) applications in manufacturing is the capacity of AR to serve as the user interface for the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), displaying relevant sensor data, trends, and control information directly in the field of view of the worker on the factory floor. AR implementations in industrial contexts will create a range of new jobs including hardware and software systems integrators, data analysts, interface designers, trainers, and AR project managers.

At a macroeconomic level, Augmented Reality is likely to increase demand for manufacturing jobs due to its ability to directly improve manufacturing productivity. As mentioned above, Augmented Reality technology delivers significant improvements in worker productivity in the context of manufacturing and assembly.47 This higher growth in manufacturing productivity, however, does not lead to a decline in employment. According to research by Yale Economics Professor William Nordhaus, the empirical evidence shows that “rapid productivity growth leads to increased rather than decreased employment in manufacturing,” as increased produc-
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tivity leads to lower prices, thereby expanding demand, which results in increased employment.48

Manual work is and will continue to be a cornerstone of the economy, even as new technologies transform work environments from farming to the factory floor. However, there is a shortage of skilled workers in various manufacturing contexts. In addition to the macroeconomic dynamic explained above, Augmented Reality can help bridge the gap between unskilled workers and unmet demand for labor at a microeconomic level. For example, it has been shown that AR can help novice welders rapidly ramp up their skillset by superimposing an auxiliary visual signal directly in their line of sight over the weld pool image. Building upon a machine learning algorithm that calculates the optimal welding speed, the AR interface displays arrows with direction and amplitude, enabling trainees to make adjustments.49 For a broader range of skillsets, it has been shown that AR assistance systems significantly reduce errors, speed, and mental workload involved in manual assembly tasks, resulting in the ability to rapidly train workers and ramp up operations.50

I. Augmented Reality job creation in construction, transportation, defense, and training

The “relative demand for educated workers”

Historical evidence from the decades prior to the Internet boom shows that new technology increased the relative demand for more educated workers, but only for a limited time. Echoing the healthcare example above, Ann Bartel’s 1985 empirical study for the National Bureau of Economic Research found that “the relative demand for educated workers declines as the capital stock (and presumably the technology embodied therein) ages” and that “the education-distribution of employment depends...strongly on the age of equipment” suggesting that as new technologies become more integrated into everyday business operations, opportunities for all skill ranges increase.51 The same study found that “the effect of changes in equipment age on labor demand is magnified in R&D-intensive industries,” with the converse thus being true in less R&D intensive industries such as transportation and construction. If learning curves develop more rapidly, then the demand for less educated workers comes into play even more quickly after the introduction of new technologies.

Augmented reality improves learning curves, making labor more portable

In a 2013 study titled Using Animated Augmented Reality to Cognitively Guide Assembly, researchers showed not only that AR enabled improved accuracy and reduction in errors in assembly tasks, but also improved novices’ learning curves.52 This has been shown in many different environments including in surgical planning and training, where AR interfaces have been shown to improve performance in complex spatial reasoning tasks.53

As referenced by our written testimony to this committee on November 16, 2016, Boeing and Iowa State University’s study, Augmented Reality work instructions improve accuracy, speed, focus and worker satisfaction when utilized in the training and operation of complex manufacturing tasks.54
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52 Hou, Lei, ibid.
54 Fusing Self-Reported and Sensor Data from Mixed-Reality Training, (I/ITSEC) 2014, Trevor Richardson, Stephen Gilbert, Joseph Holub, Frederich Thompson, Anastacia MacAllister, Rafael Radkoszek, Elsot Winer Iowa State University, Paul Davies, Scott Terry, The Boeing Company.
How augmented reality levels the playing field for American workers

So far, we’ve argued that augmented reality improves productivity, which in turn increases employment by reducing costs and increasing demand. We’ve also shown that introducing new technologies into the workplace increase employment of mid-skilled workers by generating efficiencies through on-the-job experience that open up new business models, also increasing demand and thereby increasing employment. Thanks to AR’s ability to significantly improve learning curves, it will decrease relative demand for highly skilled workers and increase demand for less educated segments of the workforce.

In our written testimony, we discussed how AR can empower workers to keep up with the rapidly changing pace of technology. When American workers can utilize Augmented Reality interfaces to rapidly learn, re-skill, and become cross-functionally proficient, it will transform the economy and dramatically reduce unemployment, eliminating mismatches between job vacancies and worker skillsets. AR allows those who are less formally educated to be trained (or re-trained) more quickly, more efficiently and less expensively, thereby reducing the uneven distribution of the benefits of innovation.

In order for Augmented Reality to function well in the transportation, construction, defense, training and manufacturing sectors a whole range of infrastructure and services are required:

1. Software Engineers
2. AR Hardware Engineers
3. AR Content Developers
4. Data Analysts
5. User Experience Designers
6. Product and Project Managers
7. Security and Networking Engineers

When new Internet-connected technologies are introduced, the obvious place to look for job creation is in roles related to hardware and software procurement and implementation, training, content development, integration, and networking and security, and data storage.

AR job creation and economic transformation

Augmented reality will certainly directly create those types of new jobs, but it will also have an indirect effect on the job market that is unique. Because AR can enhance the ability to rapidly understand, synthesize, and communicate new ideas, it enables workers to adapt to rapid change in the world of work. As we said in our initial testimony, AR technology allows you to overlay information into the real world and rapidly transfer knowledge that empowers workers.

The United States has always been the central player in the Internet economy: the U.S. captured more than 30 percent of global Internet revenues and more than 40 percent of net income as of 2011.\textsuperscript{55} The American economy as a whole can maintain its competitiveness by staying ahead of game-changing technologies like AR.

\textsuperscript{55} Pélissié du Rausas, ibid.
RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOE MANCHIN TO BRIAN MULLINS

Question. As a former Governor and in my role as a United States Senator, I have remained committed to enhancing the job climate in my state so that West Virginians have good paying jobs and the skills to compete in the global economy. Part of this job growth is going to come from the technology sector. We are beginning to see an upick in technology startups in different parts of the state, but I believe there are opportunities for tools such as augmented reality to enhance workforce training.

The technological advancements of the 21st century should not leave rural communities behind, and as West Virginia continues to develop its technology sector and train its workforce: How can augmented reality be used to train workers in the digital economy?

Answer.

I. Augmented Reality-based workforce training will prepare workers, across age groups and level of formal education, to compete and win in the global economy

Augmented Reality (AR) is a game-changer for job training and on-the-job skill acquisition. Three decades of research supports the conclusion that AR improves learning, productivity, accuracy, efficiency, and job satisfaction in a variety of contexts including manufacturing, defense, aerospace, construction, medicine and other sectors.

AR technology empowers experts and novices alike to quickly learn new skills or be trained in a new area or sector—a particularly important benefit for workers who have lost their jobs and cannot easily find work in their current industry. For example, AR-based workforce training can assist a laid-off coal miner who went directly from high school into his or her career to be rapidly retrained in other, even unrelated, sectors without requiring two or four years of higher education. This increased efficiency means that job training (or re-training) is no longer cost-prohibitive, especially for older or less formally-educated workers. This is critically important in states like West Virginia where workers have struggled to transition their skillsets into other fields in the midst of a decline in traditional sectors such as mining and manufacturing.

As referenced in our written testimony to this committee on November 16, 2016, Augmented Reality (AR) work instructions have been shown to improve accuracy, speed, focus and worker satisfaction when utilized in the training and operation of complex manufacturing tasks through visual, step-by-step work instructions overlaid directly on top of components to be assembled. In addition to shorter task completion times and less assembly errors, the visual and spatial nature of AR enables a lower total task load and a reduction in the learning curve of novice assemblers, while increasing task performance relevant to working memory. Compared with video-based work instructions, AR produces a significantly reduced number of errors and scores better in terms of time and overall mental workload.

Today, the majority of learning experiences occur out of context. Classroom training, online training modules, and online synchronous training are all variations of didactic content presentation. Augmented reality will provide learning professionals opportunities to engage students and trainees with scalable and effective mecha-
nisms to practice new skills in a hands-on manner, while still being supported by digital tools. This is especially valuable for workers who may not have seen a college or vocational classroom in more than twenty years, if at all.

How does AR improve the speed of knowledge-transfer and improve its retention? A key element is AR’s ability to combine the real-world environment with digital information. When it comes to learning new concepts and skills, no training method beats hands-on experience. Experiencing the consequences of success and failure in real time helps us make neural connections that are much stronger and longer lasting than simply consuming content. Wearable head-up displays with AR capabilities give the wearer a view that fuses the complexity and messiness of the real world with the precision and reliability of a digital display, providing access to the real-world scene for the hands-on aspect of training, while enhancing it with didactic or reference information to keep us on track. It is notably effective in enhancing spatial reasoning.

II. Enhancing the overall job climate

At a macroeconomic level, Augmented Reality can enhance the job climate by increasing productivity, which increases demand, which then increases employment. For example, Augmented Reality is likely to increase demand for manufacturing jobs due to its ability to directly improve manufacturing productivity. Studies show that Augmented Reality technology delivers significant improvements in worker productivity in the context of manufacturing and assembly.10 This higher growth in manufacturing productivity, however, does not lead to a decline in employment. According to empirical research conducted by Yale Economics Professor William Nordhaus, the evidence shows that “rapid productivity growth leads to increased rather than decreased employment in manufacturing,” as increased productivity leads to lower prices, thereby expanding demand, which results in increased employment.11

III. Augmented reality applications for rural areas

Of course, even if increased demand for manufactured goods results in increased manufacturing employment, those jobs may be unavailable in some areas, especially in rural states, if there are few or no factories located there. But far from leaving rural communities behind, some of the strongest use cases for Augmented Reality (AR) are specifically tailored to rural industries. As several senators have an interest in this topic, we have prepared the following discussion on AR applications in agriculture and forestry.

i. Augmented Reality and Smart Agriculture

State-of-the-art farm management practices such as precision agriculture, site specific crop management, and Internet of Things (IoT) farming have reduced costs and improved yields for farmers around the world. Augmented Reality (AR) applications can enhance many aspects of smart agriculture by providing tools that streamline the measurement and collection of inputs, and the delivery of analysis and insights that enable data-driven decision making.

IoT smart agriculture is one of the driving forces that allows the United States to produce 7,637 kilograms of cereal per hectare, nearly twice the world average in crop yield.12 IoT gardens rely on a wide range of sensors, including: BI Intelligence predicts that IoT device installations in the agriculture world will increase from 30 million in 2015 to 75 million in 2020, a compound annual growth rate of 20 percent.13

Thanks in part to the steady reduction in electronics and data storage costs, a wide range of sensors are being utilized across smart agriculture including biological, chemical and gas analyzers, water sensors, meteorological sensors, weed seekers, optical cameras, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), photometric sensors, soil respiration, photosynthesis sensors, Leaf Area index (LAI) sensors, range finders, Dendrometers, and hygrometers. Whether in unmanned aerial or ground vehicles (UAVs or UGVs), or stationed in the field, these IoT sensors sample, measure and collect key performance data including soil fertility diagnostics, yield as-planted,

10Hou, Lei, et al., ibid.
and as-applied, and water utilization. AR technology could provide additional insights into the optimization of seed, fertilizer, and chemical input, planting prescriptions, profit mapping and analysis and future crop planning.

An AR interface displayed within devices such as the DAQRI Smart Helmet can show this vital information contextually within individual management zones, with real-time data like soil moisture levels, sunlight cations, projected nitrogen use, and other advanced analytics appearing in the wearable device’s view as the farmer traverses the ground.

Augmented reality systems have been proposed for agricultural uses across the spectrum including insect identification and pest management,\(^{14}\) damage level estimation of diseased plant leaves,\(^{15}\) outdoor visualization of agricultural geographic information system (GIS) data,\(^ {16}\) and GPS guidance for agricultural tractors.\(^ {17}\) Additional use cases might include visualizing prescriptive planning, enabling data collection of variables such as crop yield, terrain features and topography, organic matter content, moisture levels, nitrogen levels, pH, soil electrical conductivity, magnesium, and potassium.

Many other data visualization use cases that improve decision making in real-time could be implemented, for example three-dimensional on-site visualization of topographic maps and geometric data such as altitude, expected crop yield and actual crop yield.\(^ {18}\)

It is well within the capabilities of AR technology to provide farmers push notifications, with a farmer looking out over the field and red warning notifications popping up when weed, insect, disease or drought pressures pass a given threshold.

Congress and the Administration, whether through the U.S. Department of Agriculture or other Federal agencies, should provide seed money and other grants to set up field studies in this area to document the outcomes and determine how much benefit the farming community may derive from these agricultural applications of AR technology.

**ii. Augmented Reality Farm Equipment Repair & Maintenance**

Augmented Reality can enhance farm operations by providing ways to improve outcomes and increase efficiency in training, maintenance, repair, and part ordering of farm machinery and equipment. Similar applications of AR as a facilitator in the maintenance of aircraft have resulted in better learning and recall, improving knowledge-transfer and training outcomes.\(^ {19}\) This same use of AR for airplanes can be applied to farm equipment to help farm managers monitor machine analytics, anticipate problems and analyze breakdowns quickly, reducing downtime and helping to keep planting and harvest on schedule. Moreover, this technology shows potential in reducing overall use of pesticides while targeting problem areas. It may also reduce farmers’ trips to the field thanks to the increased connectedness it provides.

**iii. Augmented Reality Applications in Forestry**

In forestry—another key rural industry—smart IoT techniques are being utilized with the aim of controlling parameters of interest such as diameter of trees, crown height, bark thickness and other variables, such as canopy, humidity, illumination, and CO\(_2\) transformation.

The application of wearables in forestry can be used in identifying and managing tree populations utilizing the same parameters as used in individual management zones with AR in Farming. In addition, wearables could provide first rate field training for students and new employees in real-time tree identification and other relevant facts.

---


IV. Augmented Reality Applications in Mining

In addition to these examples of Augmented Reality (AR) applications in rural areas, there are excellent use cases for AR in mining. Increased access to relevant real-time information saves time for workers and improves decision-making. This is one of the key benefits that AR can provide to mine workers.

Pervasive sensing—the practice of deploying large numbers of sensors and linking them to communication networks in order to analyze their collective data—is already being used in the mining industry to support remote operations, health and safety, and exploration and mapping. The identification and management of ore grade, which is relevant across all stages of the mining process, can be provided by sensing technologies during exploration, extraction, haulage and processing activities.\(^\text{20}\) AR has been proposed as a mechanism to visualize sub-surface mining data,\(^\text{21}\) and beyond that depth and localization data, 3D ranging and mapping, infrared data, and machine condition monitoring data are all examples of information that can be displayed in context to workers onsite using Augmented Reality head-up displays in order to improve operational efficiency and safety.

Augmented Reality can also help reduce mining accidents and lost workers. Major safety issues in the mining industry occur when personnel are in the field, such as when workers get lost underground and can no longer find their way back to the surface, or when miners encounter dangerous or explosive gases. Wearable AR devices have the additional added benefit of providing worker localization, allowing teams to remain in contact when miners lose visual contact with their teammates, and enabling the rapid localization of workers when emergency attention is needed.

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOHN THUNE TO STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS

Question. As the potential applications for augmented reality grow, it is important to address cybersecurity risks to consumer and business information and computer generated visuals. How can companies use existing, voluntary guidance on best practices, such as those from the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and enhanced cyber-threat information sharing to assist in cybersecurity efforts?

Answer. Developers of augmented and mixed reality products and services rely on common communications tools and networks. These include, among other things, personal computers, mobile and other handheld devices, video game consoles, communications networks, servers and various types of network-connected storage. Like their peers, developers of augmented and mixed reality products and services must assess potential vulnerabilities in order to defend their systems, products and information from threats posed by malicious actors.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (“NIST”) voluntary cybersecurity framework serves as a critical tool for any organization looking to establish and/or improve its procedures for assessing, managing and reducing cybersecurity risk. Although the NIST framework focuses on protecting critical infrastructure, such as transportation, water and communications systems, several of its priorities apply more broadly, including:

- protecting, defending and securing information infrastructure and digital networks;
- innovating and accelerating investment for the security and growth of digital networks and the digital economy;
- enhancing cybersecurity workforce capabilities; and
- ensuring an open, fair, competitive and secure global digital economy for companies and consumers alike.\(^\text{1}\)

The NIST framework provides a coherent baseline for corporate cybersecurity management programs and has the added benefit of being easy to understand by nontechnical professionals. Its design can help organizations craft a cybersecurity program or improve an existing one. It creates a common language for organizations to understand their cybersecurity posture, set goals for cybersecurity improvements,


monitor their progress and foster communications internally and externally. Stakeholders should continue to improve upon this framework, but adoption should remain voluntary based on the individual needs of each organization.

Companies can also avail themselves of other resources offered by Federal agencies, including automated alerts published by NIST, the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team ("US–CERT") and the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"), all of which serve as key resources regarding security threats, incidents, vulnerabilities and even critical software updates.

In addition, the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015, along with the creation of Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations, will likely facilitate the dissemination of critical information regarding cybersecurity threats and defensive measures.

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MARCO RUBIO TO STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS

Question 1. As we conduct our oversight role as lawmakers, how can we ensure that technology start-ups, like Magic Leap, are able to continue to advance in the 21st century economy without imposing unnecessary red tape?

Answer. Succeeding in the digital economy depends largely on access to talent, capital and consumers. The government can assist that effort by minimizing restrictions on each of these components, thereby reducing barriers to markets—especially for start-ups and other small businesses.

Access to talent requires a workforce equipped to innovate. For the video game industry, special emphasis is placed on candidates steeped in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and STEAM (STEM + Arts) education as video games require both technology and content creation skillsets. Smarter investment in education and in job training programs would serve to bolster the pipeline for a workforce in the tech and creative content sectors.

Access to capital requires incentive-based market conditions created by policies that encourage investment. At the Federal level, this means adopting tax policies that spur economic activity for business and eliminating regulations that restrain economic growth opportunities.

Access to consumers requires a state-of-the-art, networked and secure infrastructure available in all regions of the country. Broader broadband deployment in both metropolitan and rural areas would create new opportunities to reach consumers where they are and widen consumer offerings.

For start-ups, the success factors outlined above are all the more critical. Magic Leap, for example, launched in 2010 in a region not traditionally known for tech start-ups (Ft. Lauderdale, FL). Nonetheless, it has attracted more than 800 employees and raised more than $1.4B in investment capital to work towards its mission to create a new technology platform. That platform has the potential to transform applications in fields as varied as entertainment, medicine and engineering. Regulating its future before it has the opportunity to come to market would undercut American entrepreneurial initiative and technological innovation at a critical juncture.

Question 2. In your opinion, would current regulations placed on the gaming and computer industry be appropriate to apply to this new generation technology?

Answer. Federal laws and regulations covering the video game and computer industries, such as privacy and data security, have proven to be sufficiently robust to protect consumer interests while remaining flexible enough to allow industries to innovate and deliver products and services to customers specified to their needs. Moreover, in each state and territory, laws governing negligence, trespass, privacy, data protection and product liability are commonplace. In short, today’s legal framework should prove sufficient and adaptable to cover new technologies like augmented and mixed reality.

ESA’s members are committed to meaningful privacy and data security protections. A hallmark of the video game industry remains its creation of a voluntary program that educates consumers about the content they purchase. As noted in our earlier testimony, in 1994, the video game industry launched the Entertainment Software Rating Board ("ESRB"), a non-profit, self-regulatory body that assigns ratings for video games and apps so parents can make informed choices. The ESRB rating system encompasses guidance about age-appropriateness, content and interactive elements. The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") has repeatedly praised the effectiveness of the ESRB rating system, our industry’s compliance with the system
and its acceptance among parents. Notwithstanding this support, several states passed “harmful to minors” legislation seeking to stop the sale of certain games. In 2011, however, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association that video games are expressive works that enjoy the same First Amendment protections as “books, plays, and movies.” In an opinion by the late Justice Antonin Scalia, the Supreme Court rejected the argument that “video games present special problems” because they are “interactive,” noting that “interactivity” has always been the goal of expressive works: “the better it is, the more interactive.”

The Supreme Court left little doubt that our foundational laws governing speech are well-equipped to address emerging technologies like augmented and mixed reality. Still, threats to First Amendment and other freedoms may arise as new products and experiences come to market. Instead, government should encourage industry to continue to foster voluntary, self-regulatory programs that create awareness while seeking to secure consumer adoption.

Question 3. Autism is an issue I feel very passionate about and have worked on going back to my time in the Florida legislature. Some have suggested that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum?

Answer. We applaud your commitment to improving the lives of those living with autism spectrum disorders.

Medical research continues to improve the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of autism and its associated medical conditions. As your question suggests, the use of augmented reality and GPS location-based games have been used to encourage those on the autism spectrum to explore their surroundings and develop social interaction skills. According to an educator who has conducted studies on the use of computer games to address autism, the visual stimuli in certain games help improve concentration and imagination because of their repetitive movement and visual feedback. In addition, some researchers believe that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills.

More broadly, medical researchers have employed augmented reality games to enhance social interaction and hand-eye coordination in children with autism. These researchers found that the games appeared to help ease the patients into becoming more comfortable around unfamiliar people. They also observed that these games appeared to improve concentration and imagination because of their repetitive movement and visual feedback. In addition, some researchers believe that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills. Is the industry doing any of its own scientific research to determine the actual benefits of augmented gaming to people on the autism spectrum?

Answer. We applaud your commitment to improving the lives of those living with autism spectrum disorders.

Medical research continues to improve the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of autism and its associated medical conditions. As your question suggests, the use of augmented reality and GPS location-based games have been used to encourage those on the autism spectrum to explore their surroundings and develop social interaction skills. According to an educator who has conducted studies on the use of computer games to address autism, the visual stimuli in certain games help improve concentration and imagination because of their repetitive movement and visual feedback. In addition, some researchers believe that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills.

More broadly, medical researchers have employed augmented reality games to enhance social interaction and hand-eye coordination in children with autism. These researchers found that the games appeared to help ease the patients into becoming more comfortable around unfamiliar people. They also observed that these games appeared to improve concentration and imagination because of their repetitive movement and visual feedback. In addition, some researchers believe that augmented reality games can benefit people on the autism spectrum in terms of getting them out of the house and developing their social skills.
mented reality games may improve the ability of those with autism to read social cues and learn to pretend play.9

As mentioned in earlier testimony, Microsoft is already selling its mixed reality visor, called HoloLens, to developers. Applications under development include several business, engineering and architectural projects. In the health field, uses of HoloLens include:

- assisting medical students with anatomy curriculum at Case Western’s medical schools;10
- early testing by Duke University doctors to assist with brain surgery;11
- use by spinal surgeons in Brazil to perform more accurate spinal fusions;12 and
- enabling medical students to practice abdominal examinations with a physical simulator before facing real patients.13

Applications of HoloLens to address autism have yet to occur. However, researchers at the Lakeside Center for Autism (Washington) as well as at the College of Staten Island (New York) have begun to employ a motion-based technology developed by Microsoft, known as Kinect, to study whether its use can improve the lives of autistic children by encouraging physical and educational activities.14

**Question 4.** What would you say our high schools and universities can be doing better in the coming years to ensure that people in Florida and in the United States acquire the skills and preparation to fill these jobs?

**Answer.** As noted above, jobs in the digital economy will increasingly rely on STEM and STEAM skillsets. For students, this may mean placing more emphasis on coding, engineering and other computer-related coursework. For those already in the workforce who need to transition to a job in a technology field (particularly in rural areas), this may mean acquiring new skills through re-training programs. Augmented and mixed reality technologies promise to play a role in both scenarios.

For its part, the video game industry has worked diligently to encourage educational initiatives that expand opportunities in the digital economy, including through:

- the National STEM Video Game Challenge, an annual game design competition that challenges students and developers to create original games that stimulate interest in science, technology, engineering and math learning;15
- the ESA LOFT (Leaders on the Fast Track) Video Game Innovation Fellows program, which, in collaboration with the Hispanic Heritage Foundation (HHF), encourages minorities ages 15–25 to create original video games and apps to address social issues in their communities;16 and
- the ESA Foundation, which awards scholarships to the next generation of industry innovators and supports charitable organizations and schools that lever- age entertainment software and technology to create meaningful opportunities for America’s youth.17

---

12 See Medical Simulation demonstration, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGyVh0yYoEy.
16 See http://www.loftcsf.org/esa_loft_fellowship.
17 See http://www.esafoundation.org/.
Our industry has also partnered with the U.S. Department of Education to create ED Games Day, which entails a mini-conference that highlights video games created as tools for learning as well as a “game jam” and research presentations on educational games. In addition, ESA has sponsored education-related events at E3, its annual industry expo. And, ESA works with EverFi, an education technology innovator, on the ESA Digital Living Project, which combines the power of cutting-edge instructional design, rich media, online video games and real world simulations to educate middle school and high school students about digital literacy and career opportunities in STEM fields. Since the program’s inception, the ESA Digital Living Project has reached nearly 20,000 students across three states.

We look forward to continued work with educators to help prepare students for the next wave of opportunities made possible by these technologies.

**Question 5.** What message would you like to send to educators and students alike about the industry’s future and the opportunities it presents?

**Answer.** The video game industry sits at the intersection of creativity and innovation. We bring together the best minds in interactive content development and technology to entertain audiences around the world. Our industry also has proven to be a strong engine for economic growth. In 2015, the industry generated more than $23.5 billion in revenue in the United States, and it directly and indirectly employed more than 146,000 people. Also in 2015, there were 1,641 video game companies in the United States, including 60 in Florida, where games like NFL Madden 17 by EA Sports are made. Moreover, the average compensation for a video game industry employee was nearly $95,000. In addition, some 406 U.S. colleges and universities had video game design programs in 2015, including at least 20 in Florida. In short, the video game industry remains on a growth trajectory, creating a never-ending quest to recruit the best and brightest.

However, national statistics regarding digital literacy have highlighted the need to provide more STEM and STEAM education around the country. In 2015, of the nearly 3.8 million ninth graders in the country, only six percent were expected to choose a STEM-focused degree in college. Video games may prove crucial to attracting and retaining students in STEM and STEAM fields. In fact, a recent study found that combining video games with other subjects, including those in the STEM and STEAM fields, doubled the amount of women in those educational programs and boosted an 88 percent retention rate.

We encourage educators to embrace STEM and technology education opportunities, leverage technology in a safe and effective manner and create active pathways for career success in STEM, STEAM and other related fields.
The interface created by these new technologies can be a tremendous asset to the Department of Defense, especially for training. How can the Department of Defense collaborate with innovators to push the limits of mixed reality technologies to ensure our men and women in uniform continue to be the best trained and equipped fighting force on this Earth?

Answer. The military has made extensive use of augmented and mixed reality technologies for training and battlefield operations.

In training, augmented and mixed reality technologies have been used to improve upon conventional methods by providing more a realistic, immersive experience for the trainees while reducing costs for the military. These technologies simulate real-life environments, targets and threat situations, whether in flight, at sea or on the ground. They enable the military to train on scenarios that are too difficult, dangerous and/or costly to practice in the field or even in a conventional simulation. These technologies also make learning more effective by providing the option of training scenarios at multiple levels of difficulty. And, they can train soldiers on the capabilities and maintenance of vehicles and other equipment under various conditions.

In combat, augmented and mixed reality technologies have the potential to address innumerable challenges. For example, using augmented reality visors, a soldier can have data superimposed in her field of view in real time, thereby maintaining her gaze on the battlefield while processing the information rather than by looking down at a phone or a laptop. Soldiers and intelligence centers can share real-time updates on battlefield conditions, geo-location of allies and target coordinates. And, these technologies can serve a filtering function by using algorithms to limit the quantity and type of information displayed to each user.

Growing the potential applications of augmented and mixed reality technologies for military readiness will require an investment in research and talent development.

Question 7. Much of the attention towards augmented, virtual, and mixed reality technologies have been devoted towards gaming and entertainment purposes. I believe companies such as Magic Leap and Microsoft have good reasons to be focusing on the business application for this interface. Can you elaborate on how such technology platforms could help increase productivity in the workplace or increase learning and proficiency for students?

Answer. The video game industry’s use of augmented and mixed reality technologies will focus primarily on engaging audiences to entertain them. However, other uses of these technology platforms appear ripe for enhancing workplace productivity and classroom learning.

In the workplace, emerging business applications include heads-up displays in manufacturing systems to support complex production processes, collaborative product design and prototyping; remote assistance from engineers and technicians; medical systems that enable surgeons to access relevant data during surgery without being distracted; and education and training. Experts predict that the business applications of these technologies will multiply exponentially as more businesses begin...
to adopt them.\textsuperscript{37} In fact, some think that these technologies will entirely change the way we do business. For example, collaboration among remote employees could become seamless; with augmented reality and mixed reality, it could be as if every employee were in the same room and able to write on the same white board. Employee training could be transformed from a one-dimensional experience to a completely immersive one, in which the employee can practice a task in a simulated, real-world setting.\textsuperscript{38} In fact, Microsoft is working with educational publisher Pearson to use the HoloLens to create a number of learning tools, including online tutoring and coaching in areas as disparate as nursing, engineering and construction.\textsuperscript{39} Augmented and mixed reality technologies are similarly valuable in the classroom setting. The most visceral advantage is the immersive, interactive nature of these technologies. According to a leading professor of education, “[r]esearch shows that interacting with [augmented reality] alone improves students’ understanding of a concept.”\textsuperscript{40} Use of this technology can transform the abstract into something real and tangible that a student can see, hear and with which the student can interact.\textsuperscript{41}

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. JOE MANCHIN TO STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS

Question. As a former Governor and in my role as a United States Senator, I have remained committed to enhancing the job climate in my state so that Virginians have good paying jobs and the skills to compete in the global economy. Part of this job growth is going to come from the technology sector. We are beginning to see an uptick in technology startups in different parts of the state, but I believe there are opportunities for tools such as augmented reality to enhance workforce training.

The technological advancements of the 21st century should not leave rural communities behind, and as West Virginia continues to develop its technology sector and train its workforce: How can augmented reality be used to train workers in the digital economy?

Answer. In our written and oral testimony for the November 16, 2016, hearing on augmented and mixed reality before the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, we highlighted how these technologies offer new ways for video game companies to create highly-expressive, immersive works for the purpose of entertaining our audiences. As described below, these technologies also enable applications that can benefit other industries and workers in rural communities.

Deploying augmented reality solutions can create impactful training programs that improve employee engagement, productivity and safety.\textsuperscript{1} According to one research study, augmented reality “has matured to a point where organizations can use it as an internal tool to complement and enhance business processes, workflows and employee training.”\textsuperscript{2} Importantly, this is true not only of technology-based industries, but traditional industries as well.

For example, the agricultural sector has developed several uses of augmented reality to assist farmers with their work:

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
• Solutions have been developed to allow farmers to predict crop yield by using three-dimensional visualizations on mobile devices.3
• Augmented reality prototypes have been built to assist farmers in insect identification and pest management.4
• Equipment manufacturers are working on ways to use augmented reality to assist in equipment maintenance as well as to compile data to help farmers and other workers perform their daily tasks.5 In fact, at a recent conference, the equipment manufacturer Caterpillar demonstrated how the use of Microsoft's mixed reality headset, known as HoloLens, could be used to help consumers visualize its vehicles.6

The mining sector has employed augmented reality to address worker training; improve safety and productivity; and adapt to skills shortages and worker turnover.7 In the shipbuilding sector, augmented reality solutions are being developed to visually enhance worker training and access to information required for job performance, “including steps [for task completion], cautions, knowledge from expert workers, schematics and any other digitized data.”8 Through the use of this technology, a worker with a mobile device would have access to 3–D product models; planning and training for future work; step-by-step maintenance instructions; and safety information.9 And in the aerospace sector, Lockheed Martin has collaborated on augmented reality projects to speed up the maintenance process for F–22 and F–35 fighter jets, such that “[w]hen an engineer looks at the aircraft using the smart glasses, they see digitally displayed plans projected over the physical plane,” and “[t]hey can then use a tablet to enter any damage or defects.”10

While augmented reality will serve an important role in training—and re-training—today’s workforce, it promises to be equally important as a tool to prepare tomorrow’s workforce for the competitive jobs landscape that awaits them. Experts have noted that augmented reality provides a more immersive, interactive means to teach students STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and STEAM (STEM + Arts) subjects.11 In addition, a recent study found that programs that combine video game coursework with other subjects boasted an 88 percent retention rate.12 In fact, video game design programs have served as successful means to attract and retain interest in STEM and STEAM careers more broadly.13

For its part, West Virginia boasts several programs that emphasize STEM and STEAM education. For example, several schools—including West Virginia University’s Institutes of Technology, Marshall University, Shepherd University, Mountwest Community and Technical College, among others—offer programs or courses in...
video game design. In addition, the state has piloted programs like Globaloria to teach secondary education students coding, web design and game development skills.

We encourage policymakers, educators and industry players alike to embrace technology education opportunities. By way of example, several Appalachian coal miners recently transitioned into coding careers through the work of an innovative company looking to tap into its local talent pool as a resource. Workers in the digital economy will increasingly need to rely on STEM and STEAM skillsets, no matter where their jobs are located.

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this important dialogue and stand ready to assist the Committee on its ongoing work in this area.

---

14 In 2010, the Princeton Review ranked Marshall University’s video game design program among the “Top 50 Undergraduate Schools to Study Game Design Programs.” See http://www.marshall.edu/pressrelease.asp?ID=1935.
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